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Epidemiology of HIV/AIDs
HIV basics:
•
•
•
•
•

First cases in 1981 in gay men in the US.
HIV virus was isolated and identified in 1983-84
First HIV tests were approved in the US in 1985
First treatment approved in 1986 (AZT) – monotherapy. This was only partially effective
Highly active anti-retroviral therapy (triple-therapy) was announced in 1996.

Natural history:

AIDS can be completely reversed nowadays.

Transmission:
Occurs when infected bodily fluids:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blood
Semen
Pre-seminal fluid
Vaginal secretions
Rectal secretions
Breast milk

Containing sufficient viral load comes into contact with:
•

•
•

Mucous membranes
o Vagina
o Rectum
o Penis/foreskin
Percutaneous exposure – injection
Non-intact skin

Not transmitted by urine, faeces, skin-to-skin, saliva, sweat tears, pets, aerosol
Principles:
•
•
•
•

The virus must be present in the infector
Must exit in a fluid containing sufficient quantity of HIV to cause infections (not sweat, tears
etc.)
Must be in conditions where HIV can survive
Must enter the new patients body

Sexual transmission:
•

•

•

Vaginal
o Receptive partner – 1-2/1000 acts
o Receptive - 0.3-0.9/1000acts
Anal
o Receptive partner – 5-30/1000 acts
o 0.3-0.9/1000 acts
Oral sex
o Unquantifiable low risk – only occurs when there is a breach of the mucous
membrane

Cofactors to sexual transmission:
Viral load
In untreated HIV+ people, there are natural variations in
HIV viral load related to stage of infection/disease and
individual biological factors
Higher viral load leads to greater risk of sexual
transmission
Sexually transmitted infections
Urethritis leads to increased HIV in semen; treatment leads to reduction
Ulcerative STIs (syphilis and herpes) increase risk of acquiring and transmitting HIV.
Herpes treatment does not reduce transmission
When viral load is supressed, STIs do not increase risks.
Genetic susceptibility
Mutation in CCR5 protein (protein on the surface of white blood cells that interacts with CD4 cells)
called CCR5 delta 32 has an effect:
•
•

Homozygous mutation – present in 1% of Caucasians. Reduces risk of infection
Heterozygous mutation – present in 18% of Caucasians. Slows disease progression.

Transmission by blood exposure:
•
•

IV drug use – 0.1-1/1000 acts
Transfusion – risk approaches 100%

In healthcare:
•
•
•

patient-doctor transmission has been common in certain settings
Doctor-patient – rare
Patient-patient transmission – rare

Vertical transmission:
Transmission from mother to baby. The exact mechanism is unknown:
•
•
•

Intra-uterine – 5%
Intrapartum – 20%
Breast feeding – 10-20%

Without intervention:
•
•

15-20% of babies born to infected mothers in developed countries
25-40% in developing countries

Key populations:
Defined as people who are more vulnerable to HIV infection, due to:
•
•
•
•

High risk behaviours
Being marginalized by society and fearful of accessing services (friendly services don’t exist)
Higher prevalence and thus higher chance of exposure
Inequalities in powers

Different places in the world have different key populations. Most commonly recognized populations:
•
•
•
•
•

Gay and bisexual men
Transgender women
Injecting drug users
Sex workers
Sub-Saharan African young women and girls

When HIV only affects these key populations, this is called a concentrated epidemic
Key populations are typically at greater risk than the general population even during generalized
epidemics.
MSM and transgender women:
Globally, MSM are 19x more likely to have HIV and transgender women are 49x more likely
Biologically, anal sex presents much greater risk than vaginal sex. Also, MSM can switch between the
insertive and receptive roles in anal sex, which can affect transmission dynamics within a community
Intense discrimination – Russia, Middle East and Africa. Homosexuality is illegal in 1/3 of countries
Injecting drug users:
Globally, IDUs are 28x more likely to have HIV than the general populations. 13% of IDUs are HIV
positive
This is due to needle sharing – small amounts of blood from a HIV+ person can be injected into the
HIV- person’s bloodstream – most do not have access to needle exchange programs.
IDUs is criminalized almost globally – leads to risky forms of drug use
Sex workers:
Globally 12x as likely.
Because:
•
•

Sex with more people
Access to condoms is not guaranteed
o Can be pressure not to use them
o Carrying condoms can lead to criminal prosecutions

Sex workers are often stigmatised, marginalized and criminalized by the societies in which they live –
the law rarely protects sex workers even in decriminalized.

Young women and girls in sub-Saharan Africa
80% of all young women with HIV live in sub-Saharan Africa
Gender inequality and intimate partner violence prevents women from protecting themselves from
HIV
Lack of access to education and to comprehensive sexual and reproductive health services are
common.

HIV prevention:
Three different types of HIV prevention: structural, behavioural and biomedical
Structural HIV prevention:
Target social, political or economic environments in ways that help many people simultaneously.
•
•
•
•
•

Decriminalizing sex work and homosexual behaviour
Provision of safe needles
Education of females in resource-poor settings
Reducing stigma against HIV and/or key populations
Galvanizing political will

Structural prevention should be considered – can explain why individual level prevention
interventions fail
Behavioural HIV prevention:
Ineffective:
•
•
•

Abstinence
Partner-number reduction – not realistic for MSM or sex workers, has had no effect in Africa
Withdrawal before ejaculation – slightly reduces risk but is unreliable

Condoms:
•
•
•
•

>90% effective when used correctly
Availability and affordability is still an issue in places where HIV transmission is highest
Levels of use are highest among gay men in western countries
Levels of use in heterosexual have not reduced infection in countries with generalized HIV
epidemics

Needle and syringe programs
•
•

•

Provision of clean injecting equipment to IDUs.
When available these services are highly accessed. Many addition benefits
o Methadone provision
o Counselling
o Hep C prevention
o Overdose prevention
NSPs represent significant return on investment - $1 spent, $4 saved

Biomedical HIV prevention
Prevention of vertical transmission:
Mother to child transmission is almost entirely preventable. Since 2010 it has been reduced by 50%:

•
•
•
•

Antiretroviral therapy for the mother (reduce viral load, reduce risk of intrauterine
transmission)
Caesarean section use
Antiretroviral therapy in the child for 4 weeks (post exposure prophylaxis)
Avoidance of breast feeding or ARV therapy during breast feeding

Mother to child transmission now rare in developed countries.
Prevention of sexual transmission:
Adult male circumcision
The inner surface of foreskin is rich in Langerhans Cells (coated in many HIV receptors).
50-60% reduction in risk in Africa. Increase in medical circumcisions in some African countries
However, in the west, most sexual HIV transmission is MSM and this method only protects men who
only ever take the insertive position in anal sex – little public health impact
Treatment as prevention:
High viral load associated with increased transmission. ARV treatment used to reduce viral load and
thus reduce risk of transmission.
HIV treatment reduced transmission by 96%.
Pre-exposure prophylaxis
PrEP involves HIV- people taking a once-a-day pill of ARV medication to prevent infection (like the
contraceptive pill).
PrEP reduced transmission by 92%.
Microbicides:
Vaginal or rectal rings, films, gels or inserts that prevent HIV infection.
•
•

Modest effectiveness for women – 27% overall, 61% in the most adherent women
No effective rectal microbicides

Vaccine:
The holy grail. A very long way off.
Combination HIV prevention:
Behavioural approaches were predominant 1980s-2000s. Since 2010 new focus on biomedical
prevention.

The global epidemic:
Since the start of the epidemic
•
•
•

72 million people have been infected
35 million people have died
37 million people are living with HIV

Number of new infections peaked in 1996ish
and has been slowly declining
AIDs related deaths/year peaked in 2005ish and
has been declining
Number of people living with HIV levelled out
in 2000s but has been increasing (people are
surviving because they are being treated).
Scale up of treatment:
What galvanized this push? –
A huge global effort to increase aids treatment
in the early 2000s.
Targets:
•
•
•
•

WHO – 3 million to treatment by 2005 – “3 by 5” – failed, 1.3 million
MDG (2000)
UN Political Declaration – 15 million by 2015 – 17 million!
UNAIDS – 90 90 90 current targets – 90% of all HIV+ will know their status, 90% of all
HIV+ will receive ARV treatment, 90% of ARV receivers will have viral suppression

Global prevalence –
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HIV is very prevalent in Russia and Africa. The cause of HIV transmission is different around
the world
South Africa – <1% of world population and has 18% of infections
HIV infections remains at 2 million per year. HIV incidence is also stable
However, global data masks regional data
Rising prevalence in MSM HIV around the world including in high income countries.
Resurgence of HIV in high income countries
Increased concentration in poorer areas

Emerging epidemics:
•
•
•

MSM in Asia
IDU in Eastern Europe and former Soviet States
Australia’s neighbours PNG (generalized), Indonesia (IDUs)

Australia:
•
•
•
•

Stable number of diagnoses, increased STIs, increases in condomless anal sex
Combination HIV prevention with biomedical technologies is emerging
Significant cause of morbidity
More people with HIV, more on treatment, more with mild long-term immune deficiency

Behavioural research in HIV transmission:
Notification of HIV and notifications of AIDS – after a peak in the 1980s of HIV, there is a drop and
after the 1990s there is a slow increase.
The introduction of ARV treatment decreased the incidence of AIDS after the 1990s

Risk for HIV seroconversion:
The main risk HIV infection among gay men is unprotected anal intercourse (UAI) – especially in the
receptive position. The other risk for minority of gay men may be injecting drug use.
Factors that might contribute to possibility of HIV infection include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Having multiple partners
Condomless anal sex – after drastically increasing in the 80s, declined over time until 1996 →
increasing steadily again
Not knowing HIV status – own or partners
More sexual contact with men at increased risk
More sexual contact with HIV+ men
Presence of other STIs → open lesions and more friction

Protection against HIV:
Possible prevention methods that have been proposed include:
•
•
•
•
•

No anal intercourse
Condom use
Monogamy – partner reduction
Disclosure of HIV status – and increased testing (HIV and STIs)
Partner selection (risk, gender)

Risk assessment for UAI:
Very few men engage in repeated UAI without some sort of risk minimization strategy (88% of
reported cases in health in men study reported at least one strategy being used). These include:
Serosorting – making sexual decisions using information about HIV status. Frequently used to
describe the behaviour of a person who chooses a sexual partner assumed to be of the same HIV

serostatus, to engage in unprotected sex while reducing risk of acquiring or transmitting HIV (+ with
+; - with -). Doesn’t account for window period and time since testing.
Strategic position – HIV+ men preferentially taking the receptive role; HIV- taking the insertive role –
because insertive partner is at less risk (4x less) of contracting HIV from a positive partner than he
would in the receptive position
Withdrawal – ejaculation outside of the body rather than into the anus (or mouth)
Clinical markers – people with suppressed viral loads are less likely to transmit to other people.
Negotiated safety – a specialized kind of serosorting between regular partners involving an agreement
about which sexual practices they will get involved in – usually decided by HIV- couples.
Condomless anal intercourse with regular partners; most men with a regular partner have made
agreements. Common agreements include:
•
•

Not to use condoms with each other (50% had UAIR) – most gay men discard condoms
within the first month
Use condoms when with other men

HIV prevention revolution:
Composed of:
•
•
•

Treatment as prevention (TasP)
Pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP)
Point of care HIV testing

Treatment as prevention –
Population level- the strategy to reduce new HIV infections by offering ART immediately upon
diagnosis.
Individual level – HIV+ takes ART to reduce risk of sexually transmitting HIV to HIV- partners
Hence, TasP is conceptually different from ART for the individual health benefit
Evidence outside of clinical studies (clinical studies are clear) is mixed and easily confounded.
Population-level cluster trials have not been successful to date.
Obstacles to TasP include:
•
•
•
•
•

Distrust of doctors
Drug side effects – used to be severe
Adherence
Discomfort accepting illness
Only to protect others – ethical dilemma

Pre-exposure prophylaxis –
Refers to HIV- people taking ART in order to reduce risk of contracting HIV from HIV+ partners.
This method is very effective for people who take the drugs properly (86%, even more effective than
condoms). Both rapid and large-scale roll out to achieve large-scale reduction in new HIV diagnoses
(EPIC-NSW trial).
Point of care HIV testing –
Methods to increase HIV testing include:

•
•
•
•
•

Community based rapid testing
One-stop traditional testing with results returned by email/text – no follow up visit required
Easier access to free testing
Nurse-led testing; results by phone
Home testing

Future obstacles:
The “when to start treatment” debate – perspective of HIV medicine as volatile and unpredictable.
PrEP – not currently available on PBS
PrEP and Tasp – complicate the ways in which safe sex is conceptualized, measured and reported.

Lymphatic structure and organs:
Lymphatic structure:
Functions:
1. Immune surveillance
2. Return of extracellular fluid to circulation
3. GIT – carries fat and fat soluble vitamins
Blood cells:
Haematopoietic stem cells in the bone marrow form multipotential stem cells → two major lineages
•

•

Lymphoid progenitor cells →
o T lymphocytes - more
o B lymphocytes – fewer
o Natural Killer Cells
Myeloid progenitor cell. Which become
o Neutrophil
o Basophil
o Eosinophil
o Monocyte
o Platelets
o Red blood cells

There are two blood cell systems:
•

•

Mononuclear phagocytic system –
o Circulating monocytes – of the peripheral blood, enter CT where they differentiate
into macrophages
o Tissue macrophages – non circulating (fixed) throughout the body – in the spleen,
nodes, liver and other tissues
Lymphoid system – lymphocytes – T, B, NK types

Histology:
Lymphocytes appear as small round circulating cells with a large round nucleus and little cytoplasm.
There is little visual difference between T and B cells in the inactive state. After activation:
•
•
•

B cell (plasma cell) – lots of ER and cytoplasm because it is making protein (antibody)
Cytotoxic T cell – more cytoplasm but not more ER
NK cells - granular

Diffuse lymphatic tissue locations – mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue:
Found in all the surfaces exposed to external environments – alimentary canal, respiratory passage,
urogenital tract, skin. Aggregates of thousands of lymphocytes.
Located mainly within the CT, extend into the underlying epithelium. This tissue is not encapsulated
by CT (therefore not an organ).
It is reactive, enlarges when activated by antigen.
The specific MALT can be identified by observing the overlying epithelium.

Oral adenoid tissue:
•

•
•

Lingual tonsil formed by the sub-mucous adenoid collections –
covered by stratified squamous epithelium, salivary glands and
skeletal muscle are adjacent.
Palatine tonsils (tonsils) and adenoid collections near the
auditory tubes – covered by stratified squamous epithelium
Pharyngeal tonsils (adenoids) on the posterior wall of the
pharynx – covered by pseudostratified ciliated epithelium with
goblet cells

Tonsillar crypts form passages through which material can percolate
down to be exposed to the MALT
Peyer’s patch:
Although stomach acid destroys most infective material, the absorption process of the
intestine present an opportunity for pathogens.
This is protected against by Peyer’s patches (found in the intestine). Large patches
extending into the lumen with villi in between them

Lymph nodes:
Structure:
Lymph nodes are scattered in particular anatomical regions – concentrated in axilla, groin, lung, GIT
tract mesenteries. They are secondary lymphatic organs
Small (1mm-2cm) encapsulated organs joined by lymphatic vessels
Has a dense irregular CT capsule and dense CT trabeculae which dive the node into nodules.

Lymph (and lymphocytes and dendritic cells) enters the node through afferent vessels which pierce
the capsule and empty into the subcapsular sinus, this drains into the trabecular sinus→ medullary
sinus → hilum → efferent vessel.
The whole structure is supported by reticular tissue (cells and fibres). Reticular cells produce reticular
fibres and surrounds the fibres with its cytoplasm
This movement exposes lymph to immune cells:
•
•
•

B cells – follicles – cortical regions
T cells - paracortical areas
Macrophages + activated B cells – medulla

High endothelial vessels:
Specialized post capillary venous structure (cuboidal epithelium) located at
the junction of cortex and medulla where T and B lymphocytes can leave the
circulatory system to enter lymph nodes.
T and B cells can then drain through the efferent lymphatic vessels → back
into the circulation.
Dendritic cells:
Antigen presenting cells – expose immunogenic substances to immune cells.
Travel from the periphery in the lymphatic fluid.

Thymus:
Structure:
The thymus is positioned on the superior mediastinum, anterior to the heart.
It is a bi-lobed lymphoepithelial organ, which contains reticular cells but no fibres. It is a huge organ
at birth, but involutes after adolescence (functional components replaced by adipose tissue), becoming
relatively small.
No lymphatic vessels empty into the thymus – only efferent vessels
The thymus is broken up into individual lobules (with cortical and medullary regions). Separated from
each other by CT trabeculae; connected by a common medullary region
Blood thymic barrier:
Blood vessels are separated from thymus cortex by epithelioreticular cells.
Impermeable to most macromolecules. Barrier layers include – capillary
endothelium, endothelial basal lamina, perivascular CT sheath, basal
lamina of epithelioreticular cells, epithelioreticular sheath
Hassal’s corpuscle:
Histological structure unique to thymus, related to its embryogenic dev
elopment – an epithelial swirl located in the medullary region of the
thymus.

Function: maturation of T cells
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

T cell progenitors enter the thymus through post-capillary venules
Migrate towards the capsule via chemokine signalling
Undergo selection in the cortex
Migrate to medulla – screened for reactivity to self-antigens
Mature T cells exit the thymus via blood or lymphatic vessels

Unacceptable T cells are destroyed by macrophages

Spleen:
Structure:
Located in the left hypochondriac region

Has a single afferent splenic artery and a single efferent splenic vein.
The splenic artery branches into central arterioles which are sheathed by white pulp areas. Arterioles
end in cords in the red pulp areas → blood then flows into venous sinuses → efferent splenic vein.
White pulp:
White pulp areas consist of a T cell zone
(periarteriolar lymphoid sheath), arterioles and Bcell follicles. Note the eccentrically located arterioles
in the slide.
Red pulp:
Splenic cords and sinuses. Splenic cord made up of
reticular cells (make collagen), macrophages, plasma
cells. Blood passes through the cord for removal of
aged RBCs.

Functions:
•

•
•

Immune – filters blood just like lymph nodes filter lymph
o Lymphocytes in the spleen react to pathogens in the blood and attempt to destroy
them
o Macrophages engulf remaining debris, damaged cells and particles
RBC removal – spleen (also liver) removes old and damaged erythrocytes from the
circulating blood
Blood reservoir – sinuses in the spleen act as a reservoir for blood. In haemorrhage, smooth
muscle in the vessel walls and capsule of the spleen contracts to squeeze blood into the
general circulation.

Lymphocytes:
The immune system:
Exists to protect us against infection with pathogenic microorganisms and some cancers.
The perfectly balance immune system gives us sufficient immunity to combat infection but the
absence of autoimmunity and allergy.
Overreactions lead to:
•
•
•

Autoimmunity – inappropriate responses to the body’s own tissues
Allergy – inappropriate response to harmless environmental substances
Rejection of transplants

Innate vs adaptive immunity:
Innate: first line of defence
•
•
•

Rapid response - minutes to hours
Responds to general molecular properties of pathogens
No improvement on repeated contact with a pathogen

Elements of innate immunity:
•
•
•
•

•

Barriers – skin
Chemicals – sebum, stomach acid
Reflexes – coughing, sneezing, blinking, vomiting etc.
Cells
o Macrophages
o Granulocytes
o Natural Killer cells
Molecules
o Pro-inflammatory cytokines e.g. TNF-alpha, IL-1, IL-6 (mainly made by
macrophages)
o Acute phase proteins: CRP (C-reactive protein) quantitative measure of
inflammation.
Erythrocyte sedimentation rate is also used clinically to measure the acute phase
response
o Complement system

Adaptive:
•
•
•
•

Slower response – several days
Relies on clonal expansion of T and B cells
Responds to fine molecular detail of antigens
Improves on repeated contact with same pathogen

Antigen: substance than generates any kind of adaptive immune response (by binding to antigen
receptors on T and B cells).
Clonal selection:
T and B cells have antigen receptors on their surface:
•

T cell receptor on T cells (TcR)

•

Surface antibody on B cell

Each new T and B cell has a different specificity for antigen (many identical antigen receptors on each
cell, different between cells). Only a very small proportion of lymphocytes bind to any one antigen
(few respond initially).
If lymphocyte binds strongly to antigen it proliferates and gives rise to a clone. Hence, antigen
“selects” the lymphocyte to which it binds most firmly. This binding stimulates proliferation of the
lymphocyte → clonal expansion
Lymphocytes divide every 6 hours, each responding lymphocyte gives rise to 1000 clones over a
week→ clinically detectable enlargement and tenderness of lymph nodes
There is also functional maturation over this period to combat the antigen bearing pathogen more
effectively.
Antigen receptor molecules:
B cell antigen receptor:
In the case of B cells, these receptors are surface antibody.
After clonal selection and proliferation, some B cells differentiate into plasma cells that secrete lots of
antibodies (specific for the same antigen).
T cell antigen receptor:
TcR - structurally related to antibody; similar antigen binding sites
Present on the surface of T cells. Binds combination of antigen and MHC (major histocompatibility
complex)
Unlike antibodies, TcR are not secreted by T cells.
Variation in antigen receptors:
DNA of TcR and antibody genes are rearranged in immature T and B cells.
Each developing T or B cells undergoes unique DNA rearrangements – hence each developing cell
has a unique amino acid sequence for binding antigen (maintained in its clones)
Because many different antigen receptors are generated a person is protected against an enormous
number of possible pathogens.
T cell development:
Made in the bone marrow from haemopoietic stem cells → very immature cells travel to thymus →
proliferate in thymus and DNA of TcR genes is rearranged.
TCR proteins are tested. Only cells with intact TCRs that do not bind to self-antigens are
allowed to mature. Cells with unsatisfactory TCRs (the majority) are deleted and recycled
Mature T cells (CD4 and CD8) leave the thymus → blood or secondary lymphoid organs
Although the thymus involutes after adolescence so development of new T cells drops; T cells are
very long lived so we are okay.
B cell development:

Made in bone marrow from haematopoietic stem cells → earliest B cell precursors proliferate and
rearrange the DNA of their antibody genes
B cells are only allowed to mature if they produce intact antibody which does not bind to selfantigen
Mature B cells then leave the bone marrow via the blood.
B cells are produced in high numbers throughout life. They only live for weeks unless they meet their
specific antigen – in which case they reproduce to form long lived memory B cells
Lymphocyte subsets:
In a normal blood sample:
•
•

75% of lymphocytes are T cells
Smaller numbers of
o B cells – relatively more abundant in secondary lymphoid tissue
o Natural killer cells – innate protection against virus infection. They do not have
antigen specific receptors. They are grouped as lymphocytes based on morphology

Only 2% of a person’s lymphocytes are in the blood at any one time. The majority are located in the
secondary lymphoid tissues
Microscopy:
•
•

Inactivated T and B cells look the same under conventional microscopy. Small round, large
nucleus, little nucleus.
NK cells – large lymphocyte with abundant cytoplasm and some cytoplasmic granules.

T cell subsets:
All T cells have CD3 on their surface
Mature T cells have either CD4 or CD8 molecules (not both) on their surface
•

•

CD4 are helper T cells – coordinate the immune response. Stimulate the function of
o Other T cells
o B cells
o Macrophages and granulocytes
CD8 are cytotoxic T cells – kill virus infected cells

Analysis of lymphocyte subsets:
CD4 T and CD8 T and B cells can easily be distinguished
using lymphocyte immunophenotyping
The subsets have different surface markers, which are
detected by adding monoclonal antibodies pre-labelled
with different fluorescent dyes.
The blood is then passed through a flow cytometer which
determines the fluorescent properties of each cell

Lymphocyte recirculation:
T and B ells continuously recirculate between blood and secondary
lymphoid organs
Lymphocytes in the bloodstream enter lymphoid organs by crossing
high endothelial venules
Lymphocytes then home to specific areas for T and B cells - remain
for hours-days.
•
•

B cells - follicles
T cells - paracortical areas

If lymphocytes do not find antigen, they leave via the efferent lymphatics → lymph vessels and nodes
→ thoracic duct or right lymphatic duct → blood → randomly re-enter lymphoid organs
Relation to immune response:
In a primary immune response, a very low proportion of lymphocytes can react with specific antigen
When antigen is presented in a lymphoid organ, lymphocyte recirculation gives many lymphocytes
an opportunity to contact the antigen – this shortens the time required for clonal selection to begin
If lymphocytes encounter their specific antigen, they cease circulating for days while they undergo
proliferation at the site, then they recirculate again – ensuring that these specific lymphocytes are
randomly distributed amongst lymphoid tissue.

Immune responses:
Antigens:
Antigens generate immune response. They are organ molecules, including: proteins, carbohydrates,
lipids, DNA, drugs
Antigen can be from viral, bacterial, fungal, protozoal and helminth pathogens and the immune
response is generally beneficial. Antigens can also elicit harmful immune responses:
•
•
•

Autoantigens – self antigens that generate autoimmune response
Allergens -environmental antigens that generate allergic responses
Alloantigens – antigen from other people, such as blood transfusion or organ transplants

Antigens and B cells:
Surface antibody on B cells binds “native” antigen. Native antigen means:
•
•

Not altered by other cells (no processing needed)
In the extracellular fluid

If there is a strong binding, this is the stimulus for clonal proliferation.
Antigens and T cells:
Dendritic cells:
The most important cell type to present antigen to T cells – essential for initiation of T cell responses
Derived from haematopoietic stem cells, develop in the bone marrow, travel in the blood (in very
small numbers, very hard to recognize in blood films) and lodge in tissues →widely distributed
throughout the body – some skin DC are called Langerhans cells
After exposure to antigen in tissues, DC uptake antigen and:
•
•
•
•

Travel via lymphatic vessels to regional lymph nodes
Lodge in T cell regions (particularly the paracortical region) through which
many T cells pass
Internalize the antigen and process it into peptides
Present the peptides on their surface bound to MHC to T cells

Dendritic cells have multiple projections, enabling them to contact many antigens in
tissues and many T cells in lymphoid organs. Langerhans cells in the epidermis have
projections which extend widely through the epidermis
MHC:
Major histocompatibility complex – abundant cell surface molecules functioning to
present peptide antigens to T cells.
Cellular enzymes degrade proteins into short peptides; some of the peptides bind MHC proteins.
There are two classes of MHC molecules (class I and class II) – each MHC molecule can bind to and
present a huge variety of different antigens.
Endogenous antigens are made within the cell e.g. viral proteins. They are degraded into peptides
which are trafficked to the ER and bind to MHC Class I molecules. Bound MHC+antigen is
trafficked to the cell surface. Most cells have MHC Class I and can present endogenous antigens.

Exogenous antigens come from outside the cell e.g. from extracellular micro-organisms. They are
moved into the cell (in an endosome) and broken down into peptides. Peptides bind to MHC Class II
molecules (which are moved into the endosome). MHC+antigen is then presented on the cell surface.
MHC Class II is mainly limited to dendritic cells, B cells and macrophages so a limited range of cells
can present exogenous antigens.
The combination of peptide-MHC is then delivered to the cell surface.

Antigen presentation to T cells:
CD4 and CD8 are surface molecules on T cells that bind to MHC molecules.
•
•

Antigen bound to MHC Class II molecules is presented to CD4 T cells
Antigen bound to MHC Class I molecules is presented to CD8 T cells

Dendritic cells present antigen bound to both MHC Class I and II to both CD4 and CD8 T cells (both
I and II present on the same cell)
HIV infects CD4 T cells because the virus binds strongly to CD4 molecules and thereby enters the
cell
Lymphoid tissue:
Lymphoid tissue including: lymph nodes, spleen and MALT are great meeting places for antigen, T
and B cells and antigen presenting cells
Antigen can arrive in a cell free form to immune cells.

Specificity and memory:
After we have made an adaptive response to a pathogen:
•
•

The response has memory – unlikely to get infection by the same pathogen for a long period
(can be life-long memory)
The response is specific – not protected against infection by an unrelated pathogen

Memory:
After the first infection with a pathogen, some cells in the clones become long-lived memory T and B
cells and other B cells differentiate into long-lived plasma cells. These cells can survive for decades
If we encounter the same pathogen again, it may be eliminated by antibodies secreted by plasma cells.
If not, the lymphocytes that respond (memory cells) will be:
•
•

Much more numerous
More mature in function

Therefore, the response is more rapid – the pathogen will
usually be rapidly eliminated and we may not even feel
sick.
Hence, the secondary antibody response:
•
•
•

Shorter lag time
Higher AB concentration
More prolonged rise in antibody concentration

This occurs because there are more T and B memory cells. More efficient responsiveness of memory
cells.
Once an immune response ends, the secondary lymphoid tissue reverts to normal size:
•
•
•

Some activated T and B cells undergo apoptosis
There is competition for space; new memory cells displace existing cells
New plasma cells also compete for space with existing plasma cells – this helps to explain
why AB levels gradually fall over years after an infection or vaccination.

T-cell activation:
Most T cells are small, non-dividing and recirculating. Only a tiny proportion of T cells respond to
any one antigen.
If the TcR binds to antigen presented by dendritic cells in the T cell areas of lymphoid tissue, the T
cell stops circulating and proliferates, giving rise to a clone.
The clones give rise to:
•
•

Effector cells, that migrate throughout the body to co-ordinate the elimination of pathogens
with the relevant antigens;
Long-lived memory cells, enabling the individual to respond better on subsequent exposure
to the original antigens.

CD4 T cells and CD8 T cells can be effector cells and long-lived memory cells
T cells can undergo clonal expansion but don’t form plasma cells, don’t secrete TcR, don’t do class
witching or somatic hypermutation.

B cell immune responses:
Most B cells are small, non-diving and recirculating. After B cells are activated by specific antigen,
they divide and form clones.
•
•

Without help from T cells, B cells can differentiate into short-lived plasma cells that produce
IgM
With help from T cells, activated B cells differentiate in germinal centres of lymphoid organs
where they undergo:
o Class switching
o Somatic hypermutation

Activated B cells then differentiate into:
•
•

Memory cells – long lived, with surface AB
Plasma cells – secrete large amounts of AB

Class switching
Antibodies have different classes depending on their
constant region heavy chain – functions are different.
•
•

•
•
•

IgM – first class secreted in primary responses,
does not persist
IgG – most abundant class in circulation; more
prominent in secondary response and persists to
provide immunological memory
IgA - abundant in secretions; much IgA is
synthesized by mucosal plasma cells
IgE – important in allergy
IgD

Initially B cells produce IgM
In the germinal centre, with help from T cells, B cells can “class switch” to IgG, IgA or IgE. This is
done by changes in the DNA of the antibody genes to use different heavy chain constant regions
Within a clone, different cells can produce any class of antibody
Class switched cells retain their antigen specificity.
Class switched cells can become memory cells or plasma cells
Clinical meaning:
•
•

IgM appears rapidly but does not persist. Hence, presence of specific IgM is a clinically
useful indication of current/recent infection.
IgG is slower in onset but persistent. Presence of specific IgG antibodies is less useful in
diagnosing current/recent infection.

T cells are essential for production of IgG, IgA and IgE by B cells

Somatic hypermutation:
Occurs in B cells, in germinal centres - at the same time as class switching; hence, class-switched AB
bind antigen much more strongly than IgM.
Random point mutations are made in the DNA of the variable domains of the AB genes. Some
mutations give the antibody higher binding strength → cells that bind more strongly proliferate fast
and dominate the response; other cells lost their binding strength and undergo apoptosis.
This process can increase the binding strength of ABs by a thousand-fold

Plasma cells:
Antibody factories – secrete AB regardless of whether the antigen is present
Easily identified by traditional microscopy – large oval shaped cells with eccentric nucleus and
basophilic cytoplasm
Locations:
•
•

Bone marrow – source of most circulating AB
Mucosal surfaces – make secreted AB mainly IgA

Precursors travel from secondary lymphoid tissue via blood (too few to detect in blood films)
B cell lineage malignancies:
Most lymphocyte malignancies are B cell in origin. Malignant cells arise at various stages of the B
cell lineage – location usually resembles that of their non-malignant counterparts.
•
•
•

B lineage acute leukaemias are malignancies of immature B cells, that mainly affect the bone
marrow
Lymphomas are malignancies of mature B cells that are prominent in the secondary lymphoid
tissue, bone marrow and blood
Multiple myelomas are malignancies of plasma cells that are mainly located in the bone
marrow

Overview of respiratory function:
Primary function of lungs is gas exchange - occurs at the blood-gas interface in the alveoli (air sacs)
Other functions include:
•
•
•

Metabolizing certain compounds – e.g. contains ACE
Filters unwanted material from the blood
Reservoir of blood

Air travels down the trachea, bronchi (which enter the lungs at the hilum), bronchioles etc. down to
the alveoli
Alveoli:
Small air sacs (1/3mm diameter) In the image, alveoli
after inspiration and expiration (not that they do not
fully deflate on expiration).
Human lungs contain ~300 million alveoli. Each
alveolus is wrapped in capillaries. When the alveoli
are fully inflated, the capillaries are squashed – they
are rounded after expiration.
Blood gas barrier is very thin (~0.3µm – epithelial cell, endothelial cell and a small interstitial space)
and has a large surface area (50-100m2). Obviously this barrier becomes thicker if there is exudate or
consolidation in the lungs.
Airways:
The airways are branchings structures. Each branch divides in 2, becoming narrower and more
numerous.
Bronchopulmonary segment – a part of the lunch supplied by a segmental bronchus. There are 10 on
the right and 8 on the left.
Airways are divided into two parts, conducting zone and zone
Conducting zone:
Does not contribute to gas exchange (anatomical dead space). Total volume ~150 ml
Composed of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trachea
Right and left main bronchi
Lobar bronchi (3 on right, 2 on left)
Segmental bronchi →→→ lots of branching
Broncioles (no cartilage in the walls) →→→ lots of branching
Terminal bronchioles (last branches without alveoli)

Respiratory zone:
Composed of everything distal to the terminal bronchioles.
Function is gas exchange. Makes up the bulk of the lung (2.5-3L)
•
•
•

Respiratory bronchioles (some alveoli)
Alveolar ducts (entirely lined by alveoli)
Alveolar sac

Airway generations (Weibel)
Weibel (anatomist) postulated 23 branches of the airway (airway generations)
Terminal bronchioles are generation 16 – 7 generations of the respiratory zone
Cross sectional area:
Although branches get much narrower more distally, they increase in number –
rapid increase in total cross sectional area (particularly in the respiratory zone).
Airflow:
Each respiratory cycle consists of:
•
•

Inspiration – thoracic cavity volume increase (pressure decreases) →
air enters the lung
Expiration – air leaves the lung

Air movement is due to a pressure gradient = P atm (atmospheric pressure) – Palv (intra-alveolar
pressure).
Air flow is determined by pressure gradient and resistance:
Airflow=(Patm-PAV)/R (resistance of airways)
Flow of air is initially bulk flow (convection) – movement of
air from high pressure to low pressure
In the respiratory zone, movement is by diffusion of gas
particles down concentration gradients
Velocity of air flow:
In the first few airway generations, air velocity increases
(cross sectional area actually decreases slightly)
Thereafter, velocity falls as total cross sectional area increases
Dust settling:
Dust settles where air velocity is slow – dust settles at the point of transition from convection to
diffusion

Ventilation:
Total ventilation = tidal volume x respiratory rate ~ 6000ml/min at rest (500ml/breath, 12
breaths/minute)
Of the 500ml inhaled with each breath, 150ml remains in the anatomical dead space – only 350ml is
in the useful respiratory zone.
Alveolar ventilation – the gas that enters the respiratory zone
(Total tidal volume – dead space volume) x respiratory rate = 4200ml/min
Blood vessels:
Series of branching tubes from the pulmonary artery to the capillaries and back to the pulmonary
veins
Initially arteries, veins and bronchi run close together. At the periphery, arteries and bronchi are in the
centre of a lobule, the veins pass between the lobules
The capillary network is dense but vulnerable to damage (little supporting tissue) e.g. positive
pressure machine, increase in hydrostatic pressure (left heart failure) can result in rupture/leakage.
Blood flow:
Pulmonary blood flow:
The whole cardiac output passes through the pulmonary circuit ~6L/min – in order to be oxygenated
Mean pulmonary artery pressure is ~15mmHg – resistance is low
Each red cell spends <0.75sec in the capillary network. This is time for complete equilibration –
hence, if you speed up cardiac output (e.g. exercise) there is still time for some exchange.
Bronchial blood flow:
Consists of the bronchial arteries – transporting oxygenated blood from the left side of the heart to
supply (mainly) the conducting airways
Some blood drains into the bronchial veins but most drains through the pulmonary veins.
This supply may not be essential – transplant patients survive without bronchial blood supply.
Removal of foreign particles:
Foreign particles are removed in a number of ways
•
•
•
•

Nose filters large particles (hairs)
Smaller particles which deposit in the conducting airways are swept up by cilia
Coughing
Particles which deposit in the alveoli are engulfed by macrophages.

Mucociliary escalator:
Cilia continuously beat (up to 1000x a minute in normal condition) to remove foreign material. Their
rhythmic movement is impaired by certain substances (e.g. cigarette smoke)
Cilia push mucus (containing foreign material) up the airways.

Coughing:
Steps involved:
1. Inspiration – about 2.5L of air
2. Epiglottis closes and vocal cords shut tightly
3. Forceful contraction of abdominal muscles and internal intercostals (expiratory muscles)
→ pressure in the lungs rises to 100mmHG or more
4. Vocal cords and epiglottis open suddenly
5. Air under pressure in the lungs explodes outwards at a velocity up to 800km/h, carrying
foreign material with it
Sneezing is a similar process.
Lung volumes and capacities:
Volumes:
1. Tidal volume (VT) – the volume of gas inspired or expired during each respiratory cycle – av
500-600ml
2. Inspiratory reserve volume (IRV) – maximal amount of gas that can be expired from the
usual resting end-inspiratory level – av 3000ml (male), av 1900ml (female)
3. Expiratory reserve volume (ERV) – maximal volume of gas that can be expired from the
usual resting end-expiratory level – av 1200ml (male), av 800ml (female)
4. Residual volume (VR) – volume of gas remaining in the lungs at the end of maximal
expiration – av 1200ml (male), 1000ml (female)

Capacities - The above volumes do not overlap, but are compounded into various capacities.
1. Total lung capacity (TLC) – the amount of gas contained in the lung at the end of a maximal
inspiration – av 6000ml (male), 4200ml (female)
TLC = VT + IRV + ERV + RV

2. Vital capacity (VC) – maximal volume of gas that can be expelled from the lungs following
a maximal inspiration – av 4800ml (male), 3200ml (female)
VC= VT + IRV + ERV
3. Functional residual capacity (FRC) – volume of gas remaining in the lungs at the resting
expiratory level – av 2400ml (male), 1800ml (female)
FRC = ERV+ RV
4. Inspiratory capacity (IC) – maximal volume of gas that can be inspired from the end of a
normal expiration – av 3600ml (male), 2400ml (female)
IC = IRV + VT
Spirometry:
A spirometer is a device which measures airflow and lung volumes during breathing.
Two basic types:
•
•

Volume displacement spirometers
Flow sensing devices

Volume sensing spirometers:
Records the volume that is displaced. This allows flow to be
calculated by calculation (knowing volume and time).
•
•

Advantages –
o Simple and accurate
Disadvantages –
o Bulky and impractical for home use
o Infection risk

Flow sensing devices:
Measure airflow and integrates this to determine volume.
Various methods are used to detect flow (unnecessary to know). Calibration is required
•

Advantages – much more portable

What measurements cannot be made:
These machines can only measure volumes that are blown into the machine. Hence, cannot measure
•
•
•

Residual volume and the two capacities which include it
Functional residual capacity
Total lung capacity

Clinically useful measurements:
1. Forced vital capacity (FVC) - Total volume exhaled in a single
forced expiration after a maximal inspiration. Often slightly lower
than VC measure on slow expiration
2. Forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) – total volume
exhaled in a single forced expiration after a maximal inspiration in
one second
3. Forced expiratory ratio (FER or FEV1%) – ratio FEV1/FVC.
Normally 70-85%

Alteration of FER in disease states:
This ratio is clinically important because it is altered in various disease states.
Obstructive pattern:
FEV1 is reduced (airways are narrower). Hence FER is lower
e.g. asthma (mightn’t be there all the time), COPD
Restrictive pattern: problem with how much air the lungs can hold.
FVC is reduced. Hence, FER is normal or higher
e.g. lung fibrosis, chest wall disease

Peak flow meter:
Measures the peak flow rate on expiration (L/min)
Not as diagnostically useful as a spirometer but can be useful to measure respiratory health. This is
because most of the air expelled upon initial expiration is from the large airways, so does not provide
information about small airway disease.

Respiratory mechanics:
Muscles of respiration:
Inspiration:
Muscles of inspiration are always active
Diaphragm:
The diaphragm is the most important inspiratory muscle. It is a thin, dome shaped sheet which
inserts into the lower ribs and is supplied by phrenic nerves (C3-5).
Excursion (movement of diaphragm) ~1cm in quiet breathing; ~10cm on forced breathing

When the diaphragm contracts:
•
•
•

Abdominal contents move down and forwards
Length of chest cavity increases
Transverse diameter of chest cavity increases

External intercostals:
External intercostal muscles connect adjacent ribs - slope downwards and forwards. Hence, on
contraction:
•
•

Ribs move up and forwards
Lateral and AP diameters of the thorax
increase:

Nerve supply is by intercostal nerves – hence
paraplegic might not have external intercostal
function (can still breath because of the diaphragm).
Accessory muscles of inspiration:
Contract in exercise and in very lung pathologies – very little role in quiet breathing
•
•
•

Scalene muscle → elevate first 2 ribs
Sternomastoids → raise in sternum
Other very muscles with very very minor roles
o Alae nasi (flaring of nostrils)
o Small muscles of head and neck

Expiration:
Expiratory muscles are passive in quiet breathing – lung and chest wall are elastic (tend to return to
their equilibrium position). Muscles of expiration are active in exercise and voluntary
hyperventilation.
Abdominal wall muscles:
Abdominal muscles, including rectus abdominus, external and internal oblique and transverse
abdominus, are the most important expiratory muscles. Upon contraction:
•
•

Intraabdominal pressure increases
Diaphragm is pushed upwards

They are also involved in coughing, vomiting, defecation and labour.
Internal intercostals:
Opposite action to intercostals i.e. pull ribs down and inwards.
Stiffen the intercostal spaces to prevent bulging during straining
Back and neck muscles:

Elastic properties of the lung:
Elasticity refers to the tendency to return to resting volume after distension.
In the lungs, this is partially due to the arrangement of tissue fibres (elastin and
collagen). Elastin has some intrinsic elasticity but collagen has little – what
makes the lungs elastic is how these fibres are arranged
Changes in this elasticity can result from disease:
•
•

Emphysema – degradation of elastin – lungs become less elastic
Fibrosis – big increase in tissue fibres, harder to inflate lungs

Lung pressure-volume curve:
Note:
•
•

•
•

Curve is not linear; steeper in the middle,
flatter at the end
Curve for inflation is different to deflation
– hysteresis (lag)
It takes more pressure to open an airway
than maintain an airway open
Curve does not reach 0 – there is always
some air in the lung
Gradient (compliance) is greatest at the end of deflation

This curve could also be produced by inflating an exposed lung with positive pressure (change in x
axis – airway pressure; + values - same shape). This is because transpulmonary pressure =
difference in pressure between inside and outside of lung
Compliance:
Compliance=Δvolume/Δpressure

Compliance is a measure of the ease with which the lungs (+/- chest wall) expand. It is determined
from the slope of the pressure-volume curve
Human lung is very compliant at normal distending pressures (-5 to -10 cm water); approx 0.2L/cm
water. It is less compliant at higher pressures.
Healthy lungs have optimal compliance. Compliance can change with disease states:
•

•

Reduced by
o Pulmonary fibrosis
o Interstitial fluid
o Local collapse of alveoli
o High surface tensions
Increased by
o Aging
o Emphysema

Surface tension:
Surface tension is a measure of the force acting to pull a liquid’s surface
molecules together at an air-liquid interface interfaces. It exists because water
molecules are attracted to each other, but the top layer cannot be attracted
upwards.
Work needs to be done to stretch the interface
A thin layer of fluid lines the alveoli → surface tension in the lungs accounts for
about half the elastic recoil of the lungs.

In this graph, you can see what happens if you inflate the lungs with saline instead of air. Less
pressure is needed to inflate the lungs and hysteresis is less marked because surface tension does not
need to be overcome.
However, normal lungs have lower surface tension than one would expect; this is due to surfactant.
Surfactant:
Surfactant (mixture of lipids and proteins that acts like a detergent) keeps surface tension low in
normal lungs. Composed of:
•
•

dipalmitoylphosphotidylcholine (DPPC ~ 62%) – lipid
Surfactant proteins (~8%)
o SP-A
o SP-B
o SP-C
o SP-D

Dipalmitoylphosphitdylcholine:
This lipid has both fatty acid (hydrophobic part) and a choline
group (hydrophilic). Hence this molecule is amphipathic.
Surfactant proteins:

Surfactant proteins have a variety of functions, although it is not well established what each of them
do:
•
•
•

Innate immunity
Formation of tubular myelin
Speed formation of the monolayer

Protein constituents is extremely important: lack/mutation of SP-B, SP-C is associated with lung
disease
Alveolar type II cells:
Surfactant is secreted by alveolar type 2 cells; interspersed throughout the alveoli.
They are very compact cells – “poached eggs” while type 1 are more spread out.
Surfactant is produced within the cells and forms lamellar bodies (concentric
layers of lipids and proteins). These lamellar bodies are exocytosis, the protein
expands out to form tubular myelin (meshwork). This meshwork is believed to be
important in the role of the surfactant.
Rapid turnover of surfactant → becomes depleted in regions of the lung with no blood flow.
Precursors of surfactant come from the blood, so ischaemia will lead to rapid depletion of surfactant.
How does surfactant work?
Surfactant reduces surface tension by decreasing density
of water molecules at air-water interface – surfactant
molecules line up at the surface (monolayer).
The hydrophobic tail pulls the surfactant molecule
upward so the resultant vector is minimal.

Why is this effect greater in smaller alveoli?
For a given quantity of surfactant, the density of surfactant molecules is greater in a smaller alveolus.
Hence, surface tension of water is reduced more (more surfactant molecules disturbing the water’s
surface tension. This stabilizes the alveoli
Advantages of surfactant:
1. Lowers surface tension of the lungs → increased compliance → reduced work to expand the
lung
2. Stabilizes alveoli – reduces tendency for small alveoli to empty into larger ones
3. Helps keep alveoli dry – surface tension forces produce a negative pressure around the
capillary, tending to pull fluid out of the capillaries.
Hence, in the absence of surfactant
1. Lungs are stiff
2. Areas of atelectasis (collapse of alveoli)
3. Transudate in the alveoli
Small alveoli tend to collapse into larger ones:
Law of LaPlace – pressure=2 x surface tension/radius
Surface tension is constant; hence, pressure is greater when radius is smaller
However, when surfactant is present (it works better in smaller alveoli, see above) pressures are equal
and smaller alveoli are stabilized.

Interdependence:
Contributes to alveolar stability.
Collapse of an alveolus distends
surrounding alveolus → the elastic
resistance of surrounding alveoli
keeps the first alveolus from
collapsing.

Elastic properties of the chest wall:
The chest wall is elastic but at equilibirum the pull is outwards (instead of inwards like the lungs).
This creat a sub-atmospheric pressure in the pleural space.
Should air be introduced into the pleural space (pneumothorax), this negative pressure is lost → lungs
collapse, chest wall expands.
Relaxation pressure-volume curve:

This diagram has three curves: chest wall, lung + chest wall, lung. Observe:
•
•

At functional residual capacity (after passive inspiration), pressure on lung+cw curve is 0 →
this is the return point of the lungs+cw
To the right of this point, the gradient is greatest → greatest compliance. This means the work
of breathing is lowest here (normal quiet breathing 500ml is inspired at this point).

Lung curve can be achieved in life, measuring lung pressure and thorax pressure (with an oesophageal
balloon).
•
•
•

At all volumes the lung has a positive airway pressure → they are always trying to deflate
In contrast, cw is almost always negative → constantly trying to inflate
Hysteresis hasn’t been representated on this graph

Total compliance (lung + chest wall)
At every volume, the total relaxation pressure of the lungs and chest wall together is equal to the sum
of the two pressure measured separately:
PT=PL+PCW

Because pressure at a given volume is inversley proportional to compliance, total compliance can be
calculated as
1/CT=1/CL+1/CCW
Typical values at the position of normal breathing in healthy human adults:
•
•
•

CT=0.1L/cm water
CL=0.2L/cm water
CCW=0.2L/cm water

Airway resistance:
Airway resistance increases as radius decreases. This can be represented using Poiseuilles Equation:

This 4th power dependence means that a 10% decrease in radius causes a 52% increase in resistance.
Resistance is low at rest but becomes important in disease like
asthma (smooth muscle spasm, secretion etc. reduce radius).
Half the resistance in the respiratory system is in the nose pharynx
and larynx. Hence, breathing through the mouth reduces resistance
(mouth breathing is used in exercise)
The biggest effect on airway resistance is in the middle generation
airways (small bronchi to bronchioles) – they can constrict (not very
cartilaginous, lots of smooth muscle, not enormously numerous).
Not the very small terminal bronchioles with a great total cross
sectional area.
Factors affecting airway resistance:
•

•

•
•

•

Lung volume – less resistance when lungs are
inflated (when lungs are inflated traction keeps
airways open) → e.g. emphysema patients breath
with a high lung volume
Bronchoconstriction – decreased radius → higher
resistance; e.g. histamine, parasympathetic
stimulation, drop in oxygen tension
Secretions/inflammation – increases resistance
Density of gas – increasing density/viscosity →
increased resistance; e.g. scuba diving with a low
viscosity helium gas mixture
Dynamic compression – increasing pressure (e.g.
when forcing expiration) will close airways and
increase pressure

When airway resistance is icnreased, a greater pressure
gradient is needed to produce a given rate of airflow →
more work required

Tissue resistance:
Resistant due to friction of tissues as they slide past one another during lung expasion and contraction.
20% of total resistance (airways and tissues) in young healthy subjects.
Pressures and flow during a respiratory cycle:
Intrapleural, atmospheric and alveolar pressures are
important to consider
There are two main pressure gradients:
•
Ventilation – Patm-Palv
•
Transpulmonary pressure – Palv-Pip –
imporant in expanding and contracting the lungs
Intrapleural pressure:
Pressure in the space between the lungs and the
chest wall – can be measured with an osophageal
balloon.
This presure is always subatmospheric (negative) – lungs are pulling inward, chest is pulling
outward.
The pressure becomes more negative during inspiration
In quiet breathing, intrapelural pressure caries from -5 to -8 cm of water
Sequence of events in inspiraiton)

Alveolar pressure:
Determiend by two factors:
•
•

the quantity (moles) of air molecules in the alveoli
the volume of the alveoli themselves

Varies above and below atmospheric atmospheric pressure (zero
pressure)
•
•

Negative during inspiration
Positive during expiration

It is these pressure hanges that cause the movmenet of air into and
out of the lungs.
During resting breathing, alveolar pressure varies from -1 cm
water to +1 cm water
Note: on inspiration alveolar pressure falls as the lungs expand.
Hwoever, as air flows into the alveoli, the number of molecules in
the alveoli rises and so alveolar pressure becomes less negative.
When alveolar pressure is zero, there is no flow.
The air flow trace has the same shape as the alvoelar pressure
trace.

Gas laws and partial pressure:
Symbols and abbrieviations:

Modifier symbols – RHS – gas phase=capital little letter; blood phase=little lower case level
What is a gas?
Gas – matter in a free molecular form (at everyday pressure and tempertaure). It fills all available
volumes
The molecuels are in continuous random motion and collide with eachother and the walls of the
container → pressure.
Hence, pressure relies on:
•
•
•

number of molecules of gas
mass of molecules
speed of molecules

The gas laws:
The gas laws apply to “ideal gas” – under body conditions, gases obey these laws (except water
vapour).
Behaviour of gases deviates from the gas laws at high pressures or low temperatures, because:
•
•

Van der Waal’s forces become signficiant
Space occupied by the gas molecules themselves becomes significant

Boyle’s law:
At constant temperature, the pressure (P) of a given mass of gas is
inversley proportional to its vvolume.
P α 1/V
P1V1=P2V2

Charle’s law:
At constant the pressure, the volume (V) of a given mass of gas is proportional to absolute
temperature.
VαT
V1/T1=V2/T2
Gay-Lussac’s law:
At a constant volume, the pressure (P) of a given mass of gas is proportional to absolute temperature.
PαT
P1/T1=P2/T2
i.e. heating a canister of gas increases the pressure
Avogadro’s law:
Equal volumes of all gases under the same conditions of temperature and pressure contain the same
number of molecules.
At 0°C and 1 atm, 1 mole of any gas occupies 22.4L
The universal gas law:
PV=nRT
Pressure times volume= number of moles times universal gas constant times absolute temperature
P1V1/T1=P2V2/T2
This equation is used to correct gas volumes for different conditions (temperature, pressure,
saturation)
Common conditions:
STPD: standard temperature and pressure, dry
•
•
•

standard temperature (0°C or 273K)
standard pressure (760mmHg or 1 atmophere or 101.3kPa)
dry

BTPS: body temperature and pressure, saturated:
•
•
•

body temperature (37°C or 310K)
body pressure (pressure of the day)
saturated with water vapour (47 mmHg at body temperature)

ATPS: ambient temperature and pressure, saturated
•
•
•

ambient temperature (room temperature e.g. 20°C)
pressure (of the day)
saturated with water vapour (varies with the temperature).

ATPD = ambient temperature and pressure, dry
By convention, gas volumes with a chemical signficance are expressed at STPD e.g. oxygen
consumption, carbon production.

By convention, gas volumes related to lung volumes are expressed at BTPS – the volumes they
actually occupy in the thorax
Note:
•
•
•
•

K=°C+273
1mmHg =1.36 cmH2O
1kPa = 7.75 mmHg=10 cmH2O
1 torr ~ 1mmHg

Dalton’s law of partial pressure:
When a mixture of gases occupy the same volume, the total pressure is the sum of the pressures that
each of the gases would exert if it were present on its own in the same volume.
Ptotal=PA+PB+PC

Hence, the partial pressure of each gas is equal to the total pressure multiplied by the fraction of that
gas.
Partial pressure (tension) of a gas in solution:
The partial pressure of a gas in solutions is equal to its partial pressure in a
gas mixture that is at equilibrium with the solution.
e.g. if we shake up a water, oygen and nitrogen mixture until equilibrium is
reached; the tension of the gases in the water are equal to the partial pressure
of the gases.
Gases dissolve in water:
Depends on the interaction between the molecules of the gas and the water molecules. Water is polar,
oxygen is non polar. Hence, O2 does not dissolve especially well. CO2 in contrast, dissolves much
more readily even though it is overall non-polar, because it has charges that can interact with the
water.
Henry’s law:
The concentration of a given gas that will dissolve at equilibium in a given liquid under given
conditions is directly proportional to the partial pressure of the gas gas in contact with the liquid.
CX=Sol (constant) x PX
Solubility depends on a number of factors:
•
•
•

Different gases have different solubilities
The same gas can have different solubilities in different liquids.
Solubility changes with conditions
o E.g. the presence of salts lowers the solubility of a gas

o

Solubility of gases generally decreases as temperature increases

Gases diffuse down their tension gradient:
Gases will diffuse down their tension gradient (not their concentration gradient).
Tension (or partial pressure) gradient is not necessarily in the same direction as the concentration
gradient.
Composition of air:
Dry air is: learn this
•
•
•

20.93% oxygen
0.03% carbon dioxide
79.04% nitrogen (and others including argon etc.)

Inspired air:
As air passes towards the lungs, it becomes fully
saturated with water vaour - most water is added in the
nose
At body temperature, the vapour pressure of water is
47mmHg
Hence, we need to remove the pressure of water vapour
when we calculate partial pressure.
Composition of alveolar air:
Alveolar air has a different composition. In an average alveolus:
•
•
•
•

Oxygen – 100mmHg
CO2 – 40mmHg
Water vapour – 47mmHg
Nitrogen and miscellaneous – 573mmHg

Oxygen in the alveolus is lower than inspired air because some oxygen has been taken by the blood.
CO2 is higher than the inspired air because CO2 is coming out of the blood into the alveoli
These values are not uniform and will vary in different alveoli – vary according to ventiliation and
blood supply of the alveoli. There will be a variation of ±2mmHg during the respiratory cycle.
Measuring residual volume:
Recall that RV cannot be measured by spirometry. Recall that RV is the volume remaining in the
lungs at the end of a maximal expiration.
Two methods can be used:
•
•

body plethysmography
gas dillution (using either helum or nitrogen)

Body plethysmography:
There are two volumes of gas inside a sealed box:
•

Volume of box – outside the body (V1)

•

Volume in the chest (RV)

At the end of a maximum expiration (i.e. at RV) a shutter closes the mouthpiece and the subject make
respiratory efforts. As the subject tries to inhale, she expands the gas in her lungs and lung volume
increases. Consquently the box pressure rises as its volume decreases
Boyle’s law is used to determine the change in gas volume ( ΔV) in the box.

Next, Boyle’s law is applied to the gas in the lungs

This technique requires very accurate measurement of small pressure changes.
Gas dilution:
Helium:
A person breathes comfortably, then a
maximal expiration is performed. Then a
tap is opened and the person breathes in
helium
A sample of gas is taken after
equilibration (a few breaths) and analyzed
for helium content.
Hence, RV can be calculated because
helium does not diffuse into the blood
(closed system).
Nitrogen:
A bag is filled with a known volume (Vbag) of pure oxygen. After a maximum expiration, the subject
takes 5 breaths into and out of the bag.
A gas sample is then taken from the bag and
analyzed for nitrogen. The only nitrogen in
the system was that contained in the residual
volume before the subject started breathing on
the bag.
FRN2 can be measured because it is equivalent to alveolar nitrogen concentration.
These methods can be used to measure FRC or TLC simply by starting the procedure:
•
•

At the end of a normal expiration for FRC
At the end of a maximal inspiration for TLC

Oxygen uptake, transport and blood flow:
Normal blood gas values:
Normal mixed venous blood (learn these numbers):
•
•

PO2 = 40mmHg
PCO2 = 47mmHg

Gas exchange occurs in the capillaries in the walls of the alveoli.
After equilibration, the capillary gas tensions are virtually identical
to those in the alveoli.
Normal capillary gas tension:
•
•

PO2 = 100mmHg
PCO2 = 40mmHg

This exchange occurs very quickly – about 1/3 through the
capillary, exchange has completed. Hence, if CO is increased (e.g.
in exercise) there is still lots of leeway for this exchange to occur.
However, in some disease states, exchange is impaired.
Arterial blood leaving the left ventricle:
•
•

PO2 = 95mmHg
PCO2= 40mmHg

PO2 in arterial blood is a mixture of blood leaving the pulmonary capillaries and a small amount of
venous blood from the bronchial veins which enters the left atrium. Only about 2% of left ventricle
blood comes from the bronchial veins.

Blood oxygen carriage: Blood is carried in two forms:
Dissolved:
Oxygen solubility in plasma is quite low. With a normal PO 2 of 100mmHg, only 3ml of O2 (STPD)/L
of blood dissolved.
If this were the only form of oxygen in the blood, resting CO would need to be ~83L/min to meet
tissue requirement → clearly a carrier (haemoglobin) is needed.
Haemoglobin carried oxygen:
Haemoglobin molecule:
A protein with mw 64450 – consists of 4 subunits. Each subunit contains a haem molecule attached to
a polypeptide (globin) chain.
Adult haemoglobin (HbA) has 2α chains and 2β chains. Adults also have a small amount of HbA 2
(α2δ2)
Each α chain – 141 amino acid residues
Each β chain – 146 amino acid resiudes

The haem moiety:
Consists of a porphyrin derivative and one atom of
ferrous iron (Fe2+). If the iron is oxidized to the ferric
form (Fe3+), it is not useful for oxygen carriage; this is
methaemoglobin (certain drugs and certain conditions can
increase levels of methaemoglobin in the blood).
When the haemoglobin is deoxygenation it looks purple,
when oxygenated it appears red.
Haemoglobin and partial pressure:
When haemoglobin binds to oxygen, the amount of free
oxygen is reduced → oxygen tension is reduced → more
oxygen will move across until partial pressures are equal.
i.e. oxygen combined with haemoglobin does not contribute to partial pressure.
Combination of oxygen and haemoglobin.
O2 forms an easily reversible combination with Hb forming oxyhaemoglobin
O2 + Hb ↔ HbO2
Each of the 4 subunits can bind to one O2 molecule forming Hb4O8. The reaction is very rapid (<0.01
seconds), as is the deoxygenation reaction.
Importantly, the iron remains in the ferrous state – the reaction is not oxidation, but oxygenation.
Oxygen capacity:
The amount of oxygen (volume of oxygen/volume of blood% STPD) which is combined with Hb in a
sample when all the binding sites are fully occupied (this does not include dissolved oxygen) – i.e. Hb
is saturated.
“Normal” [Hb] of 15g/100ml, oxygen capacity is approximately 20% (1.34*15) - each g of Hb can
combine with ~ 1.34ml of O2.
Oxygen capacity (and [Hb]) is often lower in women of child bearing age than in men and children.
Oxygen saturation:
The percentage of available binding sites of Hb in a sample that have O 2 attached. Saturation = O2
combined with Hb/O2 capacity * 100
•
•

“Normal” arterial oxygen saturation is about 97.5% under standard conditions (37°C, pH 7.4,
PCO2 40mmHg).
Mixed venous blood (PO2=40mmHg), has a saturation of 75%

Oxygen content:
The amount of molecular oxygen (in vol% STPD or mmol/L) in solution or combined, that can be
released from the sample after destroying the binding power of Hb and subjecting the sample to a
vacuum (extracting the oxygen) – basically, all the oxygen carried with Hb and dissolved in the blood.
When Hb is 15g/100ml
•
•

“Normal” arterial O2 content is ~19.8vol%. i.e. 0.3 vol% dissolved + 19.5 vol% bound (0.975
x 20 = 19.5)
Mixed venous O2 content is ~ 15.2 vol%. i.e. 0.12 vol% dissolved + 15.1 vol% bound

Equation to determine O2 content:
O2 content= (1.34 x [Hb] x Sat/100) + 0.003 x PO 2
Where:
•
•
•
•

O2 content in ml O2/100ml
[Hb] in g/100ml
Saturation in %
PO2 in mmHG

Importance of the quaternary structure of Hb:
The quaternary structure of Hb determines its affinity for
oxygen – recall that quaternary structure refers to the
interactions of multiple subunits of a protein.
In deoxyHb, the globin units are tightly bound to each other
with electrostatic interactions into a tense (T) configuration.
When O2 binds to the iron atom in the centre of one subunit,
it induces a conformational change in that subunit to the
relaxed (R) configuration. This induces the other subunits
to change to R form, making it easier for them to pick up O 2
– this is referred to as cooperativity of binding.
Once one oxygen is bound, it is easier for other oxygens to
bind.
Oxygen-Hb equilibrium curve (OEC)
Also, known as the O2-Hb dissociation curve
Note that it is a sigmoid shape. Standard conditions: pH 7.4, PCO 2 40mmHg, temperature 37°C,
[Hb]=15g/100ml
Note that dissolved O2 is linear.

P50 – this is the PO2 at which Hb is 50% saturated with oxygen. As such, it gives an index of oxygen
affinity; the higher the P50, the lower the oxygen affinity. Hence, shifting the curve right = oxygen
affinity for haemoglobin reduced.
The shape of the curve has advantages:

•
•

Flat upper portion – aids O2 loading at the lungs
Steep lower portion – aids O2 diffusing into tissues

Factors which shift the curve:
The curve will shift to the right (i.e. oxygen affinity is decreased) by:
•
•
•
•

Decreasing pH (increasing [H+])
Increased PCO2
Increased temperature
Increased 2,3-diphosphoglycerate (2,3 DPG)

This can be remembered: an exercising muscle is hot, acidaemic and producing CO 2 – benefits by
decreasing haemoglobin’s affinity for oxygen and thereby increasing the amount of O 2 diffusing into
tissues.
The Bohr effect:
This effect states that the oxygen equilibrium is inversely related both to acidity (lower pH) and CO2.
This effect occurs mainly due to H+ binding to histidine residues on Hb → conformational change →
decreasing affinity for oxygen. i.e. increased CO 2 and acidity shift the curve to the right.
The Bohr effect enhances oxygenation of blood at the lungs and release oxygen at the tissues.
•
•

At the lungs – blood gives up CO2, shifting the curve to the left → more O2 binds to Hb
At the tissues – blood picks up CO2, shifting the curve to the right → more O2 is released to
the tissues.

2,3 DPG:
This substance is formed from glycolysis in RBCs. Once formed, it binds to the β chains in deoxyHb,
having a stabilizing effect.
With no 2,3 DPG, the P50 for adult blood is 14mmHg (instead of 27mmHg). Normal concentration of
2,3 DPG is 4-5mM. Altered by various factors e.g. decreases in stored blood (left shifted curve),
increases at altitude (right shifted curve).
Foetal Hb vs adult Hb:
HbF has 2α chains and 2γ chains. The γ chain has 146 amino acids. It is like
the β chain, but 37 acmino acids are different.
The foetal OEC is left shifted compared to the adult which aids movement of
oxygen to the foetus across the placenta – this is because γ does not bind 2,3DPG as well as β does.
HbF is gradually replaced by HbA during the first year of life.
Haemoglobin and nitric oxide:
OxyHb binds NO tightly – scavenges NO from the blood. However, deoxyHb has a low NO affinity.
Hence, in hypoxic tissue, oxygen is unloaded from Hb → concurrent NO release. NO → local
vasodilation → directs blood flow and hence oxygen specifically to hypoxic tissue.
Hb vs myoglobin:
Myoglbin is the oxygen-binding pigment in skeletal muscle Myoglobin takes up O2 from Hb in the
blood and releases it at very low PO2 in exercising muscles (acts as a store of muscles, particularly
prominent in muscles that undergoe sustained contractions).

It binds only 1 oxygen/molecule (instead of 4) and its curve is a
rectangular hyperbola, to the left of the OEC

Pulse oximetry:
A method of non-invasive, continuous display of:
•
•

Arterial oxygen saturation for haemoglobin (SpO 2 – the p
indicates pulse oximetry, not blood gas analysis)
Heart rate

Uses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emergency department
ICU
General anaesthesia
Procedures with sedation
Transport
Sleep laboratories
Limb viability – after surgery

Principles of operation:
Arterial oxygen saturation:
There is transmission of light through the tissues (usually of
the thumb), of two wavelengths (one in the visual spectrum,
one in the IR spectrum).
These two wavelengths are absorbed different amounts by Hb
and HbO2. Hence, detection of the intensity of light on the
other side of the thumb allows us to calculate arterial oxygen
saturation by HbO2/(HbO2+Hb)
Pulse rate:
Pulsatile vs non-pulsatile flow – the amount of light absorbed
varies according to where on the pulse the measurement is
taken. This allows pulse rate to be recorded.
Advantages:
•
•
•
•
•

Better than clinician at detecting cyanosis
Reduced frequency of blood gas analysis
Non-invasive
Although calibrated for HbA, reasonable for neonates (HbF) - useful
Reliable for saturation between 100% and 70% (possibly to 55%) – this covers saturations
between normal arterial and venous blood

Confounding factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Non-functional Hb can ruin measurements (e.g. carboxyhaemoglobin or methaemoglobin can
disturb measurement)
Dyes and pigments or nail varnish
Motion artefact – e.g. shivering will disrupt measurement
Excessive incident light – problem in theatre
Low perfusion
Wrong size probe
Electromagnetic radiation

Control of blood flow:
Recall that long term control of blood flow involves alterations in size and number of vessels
Acute control:
•

•

Local
o

Tissue metabolism
▪ Oxygen lack theory
▪ Vasodilator theory
o Autoregulation
▪ Myogenic mechanism
▪ Metabolic mechanism
o Factors released by endothelium
Neural Humoral

Local – metabolism
If rate of metabolism increases →
blood flow increase
This is due to a number of factors,
such as production of vasodilator
metabolites.
This is also influenced by oxygen
saturation (see graph 2).

Gas movement through the
tissues:
Gas movement through the tissues is
affected by several factors:
How much gas moves through the tissues per unit time is expressed in
the equation.
•
•
•
•

A=area
T= tissue thickness
D= diffusion constant, an expression dependent upon solubility
and molecular weight
P1 – P2 = Difference in partial pressure

Recall that CO2 is more soluble than O2 and so has a greater diffusion
constant.
Diffusion of oxygen into interstitial fluid:
Note that PO2 of the interstitial fluid is 40mmHg and PO2 in
the tissue is 23mmHg (in this tissue)
The PO2 in the interstitium varies depending on blood flow and
oxygen consumption by the tissues

CO2 diffusion into the blood:
Note that the gradient between the interstitium and the cells is
much less significant (46→45). This is acceptable because
CO2 can diffuse much more readily through the tissues (more
soluble).

Level of oxygen in the tissues:
Oxygen moves between the systemic capillary blood and the tissue cells by simple diffusion.
As O2 diffuses away from the capillary, it is consumed by the tissue and PO 2 falls. Much of this fall
occurs close to the capillary wall.
The PO2 in muscle cells is very low (1-3mmHg) and nearly uniform. This is partly due to myoglobin
acting as a reservoir for oxygen and enhancing its diffusion within the cell. During exercise when
oxygen consumption of the muscles increases, additional capillaries open up → decreases diffusion
distance and increases the area for diffusion.
Because CO2 diffuses through tissue about 20x faster than oxygen, removal of CO2 is less of a
problem than oxygen delivery.
The fall in O2 between adjacent open capillaries:
A. Oxygen delivery adequate
B. Critical
C. Inadequate for aerobic metabolism in the central core of the tissue → tissue turns to anaerobic
glycolysis with formation of lactic acid.

CO2 exchange and transport
Blood CO2 carriage:
CO2 is carried in the blood in 3 forms:
•
•
•

Dissolved
Bicarbonate
Carbamino compounds

Dissolved:
CO2 obeys Henry’s law (dissolved proportional to partial pressure) but CO 2 is about 20x more soluble
than O2.
Bicarbonate:
HCO3- is formed in the blood in the following reaction
CO2 + H2O ↔ H2CO3 ↔ H+ + HCO3The first reaction is very slow in plasma, but fast in red cells
as they contain carbonic anhydrase. The second part of the
reaction is fast (even without an enzyme)
When bicarbonate (HCO3-) is formed in the red cell, this
causes
1. Rise in the intracellular concentrations of HCO 3- and
H+
2. HCO3- leaves the cell in exchange for Cl- (chloride
shift) – via anion exchanger 1 (AE1). Hence, RBC
Cl- content is higher in venous blood than in arterial
blood.
3. Some H+ to bind to deoxyHb (which accepts protons
more readily than OXyHb)
4. Swelling of RBCs due to increased osmolarity of the
cell – cells bigger in the periphery than in the lungs
Carbamino compounds:
These are formed by the combination of CO2 with terminal amines in blood proteins, especially Hb.
This is expressed in the reaction below.
CO2 + HbNH2 ↔ Hb.NH.COOH
The reaction is rapid without an enzyme.
DeoxyHb forms carbamino compounds more readily than oxyHb → This helps with loading of CO2
into RBCs at the periphery and unloading at the lungs.
The Haldane effect:
Deoxygenated blood can carry more CO2 than oxygenated blood.
This is because, as above:
•
•

DeoxyHB binds protons more readily
DeoxyHb forms carbamino compounds more readily

As a result of the Haldane effect, unloading of
oxygen in the tissues helps the blood to carry more
CO2, while loading of oxygen in the lungs helps
the blood to give up the CO2 to the lungs.
This is different to the Bohr effect:

The diagram on the right shows the effect on
haemoglobin. The two pathways by which CO2
promotes O2 unloading:
•
•

Formation of carbamino compounds →
forms more readily using tense form, so
Hb gives up O2 more readily.
CO2 → carbonic acid → H+ binds to the
tense form therefore haemoglobin more
readily gives up oxygen.

Relative amount of CO2 in each form:
Arterial blood with PCO2 of 40mmHg contains 26.4mmol/L (48
vol%) of CO2
•
•
•

90% is HCO3
5% is dissolved
5% is carbamino componds

Venous blood with PCO2 of 46mmHg contains 28.6mmol/L (52%
vol)
The venous-arterial difference is 2.2mmol/L (4 vol%)
•
•
•

60-70% attributable to HCO320-30% carbamino compounds
10% dissolved

Blood CO2
equilibrium curve:
The CO2 curve is much more linear than the O2 curve
CO2 dissolved is proportional to partial pressure
(Henry’s law)
CO2 curve is steep than the O2 curve. In the range 4050mmHg, CO2 changes 4.7 vol%; O2 changes 1.7 vol%
The lower the oxygen saturation of Hb, the greater the CO 2
content for a given PCO2

Dissolved gas makes a bigger contribution to content for CO2 (5% for
arterial blood) than O2 (1.5% for arterial blood).
Blood carries more CO2 than O2 – this is the case even for arterial blood.
The insert shows the most relevant physiological values.

Rates of O2 consumption and CO2 production:
Oxygen consumption
How much oxygen the body uses depends on body size and activity level.
Average adult:
•
•
•
•

Basal O2 consumption ~ 250ml/min (STPD)
Light walking ~ 700ml/min
Good exercise ~ 2L/min
Elite athletes ~ 6L/min

CO2 production:
Resting CO2 production ~ 200ml/mi. Therefore, when you hold your breath, the volume of air in the
lungs contracts.
Respiratory exchange ratio (R)
The normal value for R is 0.8-0.85 (on a mixed diet)
In the short term, R can vary with the pattern of respiration – e.g. >1 with hyperventilation and the
onset of exercise – the blood stores a lot of CO2, in hyperventilation of onset of exercise this CO2 is
excreted through the breath
Over the long term, R is determined by the nature of food being burned:
•
•

R=1 for carbohydrates
R=0.7 for fat

On a mixed diet (not just pure carbohydrate), less CO 2 is produced than O2 consumed – if pure
carbohydrate diet, oxygen consumption and CO 2 production would be qual, this is not the case in a
mixed diet, because some food is converted into water.

Calculating O2 consumption:
Oxygen consumption = oxygen inspired – oxygen expired

It is easy to measure oxygen fraction and easy to measure expired volume. Inspired volume is harder
(can’t assume it’s equal to expired volume).
Inspired oxygen can be measured using nitrogen – there is no net consumption of molecular nitrogen
by the body. Therefore, inspired nitrogen is equal to expired nitrogen → we can calculate the inspired
volume, by substituting in the expression below.

Calculating CO2 output:
Carbon dioxide output = CO2 expire – CO2 inspired

When breathing normal air, we can assume FICO2~0

Measuring dead space:
Recall that the conducting airways play no part in gas exchange – they constitute the anatomical
dead space (volume ~150ml)
This volume (in vivo) can be measured using Fowler’s
method.
Fowler’s method:
There is a subject breathing through a valve box, to
which there is an attached N2 meter; expired volume is
also recorded.
To start the procedure, the patient takes a full
inspiration of Oxygen (100% O2) → no nitrogen
through the N2 meter.
The first air they expire is pure oxygen (because it was
in the dead space and so no exchange occurred).
Gradually, the O2 is diluted by gas in the respiratory
zone (more and more nitrogen) → the plateau
represents alveolar gas (only about 40% in the case)
To then work out volume: we plot nitrogen
concentration against inspired volume. It has beem
proved empirically that a vertical line that makes the
area A equal to the area B, this represents the
anatomical dead space
Bohr’s method:
All expired CO2 comes from the alveolar gas, and none from the dead space (we assume air has no
CO2)
Now, tidal volume is equal to alveolar + dead space volumes. So, V A=VT-VD

In normal subjects, VD/VT is 0.2-0.35 during resting breathing.

Bohr’s method measures the volume of the lung that does not eliminate CO2 – this is actually the
physiological dead space (i.e. the conducting airways plus any non-functional/poorly functioning
alveoli because of impaired blood flow)
In normal subjects, the anatomical and physiological dead spaces are very similar. However, in lung
disease, the physiological dead space may be much larger due to ventilation-perfusion mismatching.

Measuring alveolar ventilation:
Method 1:
Determine dead space then subtract dead space ventilation from total ventilation

Then times by the frequency of breaths to get volume.
Method 2:
BTPS
Note that P ACO2=PaCO2 in normal subjects (arterial CO2 = alveolar CO2
because full equilibration occurs at the lungs as CO 2 diffuses so
readily).
There is an inverse relationship between V. A and PaCO2 (between
alveolar ventilation and the partial pressure of CO 2 in arterial blood).
i.e. if you hyperventilate, PaCO2 goes down.
Where does the 0.863 come from?
Since no gas exchange occurs in the dead space and there is almost no
CO2 in inspired air, all expired CO2 comes from alveolar gas.

Control of respiration:
Introduction to respiratory control:
Arterial PO2 and PCO2 are normally kept within narrow limits. This occurs despite:
•
•
•

Changing metabolic demands
Changing posture
Episodic non-ventilatory behaviours
o Speaking, singing
o Straining
o Vomiting

There are three parts to the control system
•
•
•

Sensors – gather information, send to the
central controller
Central controller – integrates information,
sends output to effectors
Effectors – respiratory muscles which control
ventilate

Central controller:
Breathing is automatic – automatic breathing originates in the respiratory centres in the pons and
medulla
•
•

Respiration stops after transection of the brainstem below the medulla
Automatic respiration is normal after transection rostral to the pons

Main components generating autonomic respiration must be mostly in the medulla – respiration
continues (although irregular and gasping) after transection at the inferior border of the pons
Central pattern generation:
The specific site of the central pattern generation
is most likely the pre-Botzinger complex in the
medulla. These are bilateral small groups of
synaptically coupled pacemaker cells
They are located in the medulla between the
nucleus ambiguus and the lateral reticular
nucleus
These neurons discharge rhythmically and
produce rhythmic changes in the phrenic nerve
supplying the diaphragm and the hypoglossal
nerve (tongue can affect airway resistance).
Even outside the body, the neurons from this area respond to hypoxia with increased activity
(prolonged nerve pulse)

Respiratory centres:

There are four recognized respiratory centres (not really
nuclei, poorly collected groups of nuclei)
Medullary centres:
In the medulla, there are 2 main neuronal groups:
•

•

Dorsal respiratory group (DRG) – processes
sensory information, contains primarily inspiratory
neurons. Receives inputs from the vagus and
glossopharyngeal nerve
Ventral respiratory group (VRG) – primarily
motor, contains both inspiratory and expiratory
neurons

Both centres have high quantities of respiratory related neurons.
Respiratory related neurons: neurons which fire in phase with the respiratory cycle. They can be:
•
•
•

Interneurons – make local connection
Premotor neurons – innervate motor neurons
Motor neurons – innervate respiratory muscles

Different individuals RRNs fire at different times during inspiration and expiration.
For example:
•
•

Inspiratory ramp neurons don’t start firing till inspiration begins – their rate of firing increases
over the course of inspiration. Modified by pontine centres
Early inspiratory neuron – fires fast early on and then slows down.

In normal quiet breathing expiration is passive and cells in the expiratory areas of quiescent. During
more forceful breathing (e.g. exercise) expiration becomes active and these cells fire.
Activation of expiratory muscles → increased speed of air outflow, thus a higher respiratory
frequency is possible
Pontine centres:
In the pons are two neuronal groups which modulate (but are not essential) normal respiratory output

•

•

Apneustic centre – in the lower pons
o Seems to have an excitatory effect on the inspiratory centre of the medulla,
prolonging the ramp potentials →prolongation of inspiraiton
o Sectioning the brain above this site results in prolonged inspiratory gasps (apneuses)
Pneumotaxic centre – in the upper pons
o Switches off inspiration – shortening the inspiratory time and increasing the breathing
rate
May play a role in switching between inspiration and expiration

Other notes:
Automatic breathing can be over-ridden by voluntary control – e.g. hyperventilation or breath holding
Other parts of the brain e.g. limbic system can alter breathing pattern (rage, fear, passion)

Chemoreceptors:
A chemoreceptor is a sensor that responds to a chance in the chemical composition of the blood or
fluid around them
Central chemoreceptors:
Most important for minute-minute control of ventilation. These are
located on the ventral surface of the medulla in the vicinity of the
exit of cranial nerves IX and X
There are also additional sites – near the solitary tract nuclei, the
locus coeruleus and the hypothalamus
There are two groups of central chemoreceptors on the medulla rostral and caudal
What they detect:
Central chemoreceptors are measuring the [H+] in the CSF. In
response to sensing H+, the central chemoreceptors release
mediators including ATP
H+ do not readily cross the BBB, but CO2 does.
CO2→H2CO3→H+ + HCO3-. Hence
•
•

Fall in pH → increased ventilation
Rise in pH → decreased ventilation

Blood CO2 regulates ventilation via its effect on pH of the CSF:
•
•

In experiments, changes in CSF CO2 have minimal
effects if CSF [H+] is kept constant
CSF is more acidic than blood (7.32) and has less
buffering capacity (due to less protein) → there is a greater change in pH in the CSF for a
given change in CO2

In patients with long standing lung disease and CO2 retention there may be a compensatory slow
diffusion of HCO3- into the CSF, which returns the pH and ventilation towards normal. As such,
changes in blood PCO2 have a potent acute effect on respiratory drive but a weak chronic effect.
Peripheral chemoreceptors:
Two groups of peripheral chemoreceptors
•

Carotid body → CNS via vagus

•

Aortic body → CNS via Herring’s sinus nerve →
glossopharyngeal

Structure:
In the peripheral receptors, there are Type I (glomus) cells –
electrically coupled together and contain vesicles. These cells
detect changes in blood gases:
•

Oxygen sensitive K + channels – if there is hypoxia, there
is a reduction in potassium efflux from the cells →
depolarization → calcium influx → neurotransmitter
release
o Various neurotransmitters are involved:
dopamine, adenosine, ATP

Type II glomus cells are important for structural support – each
one surround 4-6 type I cells.
Blood supply:
Around the glomus cells, there is a high density of fenestrated
capillaries.
The peripheral chemoreceptors have an enormous blood supply (20x their weight/min). Even though
they have a very high metabolic rate, their extraction of oxygen is close to zero (because they are
exposed to so much blood; in fact they only take dissolved oxygen)
→ they are constantly exposed to PO2 of arterial blood. They will not detect anaemia or CO poisoning
because there is no effect on PO2 (only effect on oxygen content)
Response:
They respond to:
•
•
•

Decrease in arterial PO2
Decreases in arterial pH (only carotid in humans)
Increases in arterial PCO2

These receptors respond very quickly – their discharge rate can vary
during the respiratory cycle due to small cyclic changes in blood gases
Recently, it has been shown that adenosine injection into the carotids
increases ventilation and blood pressure → dose dependent effect
The firing rate (response) of the nerve is greatly decrease at
PaO2<60mmHg
The peripheral chemoreceptors are reosnisble for all the increase in ventilation that occurs in response
to hypoxaemia – in their absence, severe hypoxia depresses respiration.
The peripheral chemoreceptors are less important than central chemoreceptors in response to arterial
PCO2 – about 30% of the ventilatory repsonse of a subject breathing CO 2 is due to peripheral

Response to blood pressure:
When arterial pressure falls below 80 mmHg the peripheral chemoreceptors are stimulated because of
reduced blood flow (→less oxygen availability and build up of CO2 and H+) – this is not due to
baroreceptors

Lung receptors:
Slowly adapting pulmonary stretch receptors:
The slowly adapting pulmonary stretch receptors lie within the
airway smooth muscles. They discharge in response to distention
of the lung and show little adaption with sustained inflation –
continue firing (hence called slowly adapting). Impulses travel in
the vagus nerve
They cause the termination of inspiration and protect the lung from
over-inflation
Hering-breur reflex – also believed to play a role in preventing
over-inflation.
Rapidly adapting pulmonary receptors:
These receptors, also called irritant receptors, lie between epithelial cells in the airway. They are
stimulated by noxious gases, cigarette smoke, dust, cold-air, histamine, prostaglandins. Impulses
travel in the vagus via myelinated fibres.
They respond to inflation with a rapid increase in firing which decreases within a second to ~20% of
the original rate
Reflex effects include hypernea, bronchoconstriction, cough and mucus secretion. May play a role in
asthma, as they respond to histamine.
J receptor – juxtacapillary receptors
They receptors are located close to blood vessels in alveolar walls and conducting airways. They
respond to lung hyperinflation and also chemicals like capsaicin, bradykinin, serotonin.
Impulses travel in the vagus in slow-conducting unmyelinated C fibres. Stimulation results in rapid
shallow breathing; intense stimulation causes apnea
May be activated by engorgement of pulmonary capillaries and increased interstitial volume in LHS
heart failure → rapid shallow breathing and dyspnoea.

Other receptors:
Nose and upper airways:
Nose, nasopharynx, larynx and trachea contain receptors that respond to mechanical and chemical
stimuli (like the irritant receptors)
Resulting reflexes include sneezing coughing, laryngeal spasm and bronchoconstriction
Joint and muscle receptors:
Joint and muscle receptors in the limbs may stimulation ventilation, especially in the early stages of
exercise. This movement does not need to be active (physio moving your limbs)
Gamma system:
Intercostal muscles and diaphragm, like other muscles, contain muscle spindles which sense
elongation. This information reflexively control the strength of muscle contraction
May be involved in the sensation of dyspnoea when excessively large respiratory effort is needed
(e.g. because of airway obstruction). Might also be very important in stopping the holding of breath.
Arterial baroreceptors:

Increased BP can → hypoventilation
decreased BP can → hyperventilation
This is of little physiological importance → e.g. effects of shock on breathing more mediated via the
chemoreceptors
Pain and temperature:
Pain can → apnoea, then hyperventilation
Heating the skin → hyperventilation

Integrated responses:
Response to CO2:
Arterial PCO2 is the most important factor in control of ventilation.
This effect is mediated by:
•
•

Central chemoreceptors respond to [H+] in CSF
Some response by peripheral chemoreceptors to rising CO2 and
falling pH

Arterial PCO2 is tightly controlled to within about 3mmHg during daily
activity – may rise slightly in sleep
The ventilatory response to CO2 can be measured by having someone inhale
different CO2 mixtures or breath into a bag. At normal O2 levels, ventilation
increases by about 2-3L/min for each 1mmHg rise in PaCO2.
This response is reduced by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sleep – higher CO2 is tolerated when asleep
Increasing age
Various genetic and racial factors
Trained athletes and divers
Drugs which depress the respiratory centres (morphine, barbiturates)
Increased work of breathing

The ventilatory response to CO2 is increased by hypoxia.
Response to oxygen:
The ventilatory response to low oxygen can be determined by having the subject breath hypoxic gas
mixtures.
This effect is mediated by:
•
•

Peripheral chemoreceptors
Prolonged hypoxaemia → mild cerebral acidosis → stimulates ventilation

When PCO2 is kept constant at about 36mmHg, PO2 can be reduced to ~50mmHg before ventilation
increases significantly → the hypoxic stimulus is not very important in day to day control of
ventilation; becomes important at high altitude and in patients with chronic lung disease and CO 2
retention.
The response to hypoxia can also be modulated by P CO2 – increased by high levels of CO2
Response to pH:

A response to arterial pH stimulated ventilation. This can be demonstrated separately from the
response to PCO2 by reducing pH while keeping PCO2 constant.
This effect is mediated by:
•
•

Mostly peripheral chemoreceptors – particularly carotid
Central chemoreceptors or even the respiratory centres can be affected by a large fall in pH
(BBB becomes partially permeable to H+)

The effects of pH and PCO2 are additive – in metabolic acidosis, the CO2 response curves are left
shifted.
Breath holding:
When holding breath, eventually a
breaking point is reached – the
point at which breathing can no
longer be voluntarily inhibited.
Breaking point is different
depending on blood gas levels →
levels at which you start and end.
However, there are other factors.
Proprioceptive impulses seem to be
important
•
•

There is an easy-going phase when breath
holding begins
Then there is a struggle phase →
conventional breaking point

Factors affecting breath-hold duration include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Individual subject variation
Motivation/distraction
Pre-breathing hyperoxic or hypoxic gas mixutres
Prior hyperventilation
Metabolic rate during breath-holding
Starting lung volume

Haem and haemoglobin
Haemoglobin:
Haemoglobin is a roughly spherical molecule. It is a tetramer
(made up of two pairs of similar polypeptide chains called
globins). To each of the four globin chains is attached a
prosthetic group - haem (a complex of iron and
protoporphyrin).
There are two α and two β chains in the adult form of
haemoglobin.
Haem:
Haem is derived from glycine and succincyl CoA. It is
composed of a protoporphyrin ring with a central ion atom.
The production of haem is a very complicated process – some of this process occurs in the
mitochondria, some of it in the cytosol.

Globin chains:
There are two families of globin genes. The one
in which we form haemoglobin changes over the
lifetime – controlled at the genetic level.
•

•

α - like genes – chromosome 16
o alpha - α
o zeta - ξ
non-α-like genes – chromosome 11
o beta - β
o delta - δ
o gamma - γ
o epsilon – ε

There are two alpha genes and two zeta genes on the chromosome (the other genes shown are noncoding)
Normal haemoglobin development:

Different haemoglobins are produced during embryonic, foetal and adult life. Each consists of a pair
of alpha-like chains and a pair of non-alpha-like chains
Following birth, there is no substitute for the α-globin in the formation of normal haemoglobins.
Hence, absence of all 4 copies of the α gene (2 on each chromosome 16) is incompatible with
extrauterine life (see below).
The major adult haemoglobin is HbA (α2β2)
Embryonic haemoglobins:
Embryonic haemoglobins are primarily the product of yolk sac erythroblasts and are detectable only
during the very earliest stages of embryogenesis
In early development (between weeks 4 and 14 of gestation)
the human embryo synthesizes three distinct haemoglobins:
•
•
•

Hb Gower I – ξ2ε2
Hb Portland I – ξ2γ2
Hb Gower II – α2ε2

Globin gene switching:
Note that after the embryonic stage, production of ξ and ε
globin effectively ceases.
Also, note that α and γ increase from the embryonic period and
that γ declines after birth (approaching – at 6 months of age).
At the same time, β becomes more important. There is a small
of amount of δ produced as an adult.
The normal human haemoglobins are summarized below:

In different disease states, the relative proportions of these different haemoglobins can change, so it is
important to understand what constitutes normal.

Catabolism of haemoglobin:
Haemoglobin is recycled.
RBCs (circulating for 120 days)
are recycled in the spleen.
One of the breakdown products
(billirubin) can icnrease in
haemolysis → jaundice.

Function of haemoglobin:
Function is to carry oxygen and deliver it to the
tissues where it is needed. Oxygenation and
deoxygenation of haemoglobin occurs at the haeme
iron. When one haeme takes on oxygen, the affinity of
the remaining haemes of the tetramer increases
markedly
Oxygen-dissociation curve has a sigmoid shape
•
•

at high oxygen tensions in the lungs, oxygen
is rapidly taken up
at lower oxygen tensions in the tissues,
haemoglobin releases oxygen readily

Oxygen affinity:
Usually designated by the P50 – partial pressure of
oxygen at which haemoglobin is 50% saturation. P50
is normally 27mmHg at 37°C and pH 7.4
A shift to the right, with a higher P50, indicates that a larger partial pressure of oxygen is required to
saturate haemoglobin (i.e. reduced affinity). Oxygen affinity is modulated by pH, CO 2, 2,3-DPG and
temperature. As such, P50 can be changed in disease states → alteration in the ability to oxygenate
tissues.
Haemoglobinisation of the erythron:
Haemoglobin synthesis begins in the proerythroblast (very earliest stage of red cell development)
Synthesis of globin chains and haeme groups is carefully co-ordinated and involves feedback
processes. Formation of haemoglobin by the insertion of haem into the pockets of an α2β2-globin
takes place in the cytoplasm as the globin chains are released into the ribosomes.
As haemoglobin is formed in the cytoplasm, the colour of red cells changes (more orangey), before
the cell is finally denucleated.

Normal haemoglobin values and red cell parameters:
There are differences in these values between genders an age groups
Parameters include:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

RBC – red blood cells/litre
Haemoglobin - content of blood
HCT – haematocrit (red cells as a
proportion of whole blood)
MCV – mean cell volume (size of
RBCs)
MCH – mean cell haemoglobin
(concentration of haemoglobin in
each red cell)
RDW – red cell distribution width
(measure of variation of red cell size)
Reticulocytes – number of young red
cells/litre

Classification of haemoglobin disorders:
There are three primary categories of haemoglobin disorders:
1. Thalassaemia - reduced rate of production of one or more globin chains
2. Structural change in a globin chain leading to instability or abnormal oxygen transport – e.g.
sickling
3. Hereditary persistence of foetal haemoglobin - harmless group of mutations which interfere
with normal switching of foetal to adult haemoglobin production.
Diagnosis:
Diagnostic tools include:
•

•

•

Haemoglobin, red cell parameters and blood film:
o anaemia
o hypochromia – reduced staining of RBCs
o microcytosis
o reticulocytosis
o nucleated red blood cells
o target cells
o teardrop poikilocytes
Special stains of red cells - haemoglobin H
inclusion bodies (excess β-globin chains aggregate
into tetramers)
High pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC):
o technique used to separate, identify and
quantify each component in a mixture
o relies on a pump to pass pressured liquid
sample mixture through a column filled
with solid absorbent material
o Each component in a sample interacts
differently with the material, causing

•

different flow rates for different components →
separation of components as they flow out of the
column.
Haemoglobin electrophoresis - Different haemoglobin bands
separate on a gel – based on their size and charge

Thalassaemias:
They are the most common single gene disorders. They were first recognized in 1925 (by Cooley) –
series of infants who became profoundly anaemic and developed splenomegaly
Many patients came from the Mediterranean regions
[thalassa=sea]. It is a very heterogenous group of disorders: α,
β or other thalassaemias.
Most are inherited in Mendelian recessive fashion.
•

•

Heterozygotes usually are asymptomatic (can be
recognized by simple haematology analysis – not
symptomatic, but can be recognizable changes in the
blood)
More severely affected patients are either
homozygous or have a co-existing structural
haemoglobin variant

Clinically, can be divided into:
•
•
•

Minor – asymptomatic carrier state
Intermediate – anaemia, splenomegaly, however not
transfusion-dependent
Major – severe, transfusion-dependent disorder

Global distribution: Alpha on the top; beta on the bottom
Pathology:
Thalassaemia results in an imbalance
of different haem types: aggregation
of excess globin chains → effects
(see diagram)
The body tries to cope by
undergoing marrow erythroid
hyperplasia – increase in the
number of nucleated RBCs
Splenomegaly can result

Alpha thalassaemia syndromes:

This diagram summarizes the alpha thalassaemia syndromes.
Recall that there are 2 alpha genes on each of the pair of chromosome 16. If these genes are deleted
there are different effects:
•
•
•
•
•

Heterozygous – α-Thal-2 - α+ → silent carrier of α thalassaemia (can’t even be detected on
blood counts, need genetic testing)
Heterozygous – α-Thal-1- α0 → α-thalassaemia trait
Homozygous – α-Thal-2- homozygous α+ → α-thalassaemia trait
Compound heterozygous – α-Thal-1&2 - α+/α0 → Hb-H disease
Homozygous – α-Thal-1 → hydrops fetalis (incompatible with life)

Loss of one or two α-globin genes is clinically inconsequential. Single gene deletions are virtually
undetectable. Loss of two genes results in microcytosis (small RBCs) only
Loss of three genes results in Hb-H disease → mild to moderately severe haemolytic
anaemia with microcytic erythrocytes, hypochromia (pale colour) and splenomegaly. Special
staining allows us to visualize “golf ball cells” with γ-chain inclusion bodies
Loss of all four functional α genes is incompatible with life and causes stillbirth of hydropic foetuses
– pregnancies carrying hydropic foetuses are complicated by a high incidence of toxaemia. There is a
build-up of excess γ-chains (Hb Barts).
Beta thalassaemia syndromes:
In some regions of Italy, Greece and SE Asia frequency of B-thalassaemia carriers is nearly 20%.
Characteristics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Erythrocytes have a reduced MCV and MCH
Normal red blood cell distribution width – in contrast to iron deficiency
anaemia (where it is high)
RBC count is often elevated
Blood film may show target cells and basophilic stippling
Reticulocyte (young RBCs) counts may be elevated
Elevated HvA2 level (4-6%) and HbF (1-3%)

Heterozygous beta thalassaemia – thalassaemia minor
Heterozygous β-thalassaemia is usually innocuous. Often have microcytosis and hypochromia.
Anaemia is often not found.
Homozygous beta thalassaemias – Thalassaemia major, Cooley’s anaemia
There is intense chronic haemolytic anaemia. It becomes evident within months of birth and dependency
on transfusion to sustain life
If untreated, patients may develop marked intramedullary and extramedullary expansion of bone
marrow (causes deformity of the skull). Massive enlargement of the liver and spleen can occur.
Iron overload, produced by excessive intestinal absorption and transfusion → can lead to cardiac failure
and endocrine problems.
Haemoglobin variants:
Sickle haemoglobin (HbS; beta6 glu→val)
Results from a GAG→GUG mutation in the codon for the 6 th amino acid of beta
globin; a glutamine is changed into a valine → cannot make α2b2
This condition has a high prevalence in selected ethnic groups – protective against
falciparum malaria (unknown reason)
HbS polymerizes when deoxygenated, distorts the cell and injures
its membrane. These damaged cells travel through the
microcirculation, where capillary is often only 2-3µm and are
slowed
Lodging of cells retards flow, reducing oxygen tension and causing
further haemoglobin polymerization and tissue ischaemia or
infarction (this usually only occurs in HbSS or heterozygous HbS
overlying another condition like β-thal)
Sickle cell trait (HbAS):
Present in about 8% of African Americans. It is asymptomatic;
carries have none of the haemolytic or vaso-occlusive events typical
of patients with HbSS or severe sickling disorders.
Sickle cell disease (HbSS – homozygous for the mutated allele):
Recurrent, painful crises secondary to sickling occur –
small vessel occlusion and tissue infarction. There is
also severe haemolytic anaemia
Other sickling disorder
HbS+β-thal or HbS+other abnormal Hb → sickling
disorder

Iron deficiency
Important differential diagnosis for thalassaemia. Iron deficiency is a common cause of microcytic
hypochromic anaemia – this occurs because iron is important to make haemoglobin.
Swap
electorophoresis for
HPLC.

Respiration and acid-base balance:
Fundamental concepts:
pH is a measure of acidity. It reflects the concentration of hydrogen ions (free proton released from a
hydrogen atom)
pH=log10([H+])
As [H+] increases, pH decreases.
•
•

10-fold change in [H+] causes a change of pH of 1.
Double [H+] causes a change of pH of approximately 0.3

Normal values:
•
•

Normal arterial pH is ~7.4 (7.35-7.43)
Venous pH is slightly lower (7.37)

Thus, body fluids are on the alkaline side of neutrality (neutral is 6.8 at 37°C)
We use the pH scale because H+ ions are in very low concentrations (and convention):
pH7.4=40nmol/L (really low concentration)
pH regulation:
pH is tightly regulated in body. Normal pH is important for normal metabolic function e.g. the
following all depend on optimum pH.
•
•
•

Enzyme activity
Blood clotting
Muscle contraction

The range compatible with life is 6.8-7.8 (a concentration of 160-16nmol/L) so this regulation isn’t
that tight
Acids and bases:
An acid releases proton when dissolved in solution – proton donor. E.g. carboxyl groups
A base (alkali) is an ion or molecule that combine with protons – a proton acceptor. E.g. hydroxyl
groups, bicarbonate, amino groups
Strong and weak acids/bases:
The stronger the acid (or base), the more it dissociates in water. A strong acid dissociates completely.
e.g. HCl → H+ + ClWeak acids (or bases) do not dissociation completely:
e.g. R-COOH ↔ R-COO- + H+
The stronger the acid the higher the K A (equilibrium constant). A- is the conjugate base, HA is the undissociated acid.
pKa= -log(KA)

Henderson-Hasselbalch equation:

Hence, when [A-]=[HA], pH=pKA
e.g. for the carbonic acid-bicarbonate system:
3.5 is given.
We don’t measure H2CO3 because it rapidly
dissociated. However, H2C03:CO2 = 1:400
Log10400 = 2.6, so we add this to 3.5
We measure partial pressure of CO2 and
multiply by 0.03, gives concentration of CO2
(mmol/L instead of mmHg).

Buffers:
Buffer is any substance that reversibly consumes or releases
H+ ions. Most acids in bases in extracellular fluid involved in
buffering are weak.
A buffer helps to minimize the change in pH that occurs when
acid or base is added to a system. pH change is not prevented
but is minimized.
A buffer is most effective when pH is within 2, or even 1, of
the pH around which the buffer is meant to defend (pK) –
buffering power is greatest at pK.
Total buffering power is more constant/even when multiple
buffers are used in conjunction.

Body acid-base balance:
Every day metabolism produces acid which threatens to disturb this pH
Cellular metabolism of carbohydrates and fats produced about 15-20 mol/day of CO2 (CO2 is a
volatile acid, can be blown off). A small amount of non-volatile or fixed acids are also produced (e.g.
70nnmol/day): sulfuric acid, hydrochloric acid, phosphoric acid; depending on diet (less for
vegetarians).
However, pH is maintained. Three process involved:
1. Buffering
2. Respiratory regulation of pH
3. renal regulation of pH

Blood buffering:
Note on the left that on transfusion of HCl into a dog, not much pH
change due to buffering!
Carbonic acid-bicarbonate system:
The carbonic acid-bicarbonate system is not really appropriate for
CO2 buffering.
But is an extremely important body buffer for two reasons:
•

•

Open system
o CO2 can be rapidly eliminated by the lungs
o Bicarbonate can be excreted or generated
by the kidneys
Bicarbonate is present in a
relatively high concentration

The open system (pK of 6.1):
On the far left, normal. 10mmol/L of strong
acid is added, reducing the amount of HCO3(because of buffering action).
More CO2 is produced by the buffering action
→this is removed by ventilation
Over time, the kidneys generate more
bicarbonate to reset the buffer system.

Phosphates:
The reaction: H2PO4- ↔ HPO42- + H+ has a
pK of 6.8
The pK is closer to plasma pH than the bicarbonate system (6.1) but there is very little inorganic
phosphate in the blood (0.8-1.6mmol/L). Hence, it is not a more important buffer (not very much
phosphate → not very much buffering).

Protein buffering:
This is the major blood buffer for the CO 2 produced in the tissues.
Proteins can buffer by:
•
•

Acceptance or release of a proton by a side chain of an amino acid residue, particularly
histidine. The pK of the side chain of histidine in a peptide chain is 6.1-7.1
Acceptance or release of proton by the terminal NH2-NH3+ (amino) or COOH-COO(carboxyl)
o The COO- groups have very little role in buffering at physiological pH (pKA ~ 3)
o The pK for the NH2-NH3+ terminal group is about 8.0 – very useful

The main protein buffer in blood is haemoglobin. Hb has about 6 times the buffering capacity of the
plasma proteins. This is because:
•
•

Present at high concentrations
Rich in histidine residues

Recall that as haemoglobin becomes deoxygenated it is able to take up more protons. For each mole
of O2 released by haemoglobin, 0.7mol of protons can be taken up without a chance in pH. Thus it is
very important for buffering in the tissues where deoxygenation occurs and CO 2 is added to the blood.
Relative importance of buffers:
Buffering occurs not just in the blood. It also occurs in
the interstitial fluid (mainly by bicarbonate) and in cells
(mainly by organic phosphates e.g. ATP and proteins)
In response to an acid infusion:
•
•
•

20% is buffered in the blood
30% in the interstitium
50% intracellularly.

Isohydric principle:
Obviously within a common solution, all buffer pairs are at equilibrium with the same concentration
of H+.

Any condition that changes the balance of one of the buffer system, also changes the balance of all the
others because the buffer system actually buffer one another.

Respiratory regulation of pH:
Respiratory regulation involved varying the rate of elimination of
volatile acid (CO2) by the lungs → ventilation is the main determinant
of PCO2
•
•

With maximum hyperventilation, PCO2 can be reduced from 40
down to 10mmHg.
Hypoventilation tends to be limited by hypoxia in a normal
individual. Therefore, PCO2 rarely gets above 60mmHg

Renal regulation of pH:
Although buffering by carbonate is very important in the short term, it is limited - as bicarbonate titres
the acid, it is “consumed” and then CO2 is excreted.
To replenish this “lost” bicarbonate, the kidney generates new bicarbonate and adds it to the blood.
The kidneys also excrete acid, especially as phosphate and ammonium. If body pH is too high, the
kidneys will excrete more bicarbonate in the urine

Simple acid/base disorders:
Acidosis – a plasma pH less than 7.35
Alkalosis – a plasma pH greater than 7.45
Note that these terms are relative to body pH not relative to absolute neutral.
Strictly, acidaemia and alkalaemia are the terms to use when referring to the pH of blood; acidosis
and alkalosis are terms for the processes leading to these blood conditions.
•
•

When the disorder is characterized by a primary change in PCO 2 it is a respiratory disorder.
When the disorder is characterised by a primary change in HCO 3- it is a metabolic disorder.

You can determine whether the disorder is respiratory or metabolic by determining whether PCO2 or
HCO3- is changing in line with the pH. The other will be changed in the wrong direction by
respiratory or renal compensation.
A disorder can also be mixed.
Respiratory acidosis:
Characterised by a low pH and elevated PCO2
Caused by a failure to eliminate sufficient CO 2. This can be due to:
•
•

Inadequate ventilation e.g. drug induced depression of respiratory centres
Inadequate gas exchange e.g. pulmonary oedema and ventilation-perfusion inequality

Buffering is mainly intracellular. If sustained, renal compensation will occur over several days.
Therefore, respiratory acidosis is commonly divided into acute and chronic phases according to the
amount of compensation.
Respiratory alkalosis:
Characterized by a high pH and low PCO2
Caused by hyperventilation:

•
•
•

Stimulation of respiratory centres by drugs and neurological disorders
Anxiety and fear
Altitude (low PCO2)

Buffering is mainly intracellular. Renal compensation involves reduced acid excretion and increased
excretion of bicarbonate in the urine.
Metabolic acidosis:
Characterised by low pH and low plasma bicarbonate
Caused by:
•
•
•

Addition of non-volatile acid to the body e.g. diabetic ketoacidosis, ingestion of ammonium
chloride
Loss of non-volatile alkali e.g. diarrhoea
Failure of the kidneys to excrete sufficient acid e.g. renal failure

Buffering is both extracellular and intracellular
In response to metabolic acidosis, ventilation rate is stimulated and PCO 2 falls, so minimizing the fall
in plasma pH. The kidney also compensates by increasing net acid excretion.
Metabolic alkalosis:
Characterized by high pH and high plasma bicarbonate
Causes:
•
•

Addition of non-volatile alkali e.g. ingestion of antacid mixtures
Loss of non-volatile acid e.g. loss of gastric HCl with vomiting; excess aldosterone.
Aldosterone causes excretion of potassium and protons by the kidney

Buffering both extra-cellular and intra-cellular
In response ventilation rate is reduced, so PCO2 rises. As well, renal excretion of bicarbonate is
increased.

Ventilation/perfusion and exercise:
Regional differences in lung ventilation:
Upright
Not all parts of the lung are ventilated to the same
extent. In the upright lung, the lower zones ventilate
more than the upper zones.
The reason this occurs:
Because of the weight of the lung, the intrapleural pressure is less negative
at the bottom of the lung than the top. Hence, there is less expanding
pressure at the bases and so the resting volume is small
However, the lung is easier to inflate at low volumes than high volume
(greater compliance), so there is greater increase in volume on inspiration
than at the apex.
The apex of the lung has a greater resting volume because of the greater
expanding pressures, but less change in volume with inspiration.
Note: although the volume is low at the bases, there is still some gas present
(the small airways close before all the gas is removed, so air is trapped in the
alveoli).
Lying down:
If a subject is supine, prone or in a lateral position, a different part of the
lung is dependent (i.e. equivalent to the base) and hence better ventilated.
Similarly, in space there is no regional variation (no gravity).

Regional differences in blood flow :
In the upright human lung, blood flow increases almost linearly from top to bottom.
Flow is very low at the apex
This distribution is altered by:
1. Change in posture – e.g. when subject lies supine,
apical blood flow increases and basal hardly
changes, so the distribution is more uniform.
However, blood flow to the posterior (dependent)
regions exceeds that of the anterior
2. Exercise – both upper and lower zone blood flow
increases; regional differences are reduced
Reasons for the uneven distribution in the upright lung:
Mainly due to hydrostatic pressure differences within the blood vessels of the lung. We can
consider the pulmonary vasculature as a continuous column of blood. Thus, for a lung 30cm high, the
pressure difference between top and bottom will be 30cm water (23mmHg)
This a large pressure difference when we consider that the pulmonary circulation is a low-pressure
system (main pulmonary artery mean pressure ~15mmHg, sys 25, dia 8).

Potential zones of the lungs:

Zone 1:
A region at the top of the lung where pulmonary arterial pressure falls below alveolar pressure → no
capillary flow
This zone is not seen under normal conditions, but may occur when there is severe hypotension (e.g.
severe haemorrhage) or when alveolar pressure is raised by positive pressure ventilation
This ventilated but un-perfused lung is useless for gas exchange
Zone 2:
Potential zone where pulmonary arterial pressure exceeds alveolar pressure, but venous pressure is
still very low and less than alveolar pressure. Hence, blood flow is determined by the difference
between arterial and alveolar pressures (venous pressure largely irrelevant)
Because arterial pressure increases down the lung (hydrostatic pressure), but alveolar pressure is
constant, the pressure difference responsible for flow increases → increasing blood flow down zone 2
Also, there is increasing recruitment of capillaries in this zone
Zone 3:
Venous pressure now exceeds alveolar pressure and flow is determined in the usual way by arterialvenous pressure difference
The increase in flow in this zone is mainly due to capillary distention. The pressure within (lying
between arterial and venous) increases but pressure outside (alveolar) stays constant → increased
width
There may be some recruitment
Recruitment vs distention:
Recruitment – opening of previously closed vessels
Distention – increase in calibre of vessels
Often both these processes can occur together.

Zone 4:
A region of reduced blood flow that can occur at low lung volumes
This is due to narrowing of the extra-alveolar vessels when the parenchyma around them is poorly
inflated. When the lungs are more fully inflated traction keeps extra-alveolar vessels widely dilated,
but there is also compression of capillaries.
It mainly affects the lung bases as this region of the lung is the least expanded.

Other factors influencing pulmonary blood flow and its distribution:
Hypoxia – when the PO2 of alveolar gas is reduced, there is contraction of
the smooth muscle in the walls of the small arterioles in the hypoxic region.
This results in diversion of blood away from poorly ventilated regions of the
lung. This response is non-linear (big decrease in hypoxia, not much increase
in hyperoxia)
pH – causes vasoconstriction, especially in the presence of hypoxia
Sympathetic outflow – weak vasoconstrictive effect
Various vasoconstrictors and vasodilators – minor role under normal conditions but important in
pathologies (e.g. histamine in asthma)
Central regions – better ventilated than peripheral regions.

Ventilation-perfusion ratio:
Ventilation and perfusion must be appropriately matched for adequate gas exchange
In the normal lung, the overall ratio is 0.8-1.0
When the ventilation/perfusion ratio is normal, PAO2~100mmHg, PACO2~40mmHg
•
•

PAO2 is determined by the balance between addition of new O2 by ventilation and its
removal by the blood flow
PACO2 is determined by the balance between the addition of new CO 2 from the blood and its
removal by ventilation.

What happens when obstruction occurs?
If perfusion is obstructed, alveolar gas tension will approach those of inspired air – PAO2 →
150mmHg, PACO2→0mmHg
If ventilation is obstructed, alveolar gas tension will approach venous gas tensions – PAO2→40,
PACO2→47

Regional differences in ventilation-perfusion ratio:

In the upright lung, the ventilation-perfusion ratio is about 3.3. at the apex; it decreases to become
about 0.6 at the base.
At the level of the third rib, there is a ventilation perfusion ratio of ~1.

Thus, at the apex, the alveoli tensions are shifted in the direction of inspired air, while at the base they
are shifted in the direction of mixed venous blood. I.e. the apex has a higher PO2 and lower PCO2
than the base.
This is clinically significant → post-primary pulmonary TB occurs at the apices of the lungs.

How does this affect blood gas content?
Oxygen –
The difference in PO2 between the top and bottom of the lungs is >40mmHg. However, because of
the flatness of the OEC, the difference in O2 saturation of the blood is not very great.
Hence, the O2 concentration in blood leaving the apex might be 20ml/100ml, compared with
19.2ml/100ml at the base.
CO2 –
The difference in PCO2 between the top and bottom of the lung is less (~14mmHg)
However, as the CO2 equilibrium curve is not flat, there is a bigger difference in the content of CO2 in
the blood leaving the apex versus the base than there is for O2.
Apex 42ml/100ml versus base 49ml/100ml
How does this affect gas exchange?
Oxygen –
Uptake is quite low at the apex, despite the high PAO 2, because blood flow is low. Hence, more O2
uptake occurs at the base where blood flow is higher. E.g. oxygen uptake 4ml/min from apex,
60ml/min from base.
With exercise, the contribution of the apex to O2 uptake increases as blood flow becomes more
uniform
CO2 –
Less CO2 output occurs at the apex than the base, mainly becomes ventilation is low. More CO2
output occurs at the base where ventilation is higher. E.g. CO2 output 8ml/min from apex, 39ml/min
from base
Note – the difference in CO2 output between the apex and the base not as great as the difference in O 2
uptake
Hence, R (respiratory exchange ratio) is higher at the apex (R=2.0) than the base of the lung (R=0.65)

Exercise and respiration:
Exercise increases the demand for gas exchange
In a moderately fit subject V.O2 (oxygen uptake) can increase
to ~4L/min
V.CO2 can increase even more (e.g. ~8L/min) –
•
•
•

Increased reliance on carbohydrate during exercise
Production of lactic acid which is buffered by
bicarbonate → CO2 is formed then is blown off
pH falls → stimulates peripheral chemoreceptors →
increase blowing off of CO2

Thus, R can increase to 1.0 or more
V.O2 increases linearly with work rate until the V.O2max is
reached. Increasing workload once V.O2max has been reached
is only possibly by anaerobic metabolism.

Effect of exercise on ventilation:
You need to ventilate more when you exercise - abrupt
rise, brief pause, further gradual increases
With moderate exercise, the increased ventilation is mainly
due to an increase in tidal volume; respiratory rate
increases as exercise becomes more intense.
Total ventilation in a fit subject with V.o2 of 4L/min is
about 120L/min
After exercise, ventilation does not return to basal levels until the oxygen debt has been repaid.
•
•
•

May take up to 90 min – involves removing lactic acid, replenishing ATP, replacing oxygen
on myoglobin
Stimulus for continued high ventilation is low pH
After exercise, R falls to 0.5 or less – greater oxygen consumption

Effect of exercise on arterial blood gases:
Arterial PO2, PCO2 and pH are little affected by moderate exercise. In fact, PO 2
may rise and PCO2 may fall.
In strenuous exercise, pH falls due to lactic acidosis. Also, PCO2 will begin to fall
due to hyperventilation – stimulation of peripheral chemoreceptors due to drop in
pH.
Note – oxygen extraction form exercising muscles increases, so PO 2 in mixed
venous blood is lower. Therefore, the alveolar-capillary gradient is increased
and more O2 enters the blood
Why is ventilation stimulated with exercise (especially at the start)?
Stimulatory impulses from the brain – when the motor cortex sends impulses to
exercising muscles, collateral impulses go to the respiratory centres in the brainstem
Proprioceptive stimulatory impulses - passive limb movement cause an increase in ventilation – this
movement is detected by receptors in joints and muscles (gamma system). The reflex is abolished if
the sensory nerves from the limbs are blocked.
Other factors include acidosis in prolonged exercise
Other cardiorespiratory changes with exercise include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cardiac output rises
Additional capillaries open-up in the muscles (reducing diffusion distance) – recruitment
Recruitment and distension of pulmonary capillaries improves the lung’s diffusion capacity
Less ventilation: perfusion inequality between top and bottom of lung
OEC shifts to the right in exercising muscles and to the left at the lungs.
Expiration now becomes active – ventilation rate increase
Mouth breathing – reduce airway breathing

Last slide:
Usually arterial PO2 doesn’t change. Some people get arterial hypoxaemia (drop of more than
10mmHg) – tend to be top athletes (women)

Hypoxia – causes and adaption:
Definition
Hypoxia – oxygen deficiency at the tissue level
Hypoxaemia – an abnormally low PO2 in the blood
Cyanosis – bluish discolouration of the tissues caused by the presence of excessive amounts of
deoxyhaemoglobin.
Cyanosis:
Generally detected when the deoxyHb in capillary blood is more than 5g/dl (pulse oximetry useful
because it allows detection earlier). Most easily seen in mucous membrane, nail beds, lips, earlobes
and fingers (thin skin)
There is a clinical distinction between central and peripheral cyanosis.
•
•

Peripheral – reduced oxygen saturation at the tissues (e.g. vasoconstriction or circulation
problems)
Central - blood coming out of LV has reduced saturation

Occurrence depends on the:
•
•
•

Total amount of Hg
Degree of Hg saturation
State of the capillary circulation

Rarely occurs in anaemia (as the total Hb is low); more common in polycythaemia (total Hb high)
Hypoxia categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hypoxic hypoxia – PO2 in arterial blood is reduced
Anaemic hypoxia – haemoglobin is reduced so less oxygen content
Circulatory or ischaemic hypoxia – hypoxia due to inadequate circulation
Histotoxic hypoxia – something in the tissue prevents the effect of oxygen (e.g. cyanide
poisoning)

Hypoxic hypoxia:
Causes include:
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced inspired O2
Hypoventilation
Diffusion impairment
Shunt
Ventilation-perfusion inequality

Reduced inspired O2:
This occurs with altitude → barometric pressure falls as
altitude increases. This means that the PO2 of inspired air falls
as altitude increases (e.g. 44mmHg at the peak of Everest)

If suddenly exposed to ambient pressures at different altitudes (e.g. depressurization of an aeroplane),
there is loss of consciousness (and possible death). There is always a 10second grace period
(circulation time). E.g. at 16000m (aeroplane) there is loss of consciousness in 10-20seconds and
death in 4-5minutes
Less severe hypoxia causes effects on the brain not unlike those of alcohol: impaired judgement,
drowsiness, dulled pain sensibility, excitability, disorientation, loss of time sense, headache
Despite this, some 140 million people live above 2500m, permanent residents live above 4900m in the
Andes. This is possible because they are acclimatized
When humans ascend to altitude acclimatization occurs. This allows climbers to live for several days
at altitudes that would otherwise cause unconsciousness.
Acclimatization to altitude:
Response to altitude (acclimatization) include:
Hyperventilation:
Hyperventilation – due to hypoxic stimulation of the peripheral chemoreceptors. Hyperventilation
is then limited by the resulting low PCO2 and alkalosis
However, these brakes are reduced over time:
•
•

After about 1 day, the CSF pH decreased by movement of bicarbonate out of the CSF
After 2-3 days, the pH of the arterial blood returns towards normal by the renal excretion of
bicarbonate

Hence, ventilation can increase further.
In addition, the carotid bodies increase their sensitivity to hypoxia if this is sustained.

Polycythaemia:
The concentration of RBCs in the blood is increased as altitude increases → initially due to a
reduction in blood volume; over time due to the production of more red cells.
Stimulus for RBC production – low arterial PO2 causes the kidney to release erythropoietin which
stimulates the bone marrow
When ascending, there is a rapid increase in erythropoietin but then declines (due to haemoglobin
releases more oxygen due to changes in OEC so restores PAO2). However, in the long term,
erythropoietin levels are still higher than normal.

Increased [Hb] due to polycythaemia means that O 2 carrying capacity is
increased
Thus, although PO2 and O2 saturation are reduced, the O2 content of arterial
blood may be normal or even elevated.
Problem - increased blood viscosity (increased work on the heart).
PO2 of mixed venous blood tends to be well maintained in these situations (e.g.
only 7 mmHg below normal) – see diagram on RHS.
Shifts in the OEC:
At moderate altitudes there is an increase in 2,3-DPG (partly due to the respiratory alkalosis) →
rightward shift of the OEC → better unloading of oxygen in the periphery at a given PO2. However,
this interferes with the loading of O2 in the pulmonary capillaries.
At extreme altitudes, the EOC shifts to the left because of marked respiratory alkalosis (by the Bohr
effect). This assists loading but disrupts unloading at the tissues.
Other:
•
•
•
•

Pulmonary diffusing capacity increases (2-3 fold increase due to recruitment of pulmonary
capillaries)
Number of capillaries in peripheral tissue icnrease
Changes in oxidative enzymes inside cells – enhances ability to extract oxygem from blood
Maximum breathing capacity increases because the air is less dense – assists with the very
high ventilations (200L/min) which occur with exercise

Howver, maximum oxygen uptake declines rapidly above 4600m. This is corrected to a large extent
by breathing pure O2 but not completely.

Acute monutain sickness:
Newcomers to high altitude – develops 8-24 hours after arrival and lasts 4-8 days. Characterized by:
headache, fatigue, dizziness, papitations, insomnia, loss of appetite, nause
Caused by cerebral oedema:
•

Low PO2 causes arteriolar dilation. If cerebral autoregulation does not compensate, there is
an increase in capillary pressure favouring transudation of fluid intot he brain

Unaffected individuals have a diuresis at high altitue. Affected individuals have decreased urine
volume.
Acute mountain sickness is helped by the diuretic acetazolamide – carbonic anhydrase inhibitor
(increase urinary excretion, increase HCO3 excretion (removing brakes on hyperventilation))

Hypoventilation:
The volume of fresh gas going into the alveoli per unit time is reduced (causing hypoxaemia). This
hypoxaemia is always associated with a rise in PCO2 – hence, PaCO2 is inversely proportion to
ventilate.

The hypoxaemia is easily abolished by increasing the inspired O 2. This can be calculated by the
alveolar gas equation (don’t remember it).

We assume PACO2=PaCO2.
If PACO2 and R remain constant (they will if the alveolar ventilation rate and metabolic rate remain
unchanged) and we neglect the correction factor, every mmHg rise in PIO2 results in a corresponding
rise in PAO2.
Causes of hypoventilation include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Depression of the respiratory centres by drugs – barbiturates, morphine
Disease of the medulla
High spinal cord lesions
Disease of the anterior horn cells (respiratory muscles) – poliomyelitis
Diseases of the nerves to the respiratory muscles (e.g. Guillain Barre)
Diseases of the neuromuscular junction
Diseases of the respiratory muscles
Thoracic cage abnormalities e.g. crushed chest
Upper airway obstruction

Diffusion impairment:
Equilibration does not occur between the PO2 in the pulmonary
capillary blood and alvolar gas.
Under normal conditions, equilibration is reached after about 1/3 of
the time available in the pulmonary capillary. Equilibration time is
prolonged if the blood-gas barrier is thickened e.g. interstitual fibrosis
Hypoxaemia is exaggerated by exercise as contact time is further
shortened
Readily corrected by 100% oxygen as increasing the gradient for gas
flow (alveolar to capillary) overcomes the diffusion resistance
PaCO2 is usually not raised – because CO2 diffuses so much more
readily.

Shunt:
Shunt = blood which enters the arterial system without going through ventilated areas of the lungs
•
•

Normal shunts include – the blood which has perfused the bronchi and coronary venous blood
vessels
Abnormal shunts include – e.g. pulmonary arteriovenous fistula, septal defects in the heart

The size of the shunt (as a proportion of total blood) can be calculated because shunted blood has the
same blood gas content as the pre-oxygenated blood.

Hypoxaemia cannot be abolished by giving the subject 100% oxygen to breath (shunted blood still
won’t be oxygenated). However, a small rise in PaO2 occurs, mainly due to increased dissolved O2 in
the blood which goes through the lungs.
A raised paCO2 doesn’t usually occur - chemoreceptors increase ventilation; reduces the PCO2 of
unshunted blood → PaCO2 is normal
PaCO2 may even be reduced because of hyperventilation due to hypoxaemia

Ventilation-perfusion inequality:
This is a very common mechanism of hypoxaemia
A defining characteristic is that the alveolar-arterial difference for PO2 is widened.
Occurs with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, interstitial lung disease, vascular disorders like
pulmonary embolus.
Generally identified by excluding altitude, hypoventilation, diffusion impairment and shunt.
Unlike shunt, hypoxaemia improves with breathing on 100% oxygen.

In disease states (eg. Chronic bronchitis and emphysema as on the RHS), there is not good matching
of ventilation and perfusion – lots of blood flow to reas with low ventilation and lots of ventilation to
areas with relatively less blood flow.
Because of the flat section of the OEC, overperfused parts do not receive very much more oxygen. So
ventilation perfusion mismatch can lead to hypoxia.
Response to hypoxaemia:

Anaemic hypoxia:
Hypoxia is rarely severe at rest, unless the [Hb] is very low (because 2,3-DPG is increased to
compensate).
Usually normal at rest - may have difficulty during exercise.
Carbon monoxide poisoing:
Similar to effect to anaemia because there is removal of haemoglobin from the circulation
Small amounts of CO are formed in the body. CO may function as a chemical messenger in the brain
and elsewhere. In large amount it is poisonous. It is formed from incomplete combustion of carbon.
CO combines with Hb to form carboxyhaemoglobin. The
affinity of Hb for CO is about 210 times that for O 2.
Therefore, small amounts of CO can tie up a large
proportion of Hb in the blood making it unavailable for
O2 carriage.
As well, the presence of COHb shifts the OEC to the left,
interfering with the unloading of O2. Hence, an
individual with anemia who has 50% of the normal
amount of Hb may be able to perform moderate work,
whereas the same level to COHb cannot.
Presentation:
The patient will not be cyanosed – COHb is a cherry red colour
Symptoms are like other forms of hypoxia – e.g. headache and nause
Respiration:
But there is little simtulation of respiration as arterial PO2 is normal → patient may become
disoriented and unconscious before becoming aware of the danger.
Death results when about 70-80% of the circulating Hb is COHb
CO poisoning also has direct effect on cellular cytochromes – probably not important as only at
higher than lethal doses
Treatment:
•
•
•
•

Termination of exposure to CO
Ventilation – increasing blowing off of carbon monoxide
Supplementary O2 – higher PO2 of oxygen the more you can push off CO from Hb
(hyperbaric oxygen is used if available)
5% CO2 – chemoreceptors will recongize high PCO2 and increase ventilation

Transmission of infection:
Two major factors in the ability of microorganisms to cause disease:
•
•

Ability to multiply
Ability to spread between hosts

Successful microorganisms must be able to enter and leave the body and be transmitted to new hosts.
Success of transmission:
Depends on:
•
•

•
•

•

Number of microorganisms shed
Stability of the microorganisms in the environment. Viability can be affected by:
o Desiccation (drying) – resistance to dying improves spread
o Temperature
o Chemicals
Number of microorganisms required to infect a fresh host
Pathogen genetic factors – resistance to environmental conditions - present in some bacterial
species that facilitate their survival. E.g. helicobacter pylori can survive in extremely acidic
conditions
Host activities that increase efficiency of shedding and transmission:
o Coughing
o Sneezing
o Diarrhoea

For example, mycobacterium tuberculosis can survive in air, dust, dried droplets.
For example, bacillus anthracis forms resistant spores that can remain dormant in soil for years.
Routes of transmission:
The majority of infections are transmitted via horizontal transmission. An infected individual comes
in contact with unrelated individuals and transmits infections
Routes of transmission include:
•
•
•
•
•

Respiratory and salivary spread
Faecal-oral spread
Venereal spread
Arthropod spread – vector e.g. malaria
Zoonoses (infections from animals) –
o Vertebrate reservoir e.g. rabies
o Vector- vertebrate reservoir e.g. plaque fleas bite rats → humans

Respiratory and salivary spread:
Respiratory infections can be spread by:
•
•
•
•

Nasal secretions (hundreds of microorganisms)
Sneezing (most microorganisms)
Coughing
Talking

Respiratory infections are most common in winter → people are in proximity

The area of the respiratory tract infected depends upon:
•
•
•

Presence of host receptors
Local temperature
Initial localization – determined by size of particle
o Large particles fall to ground
o Particles 10µm trapped by nasal mucosa
o Particles 1-4µm diameter can reach lower respiratory tract

Examples of infectious diseases spread by droplet transmission:
•

•

Viral respiratory infections
o Colds
o Influenza
Bacterial respiratory infections
o Meningitis
o Whooping cough
o Tuberculosis
o Strep throat

Case study – tuberculosis
Ability of mycobacterium tuberculosis to withstand desiccation allows it to survive for long periods
in dust and air. This ability is due to the cell wall – does not contain lipopolysaccharide – but different
chemicals: lipoarabinomannan, mycolic acid and arabinogalactan.
It is one of the most serious infectious disease of the developing world. Every year it kills around 2
million people and infects around 9 million others.
Infected subjects cough up large number of mycobacterium tuberculosis from their lungs. Infection
may occur via:
•
•
•

Droplet transmission
Direct inhalation
Inhalation of dust or aerosols

Transmission from the oropharynx
Saliva is a common vehicle of transmission – respiratory pathogens reach saliva from upper and lower
respiratory tract. Some viruses can infect salivary glands.
Common human infections transmitted via saliva include:
•
•
•

Herpes simplex virus
Cytomegalovirus
Epstein-Barr

Prevention of respiratory infection:
Prevention of respiratory infections is by:
•
•

Vaccination
Preventing spread – public health measure, hand washing etc.

Gastrointestinal infections:

Faecal-oral route of transmission – when hygiene is poor → faecal contamination of drinking and
washing water → GIT very common in developing countries
Breakdown in hygienic practises facilitates transmission. Diarrhoea advantages the pathogen:
•
•

Aerosol spread
Large number of pathogens shed

Faecal pathogens can be transmitted by:
•
•
•
•
•

Water
Flies – carry faecal pathogens
Food
Fingers
Fomites (inanimate objects like bench tops)

Contaminated water → contaminated food
Examples include:
•
•
•

Virus – roravirus
Protozoa – giardia lamblia
Bacteria – campylobacter jejuni, salmonella, cholera

Case study: typhoid
Causative agent – salmonella typhi. It only infects humans and has enhanced ability to survive in
water, sewage, certain floods.
Case study: Helicobacter pylori
How is it transmitted?
•
•
•

Gastro-oral
Oral-oral
Faecal-oral

Still uncertain
Case study: campylobacter jejuni
Most common cause of gastroenteritis in Australia:
•
•
•
•

Environmental reservoir
Contaminated food
Person to person
Animal contact

Prevention and control of microorganisms spread by the faecal-oral route
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water treatment – filtration and chlorination
Hand washing
Strict supervision of food preparation
Proper refrigeration of food
Detection of asymptomatic carriers
Immunization (where appropriate)

Urogenital infections:
UTI’s are common, especially in women. They are not spread by urine. Infected urine can spread
infection by contaminating:
•
•
•

Food
Drink
Living spaces

Examples include:
•
•
•

Typhoid
Leptospirosis
Schistosomiasis

Sexually transmitted infections:
Spread with far less speed than respiratory infections. 1-1 spread usually.
Transmission facilitated by:
•
•

Increased number of sexual partners
Use of contraceptive pill – less condom use

Examples:
•

•

•

Viruses
o Papilloma
o HSV 1 or 2
o HIV
o HBV
Bacteria
o Neisseria gonorrhoea
o Treponema pallidum
o Chlamydia trachomatis
Protozoa
o Trichomonas vaginalis

Transmission occurs via the urogenital tract – spread by close sexual contact.
•
•
•
•

Mucosal contact – chlamydia, gonorrhoea
Mucosal sores or warts
Increased transmission if discharge present
Semen – CMV HBV HIV

Prevention:
Best protection is the use of condoms. Education campaigns, partner tracing etc.
Skin infections:
Skin infections can be spread via:
•
•

Shedding – normal individual desquamated 5x108 skin cells/day
Direct contact

Examples:

•
•

Dermatophyte fungi
Staph aureus

Case study: dermatophytes
Causes ring worm
Commonly spread by shedding of fungal spores – transmission human-human or pet-human
Case study: impetigo:
Caused by strep pyogenes or staph aureus – common in children
Treat and keep infected children away from others
Case study: wound infections
Commonly staph aureus. Easily spread in hospital environments. Person-person. Commonly spread
due to failure to wash hands.
Transmission through blood:
Infective agents present in blood can be spread via:
•
•

Transfusion
o Contaminated blood products
Contaminated needles
o Shared needles
o Needle stick injuries

Examples include:
•
•

HIV
HBV

Prevention:
•
•
•
•
•

Education
No shared needles
Needle exchange programs
Screen all blood donations
Education on prevention of needle stick injuries

Ebola:
Spread by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bodies of the dead
Stool or urine
Fruit eaten by infected animals
Sex
Skin contact
Meat of infected animals
Infected blood and other bodily fluids
Infected medical equipment

Many routes of transmission = many infections.

Vertical transmissions – the transfer of a disease from on generation to the next. Vertically
transmitted infections include:
•
•
•
•

CMV
HIV
HBV
Commensal bacteria

This transmission can occur:
•
•
•
•

Pre-natally – via placenta – CMV HIV HBV
Peri-natally – while passing through the birth canal – gonococcal or chlamydia conjunctivitis,
HIV, HSV, Group B.
Postnatally – milk or direct contact – CMV, HBV, HIV
Germline – viral DNA sequences in human genomes – many retroviruses

Transmission via insects and animals:
Humans and animals share a common environment and also share susceptibility to a number of
pathogens.
Transmission depends on:
•
•
•
•

Type of environment
Climate
Hygiene/sanitation
Nature of contact

Two major categories of transmission:
•
•

Those involving arthropod and invertebrate vectors
Those transmitted directly from vertebrates

Invertebrate vectors:
•

Arthropod vectors – insects, ticks and mites
o Zika
o Rickettsia
o Malaria

Insects can carry pathogens passively – come into contact with infective material like faeces, rotten
food or contaminates wounds; carry microorganisms on their mouthpart, body or in their intestine
There is also biological transmission – insect bites an infected host → infects new host when bitten
Case study: malaria
Caused by Plasmodium species – carried by anopheles mosquito.
Limited to areas where anopheles mosquitoes can breed – approx. 25% world’s population infect. 10
million new cases and 2 million deaths annually.
Prevention:
•
•
•

Mosquito repellents
Light coloured clothing to cover skin
Spray sleeping quarters

•
•

Bed nets impregnated with repellents
Anti-malarial drugs

Transmission from vertebrates:
Zoonoses – infections of vertebrate animals can be transmitted directly to humans
Route of tranmissions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Direct contact
Inhalation
Bites
Scratches
Contamination of food or water
Ingestion of raw or poorly cooked food

Microorganisms and disease pathogenesis:
A balance exists between health and disease.
Colonization, infection and disease:
Colonization – the presence of bacteria on a body surface that do not lead to signs and symptoms –
normal flora/fauna
Infection – the invasion and multiplication of microorganisms that are not normally present on or
within the body
Infectious disease – an infection caused by pathogenic microorganisms that result in a collection of
signs and symptoms
Pathogen – microorganism that has the capacity to cause disease
Virulence:
Virulence – the relative ability of an infectious agent to cause disease
Virulence factor – a microbial product or strategy that contributes to the ability of an infectious agent
to cause disease. Virulence factors:
•

•

Promote colonization and invasion of the host:
o Attachment to host cells
o Invasion of host cells
o Evasion of host defences and antibiotics
Virulence factors can also damage the host:
o Toxins
o Bacterial enzymes

Host defences:
Innate immunity:
•

•

•

Anatomical barriers
o Mechanical/physical factors – skin, cilia, mucus, nasal hairs
o Chemical factors – tears, saliva, sweat
o Biological factors – normal flora
Human barriers
o Complement – recruitment of phagocytes and PMNs, lysis and opsonisation
o Lactoferrin, transferrin – limit bacterial growth
o Lysozyme – damages bacterial cell wall’
Cellular barriers
o Neutrophils
o Macrophage
o NK cells

The innate immune system recognizes pathogens and triggers an inflammatory response. It recognizes
unique structural components of pathogens call pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPS).
These PAMPs are recognized by Pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) e.g. toll-like receptors
Interaction of PRRs (TLRs) with PAMPs leads to:
•

Activation of macrophage and dendritic cells → initiates adaptive immune response

•

Secretion of inflammatory mediators

Normal flora –
Microorganisms found on or in the body of healthy individuals.
There are more bacteria on or in your body than there are cells. These normal flora compete with
pathogens for space and nutrients.
Case study: E Coli causes UTI
Escherichia coli is the most common cause of UTI. E coli (often from the colon) sometimes follow
the ascending pathway → bladder (cystitis) → kidneys (pyelonephritis) → haematogenous infection
E coli must overcome host defences to be an effective pathogen:
•

•

Mechanical
o Flushing effect of urine
o Epithelial cell shedding
o Sphincter action
Biological
o Immune system
▪ Mucosal IgA
▪ Urethral production of chemokines and cytokines

Factors that allow E coli to be pathogen:
•
•

Adhesins – protect E. coli form urinary lavage which allows them to multiply
E. coli adhesion factors
o Type 1 pili.
o Pyelonephritis associated pili – important in kidney infection

Type 1 pili –
Bind to mono-mannose residues (abundant in vaginal tract and bladder). This binding triggers
engulfment of E. coli and the formation of intracellular communities → triggers uro-epithelial cells to
slough → excretion of bacteria into urine → inflammation → symptoms
Pyelonephritis associated pili –
Attach to receptors in bladder and kidney (globobiose) → multiplication of E coli → damage kidney
cells and inflammation → symptoms
Respiratory tract infections:
Respiratory barriers include:
•

•

Upper respiratory tract
o Nasal hairs
o Cough response
o Normal microflora of the throat
Lower respiratory tract
o Mucus layer – produced by goblet cells
o Ciliated cells – propel mucus upwards

Mucus
Mucus traps bacteria and contain IgA. IgA binds to bacterial antigens and mucin.

Mucus also has antibacterial action from:
•
•
•
•

Lysozyme
Lactoferrin
Lactoperoxidase
Rapid turnover of mucosal cells

Streptococcus pneumonia
Pathogen that causes lobar pneumonia. To successfully colonize the human host, pneumococci need
to adhere to, persist, multiply and invade the respiratory tissue.
Virulence factors include:
•
•
•
•

sIgA1 protease
Polysaccharide capsule
Pneumolysin
Hyaluronidase

SIgA1 protease:
Breaks down the hinge region of IgA (predominant Ig in mucus)
Capsule:
There are >90 different capsules. Capsules are very thick and conceal the inner structures of the
pathogen to protect against host inflammatory response.
Capsules are negatively charged – inhibits the activation of classical and alternative complement
pathways (antiphagocytic effect). Hence, pathogens multiply → inflammation.
Pneumolysin:
A cytoplasmic protein produced by all strains of strep pneumoniae – released from the bacteria during
cell growth.
It can activate complement mainly through the classical pathways → increases inflammation
It binds to cholesterol in host cells membranes → pore formation → killing of host cells (epithelial
cells, WBC, RBC etc.). Hence, pneumolysin can damage ciliated mucosal cells → build-up of mucus,
coughing compromised, no expulsion of pathogen.
Hyaluronidase:
An enzyme which breaks down hyaluronic acid (ground substance of CT). This allows for further
bacterial dissemination into the lung.
Summary of strep pneumonia:
Influx of PMNs to the site of infections – alveoli engorged with oedema + WBC
Lipoteic acid on pneumococci activates complement (alternative pathway) → C5a produced →
inflammatory response and influx of PMNs → release of ROSs → damage to host tissues
Staph aureus pneumonia – infection of the lower respiratory tract
Rarely a primary event – predisposed to by a previous infection (usually viral – damages the cilia).
This can lead to the formation of abscesses.

Major virulence determinants of S. aureus include:
•
•

Protein A
Surface polysaccharide

Protein A:
Expressed extracellularly in 90% of s. aureus strains – it is covalently bound to the cells wall. It has a
high affinity for Fc region of IgG (wrong region) → prevents clearance of organism by disrupting the
antibody response and preventing phagocytosis
Surface polysaccharide:
Impedes phagocytosis in the absence of compliment
Other virulence
factors include:
•

Extracellular enzymes and toxins
o Coagulase
o Lipase
o DNAase
o Staphylokinase
o Superoxide dismutase
o Catalase
o Leucocidin
o Alpha toxin

Coagulase:
Encloses s. aureus in fibrin – walls off infection and protects it from PMNs → leads to abscess
formation in lung.
DNAse – reduces viscosity of abscess material and facilitates spread
Staphylokinase – Dissolves fibrin clot
Superoxide dismutase – detoxifies oxygen radicals released by PMNS
Catalase – protects cell from H2O2
Hyaluronidase – local dissolution of host extracellular matrix
Leukocidin – lyses neutrophils and macrophages
Alpha toxin – forms pores in human cell membranes
+ cytokine production → inflammation
Staph aureus pneumonia is characterized radiologically by patchy consolidation. Cavitation is
commonly consistent with early necrosis.

Infection and pathology in the immunocompromised host:
Definitions:
•
•
•

Immunocompromised host – an individual with impaired immunity
Immunodeficiency disorder – a condition associated with impaired immunity
Immunosuppression – therapeutic measures to reduce the activity of the immune system –
immunosuppression is hence a cause of immunodeficiency

Causes of immunodeficiency:
•
•

Primary immunodeficiency – congenital (usually caused by a single gene disorder)
Acquired immunodeficiency – much more common than congenital immunodeficiency

Primary immunodeficiency disorders:
Severe cases present in the first year after birth. Immune system is not needed in utero – maternal
antibody provides protection in the first few months of life
Disorder may affect T cells, B cells, neutrophils or complement – T cell disorders are generally
associated (or “combined”) with defects in antibody production
Most disorders have been linked to abnormalities in a single gene. Several common examples are Xlinked; 60% of primary immunodeficient people are male.
Management of primary immunodeficiency disorders:
Infections must be diagnosed quickly and treated aggressively
Primary antibody deficiency responds well to passive immunization with IV or SC IgG pooled from
healthy blood donors.
Primary T cell deficiencies and neutrophils disorders can be treated with haematopoietic stem cell
transplantation (provided an MHC-matched donor is available).
Gene therapy has been successful – haemopoietic stem cells are removed, purified then genetically
modified so that the correct version of the defective gene is present, then inserted. Has produced
leukaemia in some patients.

Acquired immunodeficiency:
Causes include:
•
•
•
•
•

HIV/AIDS
Malnutrition
Old age
Medically caused (iatrogenic)
Associated with other diseases
o Malignancy
o TB
o Diabetes mellitus (esp bacterial and candida infection because of impaired neutrophil
function)

•

o Renal failure
Reduced/absent spleen

Malnutrition – a vicious cycle:
Malnutrition gives rise to a weakening of the
immune system → gives rise to increased
infections → increased risk of malnutrition
(unable to work etc.)
Old age:
Increased infections and poor responses to
vaccines
T cell function especially affected – total T cell number not affected but:
•
•

Thymus produces few new T cells
Memory cell compartment becomes dominated by cells specific for a limited number of
pathogens, especially CMV

Established AB responses are less affected.
Medical causes:
•
•

Glucocorticoids – widely used to inhibit unwanted immune responses in autoimmune
disorders, severe allergic disorders, transplantation
Immunosuppressive drugs – e.g. cyclosporine A, used in transplantation and severe
autoimmune diseases

These drugs inhibit all immune responses not only the unwanted ones – T cell responses are
particularly effective.
•

Cytotoxic drugs - kill rapidly dividing, cells both malignant and non-malignant. Nonmalignant rapidly dividing cells in the immune system include
o Neutrophil precursors, which proliferate rapidly, especially during infection
o Lymphocytes, which proliferate rapidly after activation by antigen

Reduced or absent spleen:
Causes of hyposplenism:
•
•
•

Surgical removal – abdominal trauma, lymphoma
Medical causes of impaired function – sickle cell disease, many other causes
Congenital absence (rare)

Spleen is important in defence against circulating encapsulated bacteria - S pneumoniae, H. influenza,
N. meningitides – risk of overwhelming sepsis
Management – prompt and vigorous treatment of infection, maintain vaccination against encapsulated
bacteria.

General features of immunodeficiency disorders:
•

•
•

Increased risk of infection:
o Opportunistic infections
o More frequent and severe infections with conventional pathogens, may respond
poorly to standard treatment
Increase risk of certain types of cancer:
o Especially those that are virally induced
Increased risk of autoimmune disorders
o Dysregulation of the immune system -e.g. loss of regulatory T cells may cause
autoimmunity

Patterns of infection:
Deficiency of all T cells or CD4 T cells:
•
•

•

Impairment of macrophage function, cytotoxic T cell function, AB production
Many different pathogen infections
o Intracellular bacteria; e.g. TB
o Viruses
o Various fungi, bacteria, protozoa
Live vaccines may cause severe systemic infections – can’t be given live vaccines

B cell, neutrophil, complement deficiencies:
Infections by extracellular bacteria
Malignancy in immunodeficiency disorders:
Incidence of selected cancers is greatly increased in long standing immunodeficiency, eg AIDS,
transplant recipients. Often these cancers are associated with viruses. Incidence of other cancers (e.g.
breast, colon) not much affected.
e.g. AIDS patients have a 100x increased risk of B cell lymphoma; risk proportional to the degree of
reduction of CD4 count; risk has fallen and survival improved in patients on HAART
Malignancy arises from a single abnormal cell which divides in an uncontrolled fashion (depends on a
number of abnormal genes). Some viruses (oncogenic viruses) can provide one abnormal gene, which
can co-operate with abnormal mutated cellular genes → development of malignancy
Cells chronically infected with such viruses need fewer mutations of cellular genes to become
malignant.

Opportunistic infections in HIV:
Opportunistic infection – infections which generally do not cause symptomatic disease in those with
a normal immune system. The patterns of infections and malignancy seen are proportional to the
precise nature and extent of the immune dysfunction.

Dermatological manifestations:
•
•
•
•
•

Rash associated with HIV seroconversion illness (palms and soles – this is unusual for viral
infections)
Staphylococcal infections – persistent folliculitis, superficial abscesses
Fungal lesions – onychomycosis (fungal infection of the nail), tinea corporis, tinea capitis –
increased extent and severity of lesions
Herpes zoster (especially in a young adult or if recurrent)
Herpes simplex (recurrent or severe cases)

Mucosal lesions:
Oral:
•
•
•
•

Oral hairy leukoplakia
Oral candidiasis (pseudomembranous or erythematous)
Oral ulceration (broad differential diagnosis including HSV, CMV, aphthous ulceration,
histoplasmosis and squamous cell carcinoma)
Kaposi’s sarcoma

Genital:
•
•
•
•
•

Candidiasis
HSV
Cervical dysplasia
Carcinoma in situ (anal or cervical)
Perianal ulceration

Pneumonia:
Bacterial: Caused by pneumococcus.
Can present at any stage of HIV, more likely when CD4 T cell <500x106/L, especially in smokers,
alcoholics or those with underlying respiratory disease
Presentation:
•
•
•
•

Lobar pneumonia
Sinusitis
Septicaemia
Meningitis

Treatment:
•

Antibiotics – as for HIV- patients

Prevention:
•
•

Vaccine (13 valent) every 5 years
Role for prophylactic penicillin?

Resistance: slightly less sensitive to penicillin → difficult to achieve high concentrations necessary
past BBB to treat pneumococcal meningitis
Fungal: Caused by pneumocystis jirovecii
Still the most common AIDS-defining illness in developed countries. Common when CD4 T cells
<200. Less common in the developing world, where TB presents earlier (TB common)
Presentation:
•
•
•
•
•

Insidious, often over weeks
Fever >39°C
Dry cough, rarely productive
Shortness of breath
Other features of HIV: wasting, oral candida

Signs:
•
•
•
•

Fever
Increased respiratory rate
Desaturation with exercise
Chest often clear to auscultation

Diagnosis:
•
•
•
•

CXR – bilateral peri-hilar shadowing (sparing bases/apices)
Induced sputum/BAL: silver methenamine or fluorescence using monoclonal Ab, organism
not culturable
Arterial blood gases
PCR on sputum or broncholalverolar lavage (BAL)

Other fungal infection: caused by Cryptococcus neoformans
Infection by this encapsulated yeast (found in raw meat) is common when CD4+ T cells <100. There
is geographical variation.
Sites:
•
•
•
•

Meninges +/- brain (rare)
Lung
Skin (implies fungaemia)
Prostate (focus for reactivation)

Presentation: insidious
•
•
•
•

Low grade fever
Headache, meningism in less than 50%
Focal signs common
Mass effect/ cranial nerve involvement

Diagnosis:
•
•
•

CT brain with contrast
CXR
LP with opening pressure, India ink, serum cryptococcal antigen (CRAG)

Protozoa infection: Toxoplasmosis - toxoplasma gondii
Common when CD4+ T cells <100
Previous infection gives slowly dividing, semidormant bradyzoites that form cysts. When
immunocompromise is severe, the bradyzoites become active → rapidly dividing tachyzoites
Common presentation:
•
•
•

Altered mental state
Hemiparesis and other focal signs
Headache

Herpesvirus - cytomegalovirus
CD4+ T cells < 50

Site:
•
•
•

Retina – visual loss, floaters, “pizza” retina
Gut – abdominal pain, diarrhoea, fever
CNS – meningitis with CSF pleocytosis

Diagnosis:
•
•
•
•

Clinical
Serology – CMV Ag
PCR – CMV RNA or DNA on blood or CSF
Biopsy

Oncogenic viruses in HIV:

HHV8 – human herpes virus 8. It is not a ubiquitous agent – high incidence in Africa and Southern
Italy. It is transmitted through transplantation of organ, sexual (?), transplacental (??). It causes
Kaposi’s sarcoma.

Drug delivery and distribution – introduction to pharmacokinetics:
List briefly and describe the different modes of drug delivery
Describe the effect of the different modes of drug delivery on plasma vs time curves
Dose response curves:
Dose response curves enables the identification of the
dose that produces a drug plasma concentration which
results in a particular effect.
50% of patients experience the therapeutic effect at the
therapeutic dose (ED50)
50% of patients have an undesired toxic effect at the
toxic dose (TD50)
50% of patients die at the lethal dose (LD50)
DR curves do not tell you:
•
•
•

How long that plasma (drug) will remain within the therapeutic rang
When (and how often) to give the next dose
How much drug to give at each time point

All this information comes from a plasma [drug] vs time curve.
Plasma [drug[ vs time curve:
Phases of pharmacokinetics:
•
•
•
•

Absorption
Distribution
Metabolism
Excretion

Minimum effective concentration
(ED50) – threshold at which 50% of
population have a therapeutic effect.
The duration of action while plasma
level is above this threshold.
Minimum Toxic concentration (TD50)
– threshold at which 50% of population
have a toxic effect
T1/2 (half life) – time for next dose – time for the plasma concentration to halve
Pharmacokinetics:
Deals with predicting the absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion of a drug – i.e. the study
of the movement of a drug in and around the body (what the body does to the drug).
Difference in reactions to drugs can be related to any stage of ADME.
•
•

Amount of SSRI consumed -absorption
Speed of SSRI absorption – absorption
o E.g. taking with food

•
•

Size/make up of person - distribution
Speed of SSRI elimination - metabolism/excretion – if you don’t metabolize all the drug
before the next dose, you get build-up
o E.g. multiple copies of gene for enzyme

Metabolism:
Liver enzymes are used to detoxify different drugs. For example:
•
•

CYP2D7 – metabolize about 25% of currently prescribed drugs
CYP3A – metabolize around 50% of currently prescribed drugs

There is clinically important hereditary variation in response to drugs – pharmacogenetics. Abnormal
activity of metabolizing enzymes may significant affect drug metabolism.
Excretion:
The purpose of the body’s metabolism of the drug is to:
•
•

Detoxify the compound (stop its ability to act at its target receptor)
Make it easy to excrete the transformed product from the body

The majority of metabolized drug products are excreted via the kidneys. Most drugs are hydrophobic
(fat soluble), so metabolic transformation to make the drug more water soluble (can be excreted in
urine)
Clinical relevance:
Enables the clinical to predict
•
•

The time it takes for a drug to be absorbed and then distributed throughout the body
How long it takes for the body to metabolize the drug to an inactive form and then excrete it

This allows for accurate dosing regimens to maintain plasma drug concentrations within therapeutic
range.
Modes of drug delivery:
Oral:
Advantages:
•

Most common (2/3), convenient, safe and
economical

Disadvantages:
•
•
•
•
•

Limited absorption (some drugs)
Emesis resulting from GIT irritation (often
taken with food)
Some drugs destroyed by digestive enzymes of
low pH
Irregular absorption due to presence of food or
other drugs
Possible metabolism of drug by intestinal flora

Intravenous:

Advantages:
•
•
•
•

Absorption circumvented – complete/rapid bioavailability (1)
Controlled and accurate drug delivery
Suitable for large MW (e.g. proteins) and GIT irritant drugs
Useful in emergency situations

Disadvantages:
•
•
•

Increased risk of adverse effects
Not suitability for oily solutions or insoluble substances
Possible cause of septicaemia

Intramuscular:
Injection into the large muscles e.g. gluteus maximus, deltoid, quadriceps
Advantages:
•
•

Rapid absorption (varied by oil/aqueous vehicles)
Reduced risk of septicaemia

Disadvantages:
•

Increase absorption can occur if injection site is exercised

Subcutaneous:
Advantages:
•

Rate of absorption constant and slow providing a sustained effect

Disadvantages:
•
•

Only suitable for non-irritant drugs
Small volume (1ml) can be used

Transdermal (percutaneous)
Advantages:
•

Easily applied

Disadvantages:
•

Only suitable for limited number of applications due to relative permeability of epidermis

Factors affecting percutaneous absorption:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drug concentration
Surface area
Drug’s attraction skin vs to vehicle
Vehicle (how you get it across)
Hydration of skin – moister more absorption
Rubbing or inunction – rubbing it in increases absorption
Stratum corneum (thin vs thick) – part of body, genetic variation
Time of application – rub it off
Multiple application

Per rectal:
Advantage:
•
•

Useful when oral ingestion precluded (e.g. vomiting)
Approx. 50% of drugs avoid 1st pass metabolism – avoid metabolism by the liver on first
circuit through the circulation. Drugs can be 90% metabolized on first pass.

Disadvantages:
•
•

Absorption often irregular and incomplete
Many drugs cause irritation of rectal mucosa

Sub lingual:
Advantages:
•
•

Good absorption of high lipid soluble drugs (e.g. nitro-glycerine)
Drugs protected from 1st pass metabolism

Disadvantages:
•
•

Small area for absorption
Not suitable for unpleasant tasting drugs

Pulmonary:
Advantages:
•
•
•
•
•

Gaseous and volatile drugs inhaled and absorbed through the pulmonary epithelium – large
surface area
Rapid access to circulation
Avoid hepatic 1st pass metabolism
Aerosolized drugs in solution accessible by this route
Dosage variability largely overcome by metered pumps

Disadvantage:
•

Can’t administer irritant drugs

Opthalmic:
Advantages:
•
•
•
•

Used mostly for local effect
Drug may be absorbed into the systemic circulation following drainage through the
nasolacrimal canal
Absorbed drug not subject to 1st pass metabolism
Local effects usually require absorption through the cornea

Disadvantage:
•
•

Corneal infection or trauma may increase absorption (increased blood flow)
Suspension and ointments prolong duration of action and minimize draining and system
absorption

Bioavailability:
Bioavailability is the degree to which a drug becomes
available to the target tissue after administration (strict
definition).
Another definition – the proportion of the administered
dose that reaches the systemic circulation intact
Hence, for IV, bioavailability=100%
For any other route, bioavailability=100%-% lost through
1st pass metabolism, poor absorption etc.

Pharmacokinetic calculations:
•
•
•

Define the key pharmacokinetic parameters
Use key pharmacokinetic formulae
Describe the key features of a one-compartment pharmacokinetic model

Predicting the time course for movement of a drug through the body.
Drug metabolism and excretion:

Many drugs are lipophilic – they can be sequestered in fat. This means they must be metabolized to a
hydrophilic form before excretion in urine.
Many drugs bind to albumin in the plasma – drug effect can be changed by changing albumin.
Factors affecting drug metabolism:
•

•

•
•

Age – particularly the very young and very old.
o Very old 65+
▪ Key organ problems
• pH rises → effect on ionization of drug
• slow GIT
▪ Higher fat:water ratio
o Very young
▪ Lower fat:water ratio
▪ Immature liver and organs
Gender –
o different fat to water ratio
o difference in size
Genetic variation (pharmacogenetics)
Nutrition
o If someone has poor nutrition (eating disorders, elderly etc.) – low albumin

•
•
•

Induction/inhibition metabolism enzyme – e.g. antibiotics, alcohol
Drug/drug interactions – many
Disease – any condition that affects the liver, kidneys or the heart can affect pharmacokinetic
parameters

Pharmacokinetic parameters:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dose
Dosing rate
Volume of distribution
Bioavailability
½ life
Elimination
Clearance

Volume of distribution:
The theoretical volume into which the drug distributes (dissolves)
Formula: Vd = D/C
The total amount of drug in the body (dose) divided by the plasma concentration.
The volume of distribution reflects both the blood and the tissue into which the drug distributes but
does not correspond to any physiological capacity (if any leaves the plasma). Vd is an index of
drug partitioning between the vascular compartment and other tissue.
•
•

Lipophilic drug – distributes to the tissues easily, therefore large Vd
Hydrophilic drug – difficult to distribute to tissues, therefore small Vd (5L)

Example:

This means that Digoxin is extremely lipophilic → lots move into the tissues
The higher the Vd the longer the half-life tends to be.
Clearance:
The volume of blood cleared of drug (by all routes) per unit time
Formula: CL(L/hr/Kg)=Ke*Vd
Clearance is equal to the volume of distribution times by elimination rate constant
Ke(frct/hr)=0.693/t1/2
Ke is equal to the slope of an elimination excretion graph.
Rearranging, Cl(L/hr/kg)=0.693D/C*t1/2

Clearance formula 2:
CL(L/hr)=D*F/AUC
Clearance can also be calculated by area under a
concentration vs time curve. AUC is a measure of the
total bodily exposure to the drug
Clearance notes:
Clearance usually remains constant for a particular
drug (assuming 1st order kinetics). Knowledge of
clearance is essential for maintain long-term drug
levels within a therapeutic range.
Bioavailability:
The fraction (F) of the dose that is absorbed effectively from GI tract (or another site)
Formula: Bioavailability (F) = AUCroute/AUCIV
Hence for IV administration, F=1
Oral dosage, F=1-ER(hepatic extraction ratio)
Half life (t1/2):
The time taken for the plasma concentration (or amount of drug in body) to drop by 50%
Ke(frct/hr)=0.693/t1/2
T1/2=0.693/Ke
Rearranging using Ke=CL/Vd
t1/2=0.693*Vd/CL
Example:
After 4 half-lives elimination is ~94%
T0 [Drug] = 100mM
T1/2 [Drug] = 50mM
T2*1/2 [Drug] = 25mM
T3*1/2 [Drug] 12.5mM
T4*1/2 [Drug] = 6.25mM

Determining T1/2 experimentally:
There is a significant absorption phase evident on the graph (LHS where it deviates from the line). We
do all our calculations from the distribution elimination phase, so ignore the bit that doesn’t fit.
Recall that the slope of this line representations Ke (elimination rate constant)

Steady state concentration:
Steady state concentration is the target range concention steady state concentration (Css) will be reached when the
elimination rate=administration rate.
Attained after ~4half lives – time to reach steady state is
dependent on t1/2
Time to Css independent of dosing. Fluctuations are:
•
•

Proportional to dose/dosage interval
Blunted by slow absorption

Dosing rate:
How much drug is required to maintain the steady state concentration
Dosing rate (dR)mg/h=Cssmg/LxCLL/hr
Time to reach steady state is dependent on t1/2. DR is dependent on t1/2
Loading dose:
A drug dose greater than the maintenance dose, used to rapidly establish a desired serum level of the
drug – trying to fill the (theoretical) volume of distribution
Information needed to calculate DL:
•
•

Volume of distribution – from literature
Desired concentration – from literature

DL=Css*Vd

Dosing interval:
Generally, the dosing interval is ~1 t1/2. If dosing more regularly than 1 half-life, the concentration
will go up.
Maintenance dose:
DM (mg)=(dR(mg/hr)*dosing interval)

Pharmacokinetics – 2 compartments:
•
•
•
•
•

Describe the key features of a 2-compartment model
Discuss the two phases (alpha-distribution and beta-elimination/excretion) relating drug
concentration changes with time in the central compartment
Understand the effect of a 2-compartment model on the calculation of Vd and related
parameters
Discuss the kinetic order of reactions
Discuss the effect of genetic variability on key pharmacokinetic parameters

One compartment mode:
Distribution of drug between peripheral body
compartments is assumed to be rapid and in
equilibrium with the central compartment (i.e.
blood).
The one compartment model assumes
elimination occurs from all compartments –
this is invalid
Alpha=distribution – the part that doesn’t fit
the line
Beta=metabolism/excretion – the straight line
from which we make calculations.
This model is suitable for use with drugs that:
•

Stay only in the central compartment – e.g. warfarin

•

Equilibrate rapidly with the peripheral compartment – e.g. theophylline

Two compartment model:
The two-compartment model was devised to account for the outer (non-excreting) compartment
(ignoring sweat)

Assumptions of the two-compartment model:
•
•
•

Mixing is instantaneous within each compartment
Absorption and elimination are from the “central compartment” only
Mixing between compartments is slow

Volume of distribution: 2-compartment model:
Vd is affected by the time at which C is determined:
•
•
•

Vdc calculated from C at time=0, gives the volume of the central compartment- too low dose
Vdextrap calculated by extrapolating the slop of B-phase back to the y axis to obtain C – too
high dose
Vdss calculated form C at steady state gives the sum of the volumes of both central and
peripheral compartments at equilibrium – best dose

Calculate Vdarea to approximate Vdss:
CL=Ke*VD and CL=D/AUC
Equating and solving, we get Vdarea=Dose*F/(AUC*Ke)
This model is suitable for:
•

Drugs which equilibrate slowly with the peripheral compartment – e.g. imipramine

Kinetic order of elimination:
Zero order kinetics:
Refers to situation when the elimination rate of drug from the body is independent of the drug
concentration (i.e. elimination mechanisms are saturated)
First order kinetics:
Refers to situation when rate of elimination of drug is related to the drug concentration (i.e.
elimination mechanisms not saturated)
All elimination calculations for one or two compartment
models assume 1st order kinetics.
Example:
ETOH + NAD+ → CH3CHO + NADH
CH3CHO + NAD+ → CH3COOH + NADH
CH3COOH → CH3COScoA

Non-linear pharmacokinetics:
•
•
•
•

Clearance – e.g. due to renal insufficiency
Volume of distribution – e.g. due to rapid redistribution of drug from central (blood) to
peripheral (tissue) compartments
Increase or decrease in t1/2 due to induction or inhibition of CYP450 enzyme system
Saturable protein binding or metabolism i.e. usually Km>plasma concentration of drug
o Km is the substrate concentration that is half of Vmax (maximum velocity of
elimination). If you have a high Km, you have much more capacity.

Effect of genetic factors on pharmacokinetic parameters:
e.g. influence of genetic polymorphisms on S-Warfarin
metabolism
Metabolism by CYP2C9. T1/2 – 25hr
Different CYP2C9 genotypes have different rates of
clearance (3x or 0.3x)

Respiratory development
Although the respiratory system does not begin to carry out gas exchange until birth, the respiratory
tract, diaphragm and lungs begin to form in embryonic development and continue through foetal
development. They only become fully mature just before birth and continue to grow postnatally
The respiratory system is divided anatomically into 2 main parts:
•
•

Upper respiratory tract – nose, nasal cavity and the pharynx
Lower respiratory tract – larynx, trachea, bronchi and lungs

The respiratory system usually includes descriptions of musculoskeletal (diaphragm) and vascular
(pulmonary) parts.

Respiratory functional unit:
The alveolus is the functional unit of the lungs; the walls of the alveolus are made up of a number of
different cells
•

•

•

Alveolar type I cell (squamous alveolar) – cells
form the structure of an alveolar wall; exchange
occurs across the membranes
Alveolar type II cell (great alveolar) – cells
secrete pulmonary surfactant
o Surfactant is continuously released by
exocytosis → increase compliance,
stabilizes air space and increases capacity
to exchange gases
Macrophages – destroy foreign material and
debris

The alveoli are lined by a delicate layer of simple squamous epithelium, the cells of which are united
at their edges by a cementing substance. The alveoli receive deoxygenated blood from the pulmonary
arteries.
Alveolar cells only form in late foetal development.
Lobules of the lungs:
The lungs are divided into primary and secondary lobules:

•
•

Primary lobules – region supplied by a respiratory bronchiole
Secondary lobules – region supplied by a terminal bronchiole
o Up to 2.5cm across
o CT – bounded by interlobular septa and contain intralobular septa
o Lobule contains up to 12 acini and 30-50 primary lobules
o Blood supply – branch of pulmonary artery
o Blood drainage – pulmonary veins located at lobule periphery leave through
interlobular septa
o Lymphatics – arterial and interlobular septa associated with lymphatic vessels (drain
to subpleural plexus)

Development:
Germ layer contributions:
•
•
•

Endoderm and splanchnic mesoderm – conducting airways and alveoli
Ectoderm – neural innervation
Mesoderm – supporting musculoskeletal components

Embryonic period:
Weeks 4-5 – lung buds originate as an outgrowth from the ventral wall of the foregut (endodermal
tracheal bud or respiratory diverticulum) where lobar division occurs. This tracheal bud of
endoderm grows down into mesoderm where it forks (in response to a mesodermal signal) to form the
right and left lung buds.

At this stage:
•
•
•

Endoderm – tubular ventral growth from foregut pharynx
Mesoderm – mesenchyme of lung buds
Intraembryonic coelom – pleural cavities; elongated spaces connected pericardial and
peritoneal spaces

Pseudoglandular stage:
Weeks 5-17 – tubular branching of the lung airways continues. By 2 months, all segmental bronchi
are present and lungs have a histologically glandlike appearance. This stage is critical for the
formation of all conducting airways:
•
•

Lined with tall columnar epithelium
More distal structures are lined with cuboidal epithelium

These structures are surrounded by thick mesenchyme.
In the late pseudoglandular stage, pulmonary neuroendocrine cells (PNECs) develop – in the midfoetal period, clusters of these cells form neuroepithelial bodies in airway epithelium. May stimulate
mitosis to increase branching.
Canalicular stage:
Weeks 16-24 – lung morphology changes dramatically (loss of dense mesenchyme, lots of branching,
major lobules differentiate). Differentiation of pulmonary epithelium results in the formation of the
future air-blood tissue barrier.

Surfactant synthesis (type II cells differentiate) and the canalization of the lung parenchyma by
capillaries begins.
Future gas exchange regions can be distinguished from the future conducting airways of the lungs.
Saccular stage:
Week 24-near term – most peripheral airways form widened spaces called saccules. These saccules
widen and lengthen the airspace (by the addition of new generations). Future gas exchange region
expands significantly.
Fibroblastic cells undergo differentiation, they produce extracellular matrix, collagen and elastic –
may have a role in epithelial differentiation and control of surfactant secretion
Alveolar type II cells begin to secrete surfactant (secretion gradually increases until term) →alveoli
stay inflated
Vascular tree also grows in length and diameter during this term – branching of capillaries into the
alveoli. Macrophages migrate into the alveolar space.
Alveolar stage:
Late foetal period-8 years postnatally – the number of
alveoli (functional component of the respiratory system)
continue to increase after birth. 20-50million at birth,
300million in adult life
This means that the environment in which the infant
develops is very important for respiratory function
Upper respiratory tract:
The pharynx (common tube including future oesophagus and trachea) lies behind the heart and is the
next part of the respiratory system after the oral cavity. The respiratory tract with from a ventral bud
arising at this level
Face differentiates → forming the palate → nasal cavity separated from mouth.
In the walls of the upper respiratory tract, several cells need to differentiate:
•
•
•

Goblet cells – mucus producing cells
Pseudostratified ciliated cells – with cilia that beat upwards in a rhythmic fashion; part of the
innate immune system
Basal cells – different into both goblet and pseudostratified cells. These are present
throughout life as there is continuous turnover of the respiratory epithelium.

Foetal lung volume:
Increases with gestational age

Pleural cavity:
Anatomical body cavitiy in which the lungs develop and reside. The pleural cavity forms in the
lateral plate mesoderm(initially two narrow canals) as part of the intraembryonic coelom (initially
continuous with pericardial and peritoneal cavities)
The pleural cavity is separated from pericardial and peritoneal cavities by folding and the later
formation of the diaphragm. The following structures are involved in folding process:
•
•

Pleuropericardial fold – early embryonic fold which restricts communication between pleural
and pericardial cavities – contain both the cardinal vein and the phrenic nerve
Pleuroperitoneal membrane – early embryonic membrane that formes inferiorly at the septum
transversum to separate peritoneal from pleural

Pleura:
A serous membrane that covers the surface of the lung and the spaces between lobes. Arranged as a
invaginated sac – two layers (pulmonary, parietal) continuous with each other. The potential space
between these two layers is the pleural cavity.
Diaphragm:
Develops completely separately from the lungs
– musculoskeletal development. There are 5
embryonic elements that contribute to the
diaphragm.
•
•
•
•
•

Septum transversum – central tendon
3rd-5th somite – muscular structures of
the diaphragm
Ventral pleural sac connective tissue
Mesentery of oesophagus – connective
tissue around oesophagus and IVC
Pleuroperitoneal membranes –
connective tissue around central
tendon

Innervation of the human diaphragm is by the phrenic nerves – arising from the same segmental levels
as the skeletal muscles (C3-C5). They are mixed nerves:
•
•

Motor – for the diaphragm
Sensory – other abdominal structure (mediastinum, pleura, liver, gall bladder)

Common problem is Bochdalek hernia – most common on posterior left side – failure of
pleuroperitoneal foramen to close allows viscera into thorax and compresses lung.
Pulmonary circulation:
In the late embryonic period, the common outflow tract of the heart is split into pulmonary and
systemic outflow tracts (conotruncal septum). However, the pulmonary system is not functional until
after birth (blood shunted through the foramen ovale).
•
•
•

Pulmonary arteries from the right ventricles
Pulmonary veins enter the heart at the left atrium
Bronchial arteries branch from the dorsal aorta

Foetal respiratory movements:
FRM or FBC are regular muscular contractions occurring in the third trimester – preparing the
respiratory muscular system for neonatal function. May also have a role in lung development.
First breath:
Prenatally, the lungs are fluid filled. At birth, fluid in the upper respiratory tract is respired and fluid
in the lower respiratory tract is absorbed (dewatering of the lungs).
The lung epithelium rapidly changes from prenatal secretory to post-natal absorptive functioning.
The exchange of lung fluid for air leads to:
•
•
•
•

Fall in pulmonary vascular resistance – pressure on RHS of heart decreases and pressure on
LHS increase → foramen ovale shuts
Increase in pulmonary blood flow
Thinning of pulmonary arteries (stretching as lungs increase in size)
Blood filling the alveolar capillaries

Postnatal
The neonate has 15% of its total number of adult alveoli formed at birth (20-50 million compared to
adults 300 million)
They also have a higher respiratory rate (30-60 breaths per minutes compared to 12-20)
Their ribs are orientated virtually horizontal, which allows diaphragmatic breathing only – can only
move up and down. Conversely the adult rib is oblique, allowing for pump-hand (forwards) and
bucket handle (outwards) inspiration

Upper respiratory tract anatomy:
Nose:
The Nose can be divided into the external nose and the nasal cavity. It has a variety of functions:
•
•
•
•

Subserves the sense of smell
Provides an airway for respiration
Filters, warms and moistens the inspired air
Cleans itself of foreign particles

External nose:
This structure consists of cartilage appended to a bony base (the piriform aperture). Air enters at the
nares. Cartilage makes up the septum (septal cartilage) and lateral parts of the external nose (alar
cartilages). Septal deviation can occlude the nasal passageway.
Within the anteroinferior region of the external nose is the nasal vestibule – lined with skin and
coarse hairs – acts as a dust and pathogen barrier
Nasal cavity:

The nasal cavity is divided sagittally by the nasal septum and has anterior (nares) and posterior
(choanae) openings. In the dried skull, the anterior bony opening is known as the piriform aperture.
Features:
The nasal cavity is comprised of three regions
1. Nasal vestibule (see above)
2. Olfactory region – posterosuperior region containing olfactory receptors
3. Respiratory region – rest of nasal cavity, lined with pseudostratified columnar epithelium
containing goblet cells, mucous and serous glands. Acts to warm and humidify air

Bony and cartilaginous framework:
Lateral wall:
The lateral wall is composed of the following bones:
•
•
•
•
•

Inferior concha (separate bone)
Maxilla (frontal process)
Perpendicular plate of the palatine
Ethmoidal labyrinth
Lacrimal bone

The lateral wall is irregular because of three projections: the inferior, middle and superior nasal
conchae (introduce turbulence into the airflow → dust moves into mucus at floor of cavity). The
space between each concha and the lateral wall below is called the corresponding meatus (s, m, i).

Several sinuses and ducts drain into the meatuses (see below). A sphenopalatine foramen lies
posterior to the superior concha and transmits the sphenopalatine artery and the nasopalatine and
superior nasal nerves from the pterygopalatine fossa.

Medial wall – nasal septum:
Medial wall is formed mainly by:
•
•
•

Nasal bones
Perpendicular plate of the ethmoid
Vomer

Anteriorly, the nasal septal cartilages contribute to the medial wall/septum

Roof:
•
•
•

Frontal and nasal bones – anterior
Cribriform plate of the ethmoid – middle
Sphenoid body – posteriorly. The posterior roof is interrupted on either side for the orifice of
the sphenoid sinus.

Floor:
•
•

Palatine
Maxillary bones

Paranasal sinuses:
Absent or rudimentary at birth, they enlarge during the eruption of permanent teeth and after puberty.
Lined with respiratory epithelium (although mucosa is thinner, less vascular and more adherent to the
bone than in the nasal cavity).
Mucous secretions drain via ducts into the nasal cavity
Functions:
•
•

Lightens the skull
Adds resonance to voice

Groups:
•
•
•
•

Frontal
Ethmoidal
Sphenoidal
Maxillary

Openings:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spheno-ethmoidal recess – opening of the sphenoidal sinus, lies behind superior concha
Hiatus semilunaris – receives drainage from the anterior ethmoidal and frontal air cells (via
the fronto-nasal duct and infundibulum)
Orifice of maxillary sinus – middle meatus behind hiatus semilunaris
Orifice of middle ethmoidal air cells – below middle concha
Opening of nasolacrimal duct – opens into inferior meatus
Orifices of posterior ethmoidal air cells – immediately above and below superior nasal
concha.

The larynx:
Extends form the tongue to the trachea (approx. C3-6 in adult males, but sometimes higher in children
and women). Has a larger size in adult males due to greater growth from puberty onwards (all
cartilages are enlarged and the thyroid cartilage projects further anteriorly in the midline).
Comprised of a framework of unpaired and paired cartilages, with associated joints, ligaments and
muscles, and is lined with mucosa.
Key functions include:
•
•

Phonation – produce sound of voice
Protect airway – prevents ingested substances form entering lower respiratory system during
deglutition

Laryngeal cartilages:
Thyroid cartilage – consists of two quadrilateral laminae, their anterior borders fused to form the
laryngeal prominence (Adam’s apple). The anterior borders fuse at an angle of 90° and 120° in
women. In men, the larger laryngeal prominence, the greater length of the vocal folds (deeper voice)
are associated with a sharper thyroid angle. Has component parts:
•
•

Superior and inferior horns
Superior and inferior thyroid notches

The thyroid cartilage articulates with the cricoid cartilage.
Cricoid cartilage – shaped like a signet ring. Articulates with the thyroid cartilage
Arytenoid cartilages (paired) – pyramidal in shape, with three surfaces, a base and an apex. Base has
a muscular process laterally and a vocal process at its anterior angle. They are mobile and are
connected to the vocal ligaments – their movement governs tightness/looseness/position of vocal
ligaments
Corniculate cartilages (paired) – lie posteriorly in the aryepiglottic mucosal folds and strengthen the
airway entrance
Cuneiform cartilages (paired) – elongated clublike elastic fibrocartilages which lie in the
aryepiglottic folds, anterosuperior to the corniculates and also strength airway entrance.

Epiglottic cartilage – elastic fibrocartilage which projects upwards behind the tongue and in front of
the laryngeal inlet. Its sides are attached to the arytenoid cartilages by the aryepiglottic folds.
Joints:
Cricoarytenoid joint – synovial joint – movement at this joint changes the position and tension of the
vocal ligaments
Cricothyroid joint – paired joints – movement at this joint changes the position and tension of the
vocal ligaments

Laryngeal inlet – muscles:
A ring of muscles, including the aryepligottic, oblique and transver arytenoid muscles, is located
between the epiglottic and arytenoid cartilages – act to close the laryngeal inlet during swallowing.

Internal features of the larynx:
The laryngeal cavity extends from the laryngeal inlet to the cricoid cartilage’s lower border. The
laryngeal inlet is bounded anteriorly by the upper edge of the epiglottis, posteriorly by the mucosa
between the arytenoids and laterally by the aryepiglottic folds.
Paired folds of mucosa (vestibular and vocal folds) partially divide it into:
•
•

•

Laryngeal vestibule - above the vestibular folds
Middle part – between vestibular and vocal folds - the laryngeal sinus lies between the
vocal and vestibular folds laterally. Anteriorly the sinus opens into a laryngeal saccule which
ascends between the vestibular ligament and the thyroid cartilage – has a lubricative function.
Lower part (infraglottic area) – extending from the vocal folds to the lower border of the
cricoid

The aryepiglottic folds have oval anterosuperior and posteroinferior swellings due to the cuneiform
and corniculate cartilages.
The vestibular folds have a fissure between them known as the rima vestibuli
The vocal folds have a fissure between them known as the rima glottidis (limited posteriorly by the
mucosa passing between the arytenoid cartilages)

Vestibular and vocal ligaments:
•
•
•
•

Arise form inner surface of thyroid
cartilage
Vestibular ligament inserts onto
anterolateral arytenoid surface
Vocal ligament inserts onto arytenoid
vocal processes
Form the bases of the vestibular and
vocal folds

Cricothyroid ligament (cricovocal membrane)
•
•

Arises from the upper rim of the
cricoid cartilage
Inserts onto the inferior edge of the
vocal ligament

Phonation:
When breathing deeply, the arytenoids can be separated through muscular contraction → rima
glottidis enlarges and vocal ligaments are drawn apart.
When phonating, the arytenoids can be brought together → vocal ligaments drawn together

There are intermembranous and intercartilaginous parts of the rima glottidis. Different types of
breathing/phonation have differences in these parts.

Vocal muscles:
A series of muscles which mostly insert onto the arytenoid cartilages – act to tense and relax, abduct
and adduct the vocal folds. These movement occurs at the cricothyroid joint.
•
•

cricothyroid:
Arytenoid – lies alongside the vocal folds – relaxor in function

Trachea:
The trachea is about 10-11cm long and extends from the larynx (CV6) to its division into main (main,
principal or pulmonary) bronchi (upper border of the T5). During deep inspiration, the tracheal
bifurcation may descend to the level of TV6.
The trachea consists of 16-20 U-shaped cartilages, discontinuous posteriorly where the defect is filled
by the trachealis muscle (smooth muscle) which extends between the ends of the tracheal
cartilaginous rings – it is pliable, moves forward when swallowing a large bolus of food.
At the birfurcation of the trachea there is an internal ridge known as the carina → sensitive for cough
reflex

Extra notes from prac:
The cricothyroid ligament (membrane) has a thickened edge – vocal ligament (this is overlain in
life by mucosa and is called the vocal fold)

The intrinsic muscles of the larynx also include:
•
•
•

Posterior and lateral cricoarytenoid
Cricothyroid – innervated by the external part of the superior laryngeal nerve (branch of
vagus)
Vocalis

The internal part of the superior laryngeal nerve passes through the thyrohyoid membrane and
innervates the mucosa of the larynx.
The other intrinsic muscles of the larynx are innervated by the recurrent laryngeal nerve. This nerve
passes through the thorax, so trauma or apical lung tumours can lead to unilateral paralysis of the
larynx.

Lower respiratory tract anatomy
Thoracic cavity:
The thoracic cavity is bounded:
•
•
•
•
•

Superiorly by the thoracic inlet (1st rib and associated
costal cartilages, manubrium sterni and TV1).
Posteriorly by the thoracic vertebrae
Laterally by the ribs and costal cartilages
Anteriorly by the sternum
Inferiorly by the diaphragm

It can be divided into three subregions:
•
•
•

Cavity for the right lung – containing the right pleura and lung
Cavity for the left lung – containing the left pleura and lung
Mediastinum – central part which can be further divided and contains numerous thoracic
structures

Mediastinum
The mediastinum is the space that lies between the pleural sacs.
It is bounded superiorly by the thoracic inlet and inferiorly by the diaphragm.
The mediastinum is divided into the superior mediastinum and the inferior mediastinum by a
transverse plane passing from the manubriosternal joint to the inferior margin of the 4th thoracic
vertebra.
The inferior mediastinum can be further subdivided into the middle mediastinum (containing the
pericardial sac) anterior mediastinum (retrosternal space), and the posterior mediastinum
(retrocardiac space).
The contents of each part of the mediastinum is as follows:
Superior mediastinum:
•
•

•
•

Trachea, oesophagus, thymus.
Aortic arch, brachiocephalic trunk,
L. common carotid A., subclavian
A.
SVC, brachiocephalic Vs.
Vagus N., recurrent laryngeal Ns,
phrenic Ns, cardiac sympathetic Ns.

Middle mediastinum:
•
•

Heart and pericardium
Roots of great vessels, proximal end
of azygous V., phrenic N.

Anterior mediastinum:
•

Super and inferior sternopericardial
lig., internal thoracic vessels, lymph
nodes, thymus.

Posterior mediastinum:
•

Oesophagus, trachea, bronchi, thoracic aorta, thoracic duct, azygous and hemiazygous Vs,
vagus N., splanchnic Ns, lymph nodes.

Bronchi:

The principal (main) bronchi extend from the tracheal bifurcation to the further division of the
airways to form the lobar bonchi.
The right main bronchus (shorter, wider, more vertical) – gives rise to the right superior (upper)
lobe bronchus before it enters the substance of the lung; once it enters the hilum it divides into rt
middle and rt inferior (lower) lobe bonchi – the right main bronchus has an extra pulmonary portion
The left main bronchus (longer, narrower and more horizontal) divides after entering the hilum into
a lt superior (upper) lobe bronchus and a lt inferior (lower) lobe bronchus. There is also a
lingular bronchus that arises from the left upper lobe bronchus → part of the left upper lobe.
Pleura:
Each lung is covered by pleura – a serous membrane arranged as a closed, invaginated sac:
•
•

Pulmonary/visceral pleura – adheres to the surface of the lung (except the hilum) and its
fissures
Parietal pleura – lines the thoracic cavity, diaphragm and mediastinum
o Costovertebral pleura – adjacent to the ribs and vertebrae
o Diaphragmatic pleura – adjacent to the diaphragm
o Mediastinal pleura – adjacent to the mediastinum
o Cervical pleura (domes of the pleura) – over the apices of the lungs and adjacent to
cervical structures.

These two layers are separated by a potential space (pleural sac/cavity) which is filled in life by a
film of fluid.
At rest, the lung does not project far below R6 in the midclavicular line; the pleura however, extends
down to approximately R8.
Functions of pleura include:
•
•

Low friction – allows free movement of the lungs; easy and uniform expansion
Pressure below atmospheric in pleural sac – lungs stay inflated

There are two recesses, which lie at the reflections of the parietal pleura:
•
•

Costomediastinal recess – reflection of pleura from
costal surface to mediastinal
Costodiaphragmatic recess – reflection of pleura
from diaphragmatic to costal – clinically important
because it is the lowest section of the pleural sac →
transudate, pus etc. will accumulate here and can be
sampled by needle (between 6th and 8th costal
cartilages at mid clavicular line, or between 8th and
10th costal cartilages at mid-axillary line)

During quiet ventilation, these recesses are only filled with
films of fluid. But during deep inspiration, the lung will
expand into these recesses.
Innervation of the pleura:
Parietal pleura:
•

Lateral cervical, costal and peripheral diaphragmatic pleura is supplied via
o T1-11 intercostal nerves (T12 – subcostal nerve)
o Local pain in adjacent external thoracic wall
o Referred pain to other regions of thoracic or abdominal walls

•

Medial cervical, mediastinal and central diaphragmatic pleura is supplied via
o Phrenic nerve (C3,4,5)
o Pain referred to neck, root of neck and shoulder

Visceral pleura receives no pain innervation.
Lungs:
Lungs are spongy and float (due to air remaining in the alveoli). At birth, the lungs are pink; in adults
they become increasingly discoloured by a dark mottling – accumulation of dark carbonaceous
material deposited in loose CT near the surface. Lungs from smokers and those living in industrial
areas are particularly affected.
Lungs from still born infants who have not expanded their lungs are different – their lungs are firm,
non-crepitant and sink in water.
Each lung has component parts – apex, base, three borders and two surfaces:
Apex – protrudes above the thoracic inlet and the level of the first costal cartilage (level with first rib
neck). Posteriorly, there is located the cervicothoracic sympathetic (stellate) ganglion → apical
tumours can cause Horner’s syndrome.
Base – semilunar and concave; rests on the diaphragm. The diaphragm extends higher on the right
(over the liver) than the left – the concavity is deeper on the right.
Costal surface – convex – adapted to the thoracic wall and bears the impressions of the ribs
(particularly the 1st).
Medial surface – consists of anterior (mediastinal) and posterior (vertebral) parts. The mediastinal part
is adapted to the heart as the cardiac impression, which is particularly pronounced on the left.
The comma shaped hilum is on the medial surface with several important structures within
(pulmonary artery and veins, bronchi, bronchopulmonary lymph nodes). Several important visceral
relations are found on the medial lung surface:
•

Left – pericardial sac, pulmonary trunk, aortic arch, left subclavian A, thoracic duct and
oesophagus, trachea, left braciocephalic vein and vagus, phrenic and left recurrent laryngeal
nerves.

•

Right – pericardial sac, SVC, Rt brachiocephalic V, azygous V, oesophagus, trachea and
vagus, phrenic Ns

The pulmonary ligament extending inferiorly from the hilum as a reflection of visceral pleura
Inferior border – separates the base from the costal and mediastinal surfaces and extends into the
costodiaphragmatic recess
Anterior border – shows a variable cardiac notch on the left
Posterior border - separates the costal surface from the vertebral part of the medial surface, along a
line corresponding to the heads of the ribs.
The lungs are divided
into lobes: 2 on the left, 3
on the right
Left:
•
•

Upper
Lower

These lobes are separated
by the oblique fissure
(begins at the R5 head
and follow the line of the
6th rib to inferior border)
Right
•
•
•

Upper
Middle
Lower

These lobes are separated by an oblique fissure (similar to the left oblique fissure) and
horizontal/transverse fissure (begins at the oblique fissure near the midaxillary line at the level of
the 6th rib and passes forwards to the right 4th costal cartilage where it meets the anterior border).
The main bronchi divide into lobar bronchi which then further divide into segmental bronchi

Each segmental bronchus supplies a structurally separate, functionally independent unit of lung tissue
known as a bronchopulmonary segment. There are 10 in each lung, separated by fibrous tissue septa
which are continuous with the visceral pleura.
Branches of the pulmonary arteries tend to follow the bronchi
so they all tend to supply bronchopulmonary segments.
Pulmonary veins are intersegmental and do not accompany
the bronchi.
The clinical significance of BP segments is that some
ineffective conditions (e.g. bronchiectasis) may be confined
to individual BP segments. Note that most common
conditions of the lung nowadays do not remain isolated to a
single segment (e.g. carcinoma)
Within the BP segments, the airways undergo further
division (23 generations)> Cartilage remains a constituent of
the walls of these branches until the final bronchus is reached
→ from then on they are called bronchioles → 5-7 terminal
bronchioles → each supply 1 or more respiratory bronchioles
which mark the beginning of the respiratory area of the lung.
Further divisions are into alveolar ducts, sacs and finally
alveoli.
Blood supply to the lungs:
Pulmonary circulation:
Left and right pulmonary arteries from the right side of the heart carrying deoxygenated blood
Pulmonary veins form near the alveoli and run intersegmentally, carrying oxygenated blood back to
the heart for distribution to the systemic circulation
Bronchial arteries:
These supplies oxygenated blood to the non-respiratory parts of the lungs, e.g. larger bronchi, nerves,
walls of pulmonary vessels and parts of the visceral pleura (the rest of the lung may receive oxygen
from the alveolar spaces).
•

Two left bronchial arteries from thoracic aorta

•

One right bronchial artery arising in common with the 3rd posterior intercostal artery from the
aorta

Nerve supply to the lungs:
There are anterior and posterior pulmonary plexuses located in front and behind the roots of the lung.
These plexuses receive fibres from the following sources:
•

•
•

Sensory - vagus nerve – sending afferent information from lung receptors to the brainstem.
Sensory endings are found in the walls of pulmonary vessels, especially veins, and in the
visceral pleura, walls of bronchi and bronchioles and mucous membranes of bronchi
(coughing on irritation)
Parasympathetic – vagus nerve – preganglionic fibres synapse with ganglion cells in the
pulmonary plexuses; cause constriction of smooth muscles; increase glandular secretion
Sympathetic – T1-4(5) sympathetic ganglia – reach the lung with direct fibres passing through
the pulmonary plexuses; cause relaxation of smooth muscle and inhibit glandular secretion

Lymph drainage:
Lymph flows from the periphery of the lung (subpleural plexuses) to centre (lymph nodes located
around the hilum).

Respiratory histology:
Divisions of the respiratory system:
Air conducting zone is a series of tubes for moving air in and out of the lungs. Includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

nasal cavities
pharynx
larynx
trachea
bronchi
bronchioles.

Functions include:
•
•
•
•

warming or cooling inspired air (by capillary beds, nasal venous plexuses)
moistening, and detoxification by absorbing harmful gases (e.g. ozone, SO2)
trapping harmful bacteria and viruses (via Goblet cell and mucous/serous gland secretions)
removing particulate matter (via cilia).

Respiratory portion: gas exchange occurs across the alveolar wall.
Musculo-elastic ventilation apparatus e.g. intercostals and diaphragm, and elastic fibers for the recoil
of the lungs in expiration.
Nasal Cavities
Divided into several distinct regions:
•

•

•

•

Vestibule, restricted to the nostrils lined by stratified squamous epithelium. Its opening into
the respiratory cavity is guarded by stiff hairs, (vibrissae), which are associated with
sebaceous glands.
Respiratory area, occupying most of the cavity, is separated from the oral cavity by the hard
and soft palates. It is lined with pseudostratified columnar ciliated epithelium with goblet
cells. Its lateral surface has 3 bony shelves (superior, middle, and inferior
conchae/turbinates). The lamina propria contains venous plexuses that warm or cool
inspired air.
Paranasal sinuses (frontal, maxillary, sphenoid, ethmoid) drain into the nasal cavity. They
are lined by pseudostratified ciliated columnar epithelium continuous with the epithelium
of the nasal cavity. Sinuses humidify air in the nasal cavity, lighten the skull and act as voice
resonators.
Olfactory area is limited to the narrow roof of the nasal cavities and extends over the
superior concha and onto the adjacent septum. The olfactory epithelium is similar to the
respiratory epithelium except that it lacks goblet cells, its columnar cells are taller, and with
less cilia.
Olfactory cells are bipolar neurons. Their apices form small bulbs, the olfactory vesicles,
from which emerge 6-10 long, nonmotile cilia (olfactory hairs), which function as odor
receptors. The basal segments of the neurons narrow to become efferent axons, which form
small bundles, the fila olfactoria, which pass through the cribriform plate of the ethmoid
bone to synapse with neurons in the olfactory bulb. For smell, the olfactory epithelium must
be moistened by serous secretions of Bowman's glands in the lamina propria.

Nasopharynx:

The superior part of the nasopharynx is continuous with the nasal cavity anteriorly. Respiratory
epithelium lines most of its cavity except in areas where epithelial surfaces (e.g. uvula and soft
palate) contact the posterior wall of the nasopharynx during swallowing (epithelium here is stratified
squamous non-keratinizing).
Larynx:
Connects the pharynx above, with the trachea below. It is a bilateral chamber whose walls are a series
of cartilages. The larynx is held together by ligaments and moved by skeletal muscles. An extrinsic
group of muscles acts to change the position of the larynx as a whole, (swallowing). Smaller intrinsic
muscles alter the position of the vocal cords (folds) for sound.
Two single cartilages, (thyroid and cricoid), and the triangular arytenoids are hyaline cartilage. The
smaller, internal cartilages, the corniculates (horn shaped) and cuneiforms (wedge-shaped); the
epiglottis; and the tips of the arytenoids are elastic cartilage.
Bordering the rima inferiorly are the true vocal cords covered with stratified squamous epithelium.
The cords consist of bundles of elastic fibers, the vocal ligaments, and the voluntary vocalis muscle.
These vary the tension and length of the cords.
Above the junction are the false vocal cords (protective, ventricular folds), which are separated from
the true cords by the ventricle. The false cords have no muscle but have mixed seromucous glands
and are covered by respiratory epithelium.
Trachea and Primary Bronchi
These airways have similar histological features and functions. In cross section they have 4 layers:
1. Mucosa: epithelium is respiratory (pseudostratified
columnar ciliated with goblet cells) and a lamina propria
infiltrated with lymphocytes in a meshwork of elastic and
reticular fibers.
2. Submucosa contains loose CT and mixed serous and
mucous glands.
3. Muscularis contains the involuntary trachealis smooth
muscle that fills the intervals between the open rings in the
trachea. This allows some movement of the trachea and
changing shape during swallowing.
4. Adventitia contains collagenous CT bands, and C-shaped
hyaline cartilage rings (16-20 in trachea; 8-10 broken
rings in each bronchus).
Intrapulmonary Bronchi
As the right primary (extrapulmonary) bronchus enters the lung, it
divides into 3 intrapulmonary (secondary, lobar) bronchi, one for
each lobe. The left lung receives 2 from the left bronchus. They
continue to undergo branching, resulting in segmental (tertiary)
bronchi that supply each of the bronchopulmonary segments.
The secondary and tertiary bronchi have the same general histological
patterns as the primary bronchi. Differences develop as the bronchi
become smaller:
•
•

cartilage rings are reduced to irregular plates of cartilage
circular band of smooth muscle develops between the cartilage plates and the mucosa

•
•

fewer Goblet cells
epithelium is reduced in height and becomes simple columnar with fewer cilia.

Bronchioles
Two bronchioles (diameter 0.5-1mm) arise from the final branching of a tertiary bronchus.
Histological features of bronchioles are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

absence of cartilaginous plates
increase in the size of the circular smooth muscle
nonciliated Clara (bronchiolar epithelial cells) cells
epithelial reduction from ciliated columnar in the larger bronchioles to ciliated or nonciliated
low cuboidal in the terminal segment
only the larger bronchioles have mucoserous glands in the lamina propria
lack of goblet cells.

The final bifurcation of a bronchiole are terminal bronchioles (final air passageways of the
conduction zone), which show reduction in the muscle layer beneath the epithelium, and the lamina
propria is thin. The epithelium is reduced to simple cuboidal; many are ciliated, others are nonciliated
Clara cells.

Respiratory Zone
Respiratory Bronchiole
Each terminal bronchiole divides into 2 or more respiratory bronchioles. The mucosa of the latter is
similar to the lining of the terminal bronchiole except that the wall is interrupted by respiratory
alveoli. Other features:
•
•

tags of smooth muscle between the alveoli
elastic fibers in the walls of the alveoli

The bronchiolar epithelium is continuous with the flat, alveolar epithelium lining each alveolus.
Clara cells are abundant.
Alveolar Ducts and Sacs
Each respiratory bronchiole divides into several alveolar ducts whose walls consist entirely of
alveolar openings. Remnants of the muscle layer are seen as a thin ring of tissue surrounding the
openings of the alveoli. As an alveolar duct becomes wider in its distal segment, it terminates in a
cluster of alveoli sharing a common chamber (alveolar sac).
Alveoli
The functional unit of the lung has the side next to the lumen missing, allowing access of inspired air.
Alveoli are thin-walled outpocketings of the respiratory bronchioles, alveolar ducts, and alveolar sacs.
In the ducts and sacs, they are tightly wedged together and share thin common walls, (alveolar septa).
The alveolar wall has a capillary lined with flat endothelial cells.
Lining of the alveolus:
1. Type I Pneumocytes are small epithelial squamous cells. They line about 95% of the alveolar
surface area.

2. Type II Pneumocytes are cuboidal alveolar cells. Under
EM, there are lamellar inclusion bodies involved with
the production of surfactant. Surfactant is crucial to the
function of the neonatal lung mainly because:
o high viscosity and low surface tension stabilize
the diameter of the alveoli and prevent their
collapse after each expiration.
o alveoli remain partially open, they are expanded
on inspiration with much less expenditure of
energy.
3. Macrophages (dust cells) are large cells, which lie free
in the alveoli and the air passageways. The dust cells
clean the lungs of invading bacteria and particulate
matter, such as carbon and other dust-borne debris.
Pleura
A double-layered serous, mesothelial membrane enveloping both lungs as the visceral pleura and
lining the internal surface of the thoracic cavity as the parietal pleura. These 2 layers are continuous
at the hilum of each lung forming 2 closed sacs, (pleural cavities). Each sac is lined with
mesothelium containing a thin film of fluid that lubricates the lung and pleural cavity surfaces during
respiration. The pleura also consists of a layer of fibroelastic CT with fibroblasts, macrophages,
capillaries, and lymphatics.

Musculoskeletal anatomy of the chest wall:
Skeletal of the thorax:
The skeleton of the thorax forms a truncated cone with an elliptical cross section. It is composed of 12
thoracic vertebrae, 12 ribs and their hyaline costal cartilages and the sternum (composed of
manubrium, body, and xiphoid process).
Superior margin is the upper thoracic aperture (thoracic inlet) – composed of 1st thoracic vertebra,
1st rib, 1st costal cartilage and manubrium.
Inferior margin is the lower thoracic aperture (thoracic outlet) – composed of 12th thoracic
vertebra, 12th rib and 7th-12th costal cartilages

Thoracic vertebra:
Typical thoracic vertebra (2-8) have the following features:

Vertebral body – the weight bearing part of the vertebra. Forms the anterior part of the vertebral
foramen
Vertebral arch – form the lateral and posterior parts of the vertebral foramen. Consists of:
•
•

Pedicles – bony columns that attach the body to the arch
Laminae - flat sheets of bone that extend from each pedicle to meet in the midline and form
the roof of the vertebral arch. In the thoracic vertebrae, the laminae are short, thick, broad and
tend to overlap from above downwards.

Vertebral foramen – In thorax, it is small and circular. The foramina of each vertebra form the
vertebral canal (contains and protects the spinal cord and some vessels) – continuous with the cranial
cavity via foramen magnum.
Costocapitular demifacets –
•

•

Superior pair of costocapitular demifacets is usually larger and lies anterior to the pedicles.
Articles with the head of the rib that corresponds to the vertebra (e.g. this facet on T4
articulates with the 4th rib)
Inferior pair of costocapitular demifacets is usually smaller and lies anterior to the
vertebral notches. Articulates with the head of the rib below.

Superior articular processes – almost flat; face dorsally and a little superolaterally. Articulate with
the inferior articular processes of adjacent vertebrae, which project downward from the laminae,
with facets directed forwards and inferomedially.

Spinous process – projects posteriorly and inferiorly from the
junction of the laminae – site for muscle and ligament attachment. In
the thorax, they slant downwards.
Transverse processes – extend posterolaterally from the junction of
pedicles and laminae – bear anteriorly facing oval facets
(costotubercular facet) for articulation with the tubercles of the
corresponding ribs.
Superior and inferior vertebral notches – participate in forming
the intervertebral foramina through which spinal nerves travel.
Note the kyphotic curvature of the thoracic spinal column.
Different to the lordotic curvature of the cervical and lumbar spine.

T1 has a single, circular costocapitular facet and a thick, prominent
horizontal spinous process.
T9-12 have single costocapitular facets
T11-12 have no costotubercular facets
Intervertebral disk has two components:
•
•

Nucleus pulposus
Annulus fibrosis

The thoracic vertebrae to do not restrict flexion/extension very much, although

Ribs:
There are 12 ribs. Ribs 3-9 are typical, others are atypical.
Ribs 1-7 are connected directly to the sternum by their costal cartilages and are called true ribs

Ribs 8-10 are connected to the supra-adjacent costal cartilages as they approach the sternum and are
called false ribs.
Ribs 11-12 are not connected to the sternum and are called floating ribs.
The costal margin is formed by ribs 7-10 (and associated costal cartilages)
Typical ribs feature the following:
Shaft – with anterior and posterior ends.
The anterior or sternal end has a depression for its costal cartilage’s lateral head (pit for costal
cartilage). The shaft has an external convexity and is grooved internally near its lower border (costal
groove). The costal groove protects the posterior intercostal vein and artery and intercostal nerve
(VAN sup-inf.)

The posterior or vertebral end has a head with two articular facets separated by an interarticular
crest (crest of head of rib).
•
•

The lower and larger facet articulates with the superior costocapitular demifacets of the
vertebra of the same number
The upper and smaller facet articulates with the inferior costocapitular demifacets of the
suprajacent vertebra.

Neck – flattened part behind the head; lies anterior to the corresponding transverse process
Tubercle – posterior and external to the junction of the neck and shaft. Can be divided into a medial
articular area (bears a small oval facet for the costotubercular facet on the corresponding transverse
process) and a lateral non-articular area.
Posterior angle – 6cm from the tubercle – for attachment of muscles

Atypical ribs:
Rib 1:

Rib 1 is flat in the horizontal plane and has broad superior and inferior surfaces. The head articulates
only with the body of TV1, so there is only one articular surface on the head. The tubercle has a
facet for articulation with the transverse process
There are certain structures on the rib which are identifiable. They can be difficult to find in
specimens, depends on size of person and of muscle attachments.
•
•
•

Scalene tubercle – attachment for scalenus anterior m.
Anterior groove – caused by the subclavian veins
Posterior groove – caused by the subclavian artery

There are other points for attachment of muscles and ligaments.
Rib 2: Rib 2, like rib 1, is flat but articulates with the vertebral column in a typical way.
Rib 10: Rib 10 has a single facet for articulation with TV10
Rib 11 and 12: Ribs 11 and 12 articulate only with the bodies of their own vertebrae and have no
tubercles or necks, and no grooves or angles.

Sternum:
Consists of manubrium, body and xiphoid process
The manubrium sterni has a jugular notch, clavicular facets for articulation with the calvicle and
facets for the 1st and 2nd costal cartilages.
The 2nd costal cartilages articulate at the manubriosternal joint (sternal angle) – a symphysis. The
sternal angle lies at the level of the 4/5th intervertebral disk posteriorly and 5 cm inferior to the jugular
notch.

The body of the sternum is formed from fusion of four sternebrae and may possess three variable
transverse rides representing the lines of fusion. It has on its lateral border, 4 costal facets for
articulation with 3-6th costal cartilages. The inferior angle has a small facet which, with the xiphoid
process, receives the 7th costal cartilage.

Xiphoid process joined to the body by the xiphisternal joint
Costal cartilages ossify over the lifetime (bone by age 40).

Joints of the thorax:
Costovertebral (costocorporeal) –
A joint between the heads of ribs and the superior/inferior costocapitular facets and intervening
intervertebral disk. A synovial joint (plane) with a double synovial compartment, one for each
demifacets.
These compartments are separated by an intra-articular ligament which extends from the crest of
head of rib to the intervertebral disk. It is also supported by the radiate ligaments which attach the
head of the rib to the adjacent vertebral bodies.
Costotransverse –
A synovial joint (plane) between the
costotubercular facet of the
transverse process and the articular
facet of the tubercle of the
corresponding rib. Strengthened by
superior, lateral costotransverse
ligaments
Costochondral –
A joint between the perichondrium of
the rib and the periosteum of the rib.
Chondrosternal joints –
Joints between the costal cartilage perichondrium and the lateral surface of the sternum.

Zygapophyseal joins –
Synovial joints between superior and inferior articular facets on corresponding processes on adjacent
vertebrae. In thoracic regions, the joints are oriented vertically and limit flexion and extension, but
facilitate rotation.
Manubriosternal joint – secondary cartilaginous (symphysis)
Xiphisternal joint – primary cartilaginous (synchondrosis)

Surface anatomy correlations:
Certain features of the sternum are palpable on a living
person (surface anatomy) in the supine position
•
•

•

Jugular notch – approximately at the level of T3
Sternal angle – second costal cartilage;
approximately at the level of T4/5 intervertebral
disk
Xiphisternal joint – approximately at the level of
T9

These correlations differ depending on postural position,
gender, body composition.
Anomalies in the skeletal structure of the thorax:
Anomalies of the thoracic skeletal structure include:
•
•

Sternal foramen – hole in the middle of the foramen, doesn’t usually bother the patient
Hemivertebra

•
•
•
•

Cervical rib – accessory rib articulating with C7 →thoracic outlet syndrome (abnormal
compression of brachial plexus)
Bifid rib – one head of the rib, two sternal ends
Pectus excavatum - can compress the heart in severe cases
Pectus carinatum

Acquired abnormalities include:
•

Rib fractures – single rib fractures, though painful, are of little consequence. However, severe
trauma (e.g. car accident) can break multiple ribs in multiple places →loose segment of chest
wall (flail chest). When the patient inspires, the flail segment moves in the opposite direction
to the chest wall, preventing lung expansion and creating a paradoxically moving segment →
impaired ventilation

Muscles of the thoracic wall:
The muscles of the thoracic wall alter the positions of the ribs and sternum and so change the thoracic
volume when breathing. They also reinforce the thoracic wall.
Intercostals:
Three layers:
•

•

•

Intercostalis externus (external intercostal muscles) – found in 11 pairs, extend onwards
and forwards from each rib to its inferior neighbour. Go from lateral to medial. Not present
anterior to the costal cartilages where they are replaced by the external intercostal
membrane.
Active during inspiration and the early part of expiration
Intercostalis internus (internal intercostal muscles) – also found in 11 pairs, pass
superiorly and anteriorly from each rib to its suprajacent neighbour. Not present posterior to
the costal angles, where they are replaced by an internal intercostal membrane
Interosseous parts are thought to be expiratory, intercartilaginous parts are thought to be
inspiratory
Intercostalis intimus (innermost intercostal muscles) – fibres have same orientation as
internal intercostals. This muscle is often absent. Lies deep to intercostal vessels and nerve
May have an expiratory function

Subcostales:
The subcostales span multiple ribs and are more numerous in lower regions of the posterior thoracic
wall. They extend form the internal surface of one rib to the internal surface of another rib (2 or 3
below). They may depress the ribs – same as internal intercostals.
Transversus thoracis:
Found on the deep surface of the anterior thoracic wall (deep to internal thoracic vessels) – originate
from the posterior parts of the sternum (xiphoid process, body and associated costal cartilages) and
insert into the lower borders of costal cartilages 3-7. They probably depress the ribs.
Serratus posterior superior and inferior:
Pass obliquely from the vertebral column (C6-T3 and T11-L3 respectively) to the ribs. Superior
elevate ribs; inferior depress ribs.
Levatores costalum:
Not in Gray’s – see table.

Diaphragm:
The diaphragm is a thin, musculotendinous structure that fills the inferior thoracic aperture and
separates the thoracic cavity from the abdominal cavity. Points of attachment:
•
•

•

Anteriorly – xiphoid process of
sternum
Posteriorly – lumbar vertebra and
ligaments that span the posterior
abdominal wall (arcuate
ligaments) The posterior
attachment of the diaphragm is
called the left and right crura.
Laterally – lower 6 costal
cartilages and the ends of ribs 11
and 12

The diaphragm slopes inferiorly from its anterior attachment (T8/9) to its posterior attachment (T12).
It has two domes – right (higher because of the liver) and left (lower). Unilateral paralysis of the
diaphragm (phrenic nerve innervation) through trauma (e.g. heart surgery) can lead to either dome
appearing higher in the thorax.
The muscles fibres of the diaphragm converge on the central tendon (attachment point of the
pericardial sac).
Various structures pass through the diaphragm, or between the diaphragm and its attachments.
•
•
•
•
•

IVC – passes through central tendon at T8. The right phrenic nerve sometimes travels with
the IVC.
Oesophagus – passes through the muscular part of the diaphragm, on the left, at T10. The
vagus also travels with the oesophagus
Aorta – passes behind the posterior attachment of the diaphragm at T12. The thoracic duct
also travels with aorta
Azygous and hemiazygous veins – through aortic hiatus or through the crura.
Phrenic nerves pass straight through the diaphragm

Arcuate ligaments:
There are three different arcuate ligaments:
•
•
•

Median arcuate ligament – curves around the
aortic hiatus; connects the right and left crura
Medial arcuate ligament – curves over the upper
part of psoas major m.
Lateral arcuate ligament – curves over the upper
part of quadratus lumborum m.

Hiatal herniae:
The gastroesophageal junction is
susceptible to herniation.
A rolling hernia can occlude blood
supply and cause a medical
emergency.

Respiration, movement:
Respiratory movements of the thorax rely on several muscles. The diaphgram is crucial – it contracts
(flattens) during inspiration
Pump handle movement – change of the dimensions of the thorax in the anteroposterior direction due
to elevation of the ribs (anterior part of the rib is initially inferior to posterior part)
Bucket handle movement – change of the dimensions of the thorax in the lateral dimensions due to
elevation of the ribs (middles of the shaft initially lower than the ends)
Different muscles are active during inspiration/expiraiton:
•
•
•
•

Quiet inspiration → diaphragm, intercostals
Quiet expiration → passive elastic recoil of lungs and muscles of thorax
Forced inspiration → accessory muscles (scalenes, sternocleidomastoid, pectoralis major and
minor), external intercostals
Forced expiration →accessory muscles (quadratus lumborum, abdominal muscles increase
intrabdominal pressure and depress the lower ribs), interior and innermost intercostals

Blood supply of the thorax:
Supply of the thoracic wall consists mainly of posterior and anterior intercostal arteries
Posterior intercostal arteries: the upper two posterior intercostal arteries arise from the supreme
intercostal artery (descends as a branch of the costocervical trunk, a posterior branch of the
subclavian). The remaining 9 pairs arise from the thoracic aorta.
Subcostal arteries – similar to the lower posterior intercostal arteries also arise from the thoracic aorta,
below the 12th ribs.
Anterior intercostal arteries – arise as branches of the internal thoracic artery (itself a branch of the
subclavian on either side) or its derivatives. The first 6 arise directly from the internal thoracic.
Anterior intercostal arteries supplying the lower spaces (7-9th) arise from the musculophrenic artery.
In each intercostal space, the anterior intercostal arteries usually have two branches:
•
•

One passes below the margin of the upper rib
One passes above the margin of the lower rib to meet a collateral branch fo the posterior
intercostal artery

Hence, there is anastomotic connection.
Venous drainage:
Venous drainage generally parallels the pattern of arterial supply.
Usually:
•
•
•

•

1st posterior intercostal veins → brachiocephalic veins
Right posterior itnercostals → azygous system → IVC
Left posterior intercostals
o 2-4 → brachiocephalic vein
o Others into azygous system (hemiazygous / accessory hemiazygous if present)
Anterior intercostal veins
o 1-6 →internal thoracic

o

7-9 → musculophrenic veins

Blood supply of the diaphragm:
The diaphragm is supplied by:
•
•
•

From above – the pericardiophrenic and musculophrenic arteries; and the superior
phrenic arteries (branch of thoracic aorta) → supply thoracic surface
From below – the inferior phrenic arteries which branch directly from the abdominal aorta
→ supply abdominal surface
Lower 5 intercostal and subcostal arteries → supply costal margin

Venous drainage of the diaphragm:
Drainage is by veins that parallel the arteries, drain into:
•
•
•

Braciocephalic veins
Azygous system
Abdominal veins (left suprarenal vein and IVC)

Nervous supply of the thorax:
Innervation is mainly by intercostal nerves
(anterior rami of spinal nerves T1-11).

The anterior rami of spinal nerve T12 is inferior to rib 12 and called the subcostal nerve.
These nerves branch into:
•
•

Lateral cutaneous branch – with anterior and posterior branches that innervate the skin
Anterior cutaneous branch – emerge parasternally, supply the skin

The intercostal nerves are mixed – somatic motor and sensory and postganglionic sympathetic fibres.

Diaphragm innervation:
Innervated by phrenic nerves (C3, C4, C5) – penetrate the diaphragm and innervate its abdominal
surface.
These nerves carry motor to the diaphragm and sensory to central diaphragm, mediastinal pleura and
pericardium.
Thoracic lymphatic drainage:
Lymphatic vessels of the thoracic wall drain → parasternal nodes (associated with internal thoracic
vessels), intercostal nodes and diaphragmatic nodes (posterior to the xiphoid)
•
•
•
•

Parasternal → bronchomediastinal trunks
Upper intercostals → bronchomediastinal
Lower intercostals → thoracic duct
Diaphragmatic → parasternal, anterior and posterior mediastinal nodes

Extra prac notes:
The intervertebral disks are formed by nucleus pulposus (function – shock absorption) and annulus
fibrosus (function – reinforce intervertebral disk and contain the nucleus pulposus).
Clinical signs that accessory muscles are being used in respiration include: raising of the shoulders,
contraction of the abdominal muscles, in-drawing of the intercostal and supraclavicular spaces
If a patient is having lots of trouble breathing – they may lean forwards with their hands on their
knees (compresses abdomen to restore domed shape of diaphragm and improve its effectiveness in
respiration). Tracheal tug – caused by increased diaphragmatic movements.

Immunology of HIV:
Epidemiology:
Australia:
•
•
•

1100 new cases/year (400 in NSW)
>80% MSM
Incidence increased by 5% year on year for last 5-10 years – complacency

South Africa:
•
•
•

~400 new cases/day
Mostly females – 14-24 years of age
Up to 25% of some communities infected – result of denial + complacency

USA:
•
•

Ghettos of Washington DC, Chicago
Up to 20% of adults infected – result of complacency

Definitions:
HIV – human immunodeficiency virus
•
•

HIV-1
HIV-1 – limited to certain areas of West Africa, far less common, less pathogenic

AIDS – acquired immunodeficiency syndrome. A state of immunodeficiency that results from HIV1/2 infection. Aids is characterized by:
•

•
•

Susceptibility to a range of disseminated, recurrent infections – by what are usually low/nonpathogenic organisms (opportunistic infections) - viral, or other intracellular organisms,
fungi, yeast, protozoans, parasites or encapsulated bacteria
Increased incidence of certain malignancies – lymphoma, Kaposi’s sarcoma, cervical
carcinoma (NB malignancies with a viral aetiology). Also, increase in non-viral cancers
Depletion of CD4+ T cells in both number and function

Natural history
Untreated infection average time:
•
•

AIDS – 7-8 years
Death – 1-2 years after diagnosis of AIDS

Stages of infection:
•
•
•

Primary infection/seroconversion within 2-3 weeks of infection, lasts 5-21 days
Asymptomatic infection: last years
AIDS: <200 CD4+ T cells or AIDS defining illness (opportunistic infection, malignancy)

HIV is a chronic progressive infection – profound immune depletion usually takes many years

There is an exponential increase in viral load after infection, peaks at 10 million copies and then falls
As viral load increases, CD4 count drops but recovers slightly during the asymptomatic phase.
The CD8 T cells are responding to the virus, so increase (higher than the CD4 count – inverted
ratio). The CD8 T cells are the cause of the drop in viral load – controls the virus for some time.
Causative organism:
HIV is a retrovirus. 2 single stranded copies of RNA each of 10 000 base pairs (9 genes). RNA must
be reverse transcribed to DNA by viral reverse transcriptase and then integrated into human
genome for viral replication to occur.
Structure: see antivirals
Binding:
CD4+ cells are the target of HIV infection. CD4+ cells include T cells, monocytes/macrophages and
dendritic cells
Envelope protein HIV-1 gp120 binds specifically to CD4 molecule – this interaction determines
tropism of the virus
Gp120 then sequentially binds to chemokine receptors (CCR5 or CXCR4) on CD4+ cells after
binding CD4
•
•

This interaction is essential for viral entry
Binding of gp120 to CD4 and chemokine receptors exposes fusogenic domain of
transmembrane protein gp41 allowing fusion of virus to cell

Gp120 binds to CD4 → conformational
change in gp120, revealing a cryptic
epitope
This cryptic epitope allows gp120 binding
to CCR-5→ further conformational change
in gp120 → conformational change in gp41
Gp41 activates the fusogenic apparatus of
the virus → virus enters cell.
Reverse transcription:
RNA genome of HIV is reverse transcribed
using reverse transcriptase to make HIV
DNA.
Integration:
Using HIV integrase the viral DNA produces by reverse transcription is incorporated into the human
genome. Once it is incorporated, it can start to replicate. It uses the host transcription factors →
production of more viral proteins

CD4+ cells:
CD4+ T cells are the crux of the immune system. They produce many cytokines in response to
pathogens → activation of macrophages
•
•
•

IFN-γ – macrophages are activated
IL-2 – important for the maturation of CD8+ cells into cytotoxic T cells
IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-13 and other cytokines - B-cells→ plasma cells to produce antibodies

Hence, when HIV infects a CD4+ → death and dysregulation of CD4+ cells
•
•

No activation of macrophages → susceptibility to TB and other illnesses
Less activation of cytotoxic T cells → susceptibility to viral infections (e.g. CMV)

•

Dysregulation of B cells → polyclonal gammopathy - produce large amounts of AB to
nothing in particular

This dysregulation occurs at normal CD4 T cell counts.
CD4 counts if the best measure of immune deterioration in HIV infection; levels correlate with
susceptibility to infections:
•
•
•
•
•

>500/µl – normal
<400 – TB/Kaposi’s sarcoma
<200 – PCP (pneumocystis pneumonia)
<100 – CMV/Toxoplasmosis
<50 – non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, mycobacterium infections

Monitoring disease progression:
Two markers of disease progression (aka surrogate markers)
1. Peripheral blood CD4+ T cell count - gives rough estimate of how much immune reserve is
left Determines when to start prophylaxis against opportunistic infections. Until mid-2015
determined when to start ARV therapy
2. Plasma viral load - gives estimate of how fast the immune reserve is being destroyed – higher
the viral load the more rapid the progression (undetectable =<20 copies/ml)
Both these measures are used to monitor the response to ARV therapy
HIV virology: critical parameters:
•

•
•

•
•

Large amounts of virus/ml:
o During asymptomatic phase - 104-105 copies/ml
o At seroconversion – 107 copies/ml
o Late in disease >106 copies/ml of serum
High turnover
o Infected cell T1/2 – 2.5 days
Mistake ridden
o Reverse transcriptase – no proof reading capacity
o Mistake every 1: 10 000 BP = 1 mistake/copied genome
High viral turnover + high mistake rate → high mutation rate; possibility of escape from
immune response
Virus integrates – integrates virus is immunologically silent

Consequences of high viral turnover of variable virus:
Epitopes which are targeted by immune system are constantly changing →chronic cell/immune
activation + chronic immune cell turnover
The virus escapes from immune pressure:
•
•

Antibody
Cytotoxic T cells (CTL)

Immune system is definitely a victim but also mounts a defence
The immune response to HIV:
Antibody response:

•
•
•

Important for diagnosis
Neutralization using Abs → prevents infection; potentially a vaccine target
Debatable whether it prevents progression

T cell:
•

•

CD4/T Helper cells
o Victim
o Maintenance of HIV specific responses essential for long term viral control
Cd8/cytotoxic T cell
o Effectors
o Prevents progression
o Prevents infection?

Diagnosis of HIV infection:
Diagnosis depends on serology (detection of AB production).
Secondary tests are also used to measure virus directly:
•
•
•

Viral DNA
Viral RNA
Viral protein (p24)

However, nucleic acid tests are prone to false negative results due to viral variation (hence only used
supplementarily)
NB there is a window
period in which we
cannot detect the virus
by any means (approx. 3
weeks).
Hence, if someone has a
recent exposure, they
must be retested at a
later date to ensure no
false negative.

This diagram shows the production of AB against viral proteins (indicated by
black mark). Over time, an immune response develops to every bit of the
virus.
Primary infection is associated with predictable development of antibodies to
HIV proteins. However, most antibody is not neutralizing – it is AB to junk
protein (not associated with replication).
Onset of immune response:
Onset correlates with seroconversion illness: fever, rash, sore throat, enlarged
lymph nodes (somewhat similar to EBV)
Onset reflected by:
•
•
•
•
•

Reversal in CD4:CD8 number (inverted ratio)
Rise in CD8 T cell number
Detectable AB
Detectable cytotoxic T cell response
Reduction in viral load detected in peripheral blood

The length of the asymptomatic period correlates with the degree of viral control and hence the
effectiveness of the immune response.
Neutralizing ABs:
Antibodies that bind to virus preventing interaction with cellular receptors.
Targets:
•

•

•

V3 loop of gp120 – this is the principal neutralizing domain. It is hypervariable. It can be
influenced by regions outside V3. Cannot be neutralized because of its enormous variability;
can evade immune responses as AB is generated
Chemokine receptor binding face of gp120 (bind to CCR5)– cryptic epitope, revealed only
after conformational change after interaction with CD4. The space between CD4 and CCR5 is
too small, AB is ineffective (steric hindrance) + cryptic, only available to AB binding very
transiently
Membrane proximal external part of gp41- however, this resembles a part of human cell
membranes and so ABs are not produced against it.

Neutralizing antibodies occur relatively late (3-6 months post infection) and with low titre. Viral
escape occurs – virus mutates to avoid AB response
CD4 immune response:
HIV specific CD4 response is lost early in infection due to direct death of CD4 cells. Indirection
mechanisms also exist:
•
•
•

Apoptosis
Syncytia formation
Killing by HIV specific cytotoxic T cell

There is a stepwise loss of CD4 function – progressive loss of responses to recall antigen. This loss of
function occurs out of proportion with CD4 cell count.
•
•

Progressive reduction in IL-2 production
Loss of proliferative function

•
•

Memory cells to HIV lost or never generative
Progressive loss of CD4 T cell specific for other pathogens

The follicular T helper cells which reside in the germinal centres of lymph nodes and drive class
switching and SHM are particularly susceptible to HIV infection (due to contact with dendritic cells),
but survive and accumulate.
Dendritic cells:
Dendritic cells can be infected by HIV but survive for long periods →interact with many CD4+ T
cells.
CD8 T-cells response:
CD8 T cells have an anti-HIV function in vitro.
Earliest event is rise in CD8+ T cell count resulting in inversion of CD4 and CD8 ratio, which is
subsequently maintained. Cytotoxic T cells are detectable early (7 days post infection) – correlated
with peak viral load.
This cytotoxic T cell response related to progression → depletion of CD8 T cells results in more rapid
progression in monkeys. CTL response may be better at adapting to mutant virus than AB.
Accumulation of escape mutation may result in progression.
Principles of ARV:
Combination therapy is essential – minimum of three drugs:
•
•
•

2 NRTIs plus integrase inhibitor
2 NRTIs plus 1 NNRTI
2 NRTIs + integrase inhibitor

We start ARV as early as possible, without interruptions (immune activation results in morbidity and
mortality) → aim to reduce viral load (reduces transmission risk)

•
•

Less viral turnover → fewer mutations
More drugs → more mutations required

ARV controls plasma viraema/actively replicating virus. Restores CD4+ T cell count and immune
function
Does not act on virus integrated DNA →hence, there is a reservoir of viral DNA (latent virus)
resting in CD4 cells and reticuloendothelial system. If we stop ARV, we get rapid recurrence (two
weeks)
Control of the reservoir is essential for any cure/remission strategy
•
•
•

Activate and kill activated cells
Disrupt integrated virus
Enforce latency

Antivirals:
Viruses are common pathogens in humans. DNA viruses includes – herpesviruses, papillomaviruses.
RNA viruses include – rubella viruses, retroviruses.
How do viruses evade immune defences?
Mechanisms include:
•
•
•
•

Interfere with cytokine signalling – e.g. by trapping cytokines with “pseudoreceptors”
Viruses can turn off surface protein markers on infected cells – evading detection
Viruses can interfere with apoptic pathways
Viruses can mimic surface proteins of host cells to evade NK cells

In most cases, host defences prevail.
Immunomodulator drugs:
Immunoglobulin – poled immunoglobulin contains AB against some viruses – “neutralise” viruses,
preventing attachment to host cells.
Need to be used before onset of signs and symptoms – can prevent or attenuate measles, infectious
hepatitis, rabies, German measles.
Palivisumab – monoclonal antibody against respiratory syncytial virus. IM injection in infants
Interferons (IFNs) – inducible proteins, produced commercially using recombinant DNA technology
cells – involved in cell growth, regulation, modulation of immune reactions.
•
•

IFN-γ produced by T cells in response to antigen (not just viruses)
IFN-α and IFN-β produced in various immune cells in response to viruses and cytokines

Mechanism of action: IFNs bind to receptors on host cells, induce production of enzymes inhibiting
translation of viral mRNA.
Spectrum: broad spectrum of action
Administration: must be injected, do not cross BBB.
Pharmacokinetics: short half-life
Side effects: common
Vaccination:
Vaccination has been successful for some disease: e.g. polio, smallpox, HBV. However, prospects
remain remote for many viruses, including HIV. Reasons for this include antigenic drift (mutations
lead to presentation of different antigenic structures).
Virus replication:
DNA viruses: e.g. herpes virus
1.
2.
3.
4.

Viral DNA enters host cell nucleus
Transcription catalysed by host cell enzymes in nucleus
Translation by host ribosomes
Virus proteins are generated – some are enzymes, which synthesize more viral DNA, some
are structural proteins

5. Assembly and release of complete virions form host cell

RNA viruses: e.g. influenza A virus
1. Viral RNA serves as its own mRNA → protein synthesis (host cell nucleus not necessarily)
involved in replication
2. Translation of mRNA
3. Assembly
4. Release

Influenza viruses:
Infection with influenza begins with attachment of viral haemaglutinin to neuramininc acid
residues on the host cell by covalent bonds.
Viral particle enters via endocytosis. Viral M2 protein (an ion channel) acidifies endosome. There is
disassembly of virion, then replication and assembly into new virions. In order for these new virions
to be released, viral neuraminidase catalyses breaking of bonds between particle coat and host sialic
acid (derivative of neuraminic acid).
Zanamir and oseltamivir inhibit viral neuramidase (for influenza A and B).

HIV and AIDS:
HIV is an RNA retrovirus, specifically a lentivirus. Very few virions (even 1) is enough for sexual
acquisition of HIV infection
HIV has evolved to establish chronic, persistent infection; host CD4+ T cell count declines steadily →
risk of opportunistic diseases and death increases
There is also late onset of clinical symptoms (8-10 years after sexual acquisition of HIV-1 infection).
Some infected cells may harbour non-replicating, but infectious virus for years, until the cell is
activated and transcription occurs
“Silent replication” – mainly in the lymph nodes, is constant following infection, and there is no true
viral latency after infection until the immune response fails, virus in the plasma increases and
opportunistic diseases occur – AIDS
There are two forms of HIV:
•
•

HIV-1 responsible for human AIDS
HIV-2 – less virulent, in part of Africa

Virus structure:
The mature virion consists of:
•

•
•

Nucleocapsid core surrounded by a lipid bilayer (envelope), derived from host cell plasma
membrane. Contains
o Two copies of a small RNA genome (9 genes, 300 base pairs)
o Three viral enzymes: reverse transcriptase, protease, integrase
Regulatory proteins - enhance virion production or combat host defences
Envelope
o gp120 and gp41 – attachment and fusion
o p24 and p18 – structural proteins

HIV-1 replicative cycle:

Drugs target different stages of this cycle.

Attachment and fusion: HIV entry inhibitors
Gp120 binds to CD4 (on lymphocytes and
macrophages) → conformational change in
gp120, revealing a cryptic epitope
This cryptic epitope allows gp120 binding
to chemokine receptors:
•
•

CCR5 – present on macrophages
(initial target)
CXCR4 – present on T cells
(associated with advancing disease)

Binding to chemokine receptor → further
conformational change in gp120 →
conformational change in gp41
Gp41 activates the fusogenic apparatus of the virus → virus lipid bilayer fuses with host lipid bilayer
→ uncoating of capsid releases full length viral genomic RNA and viral enzymes into cell
HIV entry inhibitors:
Maraviroc blocks the CCR5 receptor
Enfuvirtide:
Mechanism of action – selectively inhibits HIV-mediated membrane fusion by binding to and
blocking gp41
Spectrum – active against a broad range of HIV-1 isolates (including against viruses which have
become resistant to other antiretrovirals). Not active against HIV-2
Administration – subcutaneous injection twice daily
Adverse effects – injection-site reactions
Resistance – can develop through specific mutations in gp41 – single amino acid substitutions can
confer 450x resistance in vitro.
Disadvantages – expensive to manufacture
Reverse transcription: reverse transcriptase inhibitors
A three-step process catalysed by viral reverse transcriptase:
1. Synthesis of complementary DNA strand from viral RNA – this occurs at the polymerase
active site. The resultant DNA-RNA duplex is short lived
2. Reverse transcriptase has a 2nd active site, an RNAse H, which degrades the original RNA
3. Synthesis of a complementary DNA strand from the DNA strand in step 1 – occurs at the
polymerase active site. This creates a full-length double stranded DNA copy of the virus
Reverse transcriptase is error-prone – lacks a proofreading function → mutations are frequent.
DNA viruses also have a viral polymerase to make their own DNA for incorporation into new
virions.

Nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs)
Nucleoside analogues – aciclovir
Phosphorylated by host cell enzymes to give 5’-triphosphate. It must compete with the equivalent
substrate and can be problematic for rapidly diving cells.
Mechanism of action – incorporated into growing viral DNA strand by reverse transcriptase or viral
polymerase (for DNA viruses), lacks 3’ OH group so chain termination occurs
Side effects – due to inhibition of host cell DNA polymerases, particularly in rapidly dividing cells
e.g. stomach lining → GIT disturbances
Resistance - possible
Aciclovir is very specific for herpes simplex and has few unwanted side effects. Can be administered
orally, IV or topically.
Other NRTIs include:
•
•
•
•

AZT (zidovudine) – first approved treatment
D4T (stavudine) - HIV
3TC (lamivudine)
ABD (abacavir) – oral

Nucleotide analogues –
Tenofovir –
Same mechanism of action as nucleoside analogues. Tenofovir is already phosphorylated once but
needs further phosphorylation.
Non-nucleoside RT inhibitors (NNRTIs)
A group of chemically diverse allosteric inhibitors which do not compete with endogenous
nucleosides (non-competitive inhibitors). They do not need to be phosphorylated
Examples include: nevirapine and efavirenz
Mechanism of action – allosterically inhibits viral reverse transcriptase
Administration – oral
Side effect and interactions – common
Resistance – possible
Integration: integration inhibitor
Viral integrase enzyme (IN) catalyzes integration of the viral DNA duplex into the host chromosome.
Integration is a complex, multistep process which does not need to be studied.
Integration inhibitors
Raltegravir – inhibits strand transfer specifically, which reduces toxicity of earlier IN inhibitors.
Transcription, translation: protease inhibitors
After integration, the virus may remain in a quiescent state in the host genome – not producing RNA
or protein but replicating as the cell divides.

Activation of a cell harbouring the virus leads to production of viral RNA and proteins. Viral proteins
are synthesized as three major polyproteins which need to be further process by a viral protease
enzyme:
•
•
•

Gag encodes structural proteins
Pol encodes the 3 enzymes (RT, IN, protease)
Env encodes envelope proteins

Protease inhibitors:
Saquinavir, indinavir sulfate
Mechanism of action – competitive inhibition of viral protease; mimics cleavage site of viral
polyproteins
Administration – oral
Side effects and interactions – common
Assembly, budding and release:
Structural proteins assemble around 2 complete single stranded viral RNA copies to form a
nucleocapsid. Envelope proteins assemble at the cell surface, in cholesterol-rich lipid rafts.
Nucleocapsid cores are directed there. The whole assembly buds through the cell membrane, creating
a new HIV particle.
RT is incorporated into the new virion → replication begins immediately after the virus enters a new
cell
For HIV – none of these processes has been yet targeted by drugs.
Combination therapy for HIV:
RT inhibitors and protease inhibitors can be used in different combinations as they have different
mechanisms of action – synergistic effect, more effective, resistance slower to develop. Combination
therapy is known as HAART – highly active antiretroviral therapy
HAART typically involves three drugs, from at least two classes. Commonly:
•
•
•

2 x NRTI + NNRTI
2x NRTI + protease inhibitor
2x NRTI + integrase inhibitor

Using HAART,
•

•

Advantages
o HIV replication is inhibited
o HIV RNA in plasma reduced to undetectable levels
o Patient survival prolonged
Negatives
o Complex, expensive regimen, lifelong treatment, side effects → compliance
difficulties
o Lifelong treatment → virus not eradicated – lies latent in host genome of memory T
cells, ready to reactivate
o Negative drug interactions are possible
o Cross-resistance possible because of high mutation rate of HIV

Prophylaxis:
Pregnant or breastfeeding women:
Prophylaxis avoids damage to foetus or baby – prevents transmission. AZT (zidovudine) alone or as a
component of combination therapy is used.
After exposure:
Prophylaxis used only if there is a high risk of infection. AZT alone or in combination is used.
Summary:
Although many compounds have good antiviral activity, they all in some way affect the host cell
function or have toxic effects
Effective agents – typically have a restricted spectrum of antiviral activity and target a specific viral
protein (most often an enzyme involved in viral nucleic acid synthesis – polymerase or RT) or viral
processing protein (protease).
Single-nucleotide changes leading to critical amino acid substitutions in a target protein often
sufficient to cause antiviral drug resistance.
Current agents inhibit active replication – this means viral replication CAN resume if the drug is
removed or fails, meaning effective host immune response are still essential for recovery.
Most drug-resistant viruses are recovered from immunocompromised patients or those with chronic
illnesses
Current antiviral agents do NOT eliminate non-replicating or latent viruses, although some drugs have
been used effectively for chronic suppress of disease being reactivated.
Clinical efficacy depends on achieving inhibitory concentrations at the site of infection (usually
within infected cells) – e.g. nucleoside analogues must be taken up and phosphorylated intracellularly
for activity

Influenza:
Background:
•
•

There are 17 hemagglutinin (surface proteins on the shell of the virus that function as antigen)
– can clump red blood cells
There are 9 neuraminidase types

Therefore, there are 153 potential subtypes of influenza A. In humans, we only see two types (H1N1,
H2N3). However, there are ~27 subtypes in birds – influenza is a bird virus that spills over into pig
and human population.
Hence, many of the pandemic strains come from birds.
Viruses that cause respiratory disease:
Viruses cause about 70% of respiratory disease – including
rhinovirus (50%), coronaviruses (20%), adenoviruses (20%),
respiratory syncytial virus, parainfluenza 1,2,3,4,
enteroviruses, human metapneumovirus, EBV, HSV,
measles
Influenza A and B account for only about 5% of respiratory
infections.
In children, the proportions of causative organisms are
different.
These different viruses cause infections in different parts of the respiratory tract. Influenza has a high
viral load in the lungs but also the nasal cavity.
Epidemiology::
Usually strikes in winter – causes sickness for up to 3 weeks (5-10 days). “Flu” often used to describe
a range of mild respiratory illnesses.
True influenza is a potentially serious condition that can spread in epidemics and kills large numbers
of people. Hospitalization and notification of influenza are much more common <4 and >65.
•
•

250 000-500 000 people die a year; 3000 Australia die a year (mainly the very young and
very old)
13500 hospitalizations in Australia

Annual direct medical costs in US10.4 billion. Projected lost earnings due to illness and loss of life
amounted to $16.3billion annually.
Characterized by repeated infections throughout the lifetime. The
virus has a rapid spread → short lived epidemics. There are regular
epidemics, with occasional pandemics
•
•

Epidemic influenza – seasonal in temperate zones and yearround in the tropics
Pandemic influenza – less seasonal in temperate zones

In pandemics – a new subtype Influenza A replaces a previous
subtype.
Influenza virus:

There are three species of influenza within the genus orthomyxovirus (family – orthomyxoviridae) –
A, B, C (A and B are the major ones) – A>B>C in terms of pathogenicity.
Type A usually associated with more severe epidemics than type B. Capable of undergoing antigenic
shift to cause pandemics.
Type B is usually only found in humans. Although it can cause epidemics, it does not cause
pandemics. Milder, with fewer nasal symptoms. Associated with mild respiratory infections of young
children and mild upper respiratory tract infection of adults.
Nomenclature:

Structure of virus:
It is a spherical RNA virus with helical architecture (single stranded – negative sense; needs
transcription for translation to occur) – 8 segments (6 express 1 gene, 2 express 2 genes).
It has a nucleocapsid core with nucleoprotein (distinct in FluA and FluB).
Transcription/replication processes occur in the cell nucleus; incubation is 1-4 days and a large
number of virions are shed.
It features embedded glycoproteins – neuraminidase and hemagglutinin
Pathogenesis of infection:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Inhalation of respiratory droplets or contact with mucosal membrane
Virus attaches to respiratory epithelium receptors via HA inside the nucleus.
mRNA and cRNA is made
Viral RNA assembles with nucleoproteins
Virus release from cell by NA – does not lyse cells

Viral evolution:
Antigenic drift – small changes in the genome. The virus polymerase makes mistakes when copying
the genome (no proofreading mechanism) → mutation leads to amino acid substitutions in NA and
HA over time
Viruses below to the same subtype, show serological cross-reactivity but do not completely cross
react.
They may cause epidemics, not pandemics
Antigenic shift – only occurs for FluA. Large mutations that result in new haemagglutinin subtypes
Do no show cross-reactivity in humans (human Ab do not recognize subtype) → population has no
immunity → pandemics
Occurs through zoonosis and reassortment
Reassortment:

Two viruses infect the same cell and exchange proteins → allows for genetic variability and alter

A pandemic can start when three conditions have been met:
1. A new influenza virus subtype emerges
2. It infects humans, causing serious illness
3. It spread easily and sustainably among humans
Influenza vs the common cold:
Complications vary with age: croup, pneumonia, otitis media

H types:
•
•

FluA H5 - H5N1 currently circulating in Asia and Europe. Documented among humans and
sometimes cause severe illness or death
FluA H7 – Human H7 infection is rare – occurs in people who have direct contact with
infected birds. Symptoms include conjunctivitis and/or respiratory symptoms.

•

Cause mild to severe and fatal illness in humans – has been associated with both high
pathogenic and low pathogenic avian influenza
FluA H9 – rarely reported to infect humans. Only ever documented in a low pathogenic form

Different bird influenzas:
H5N1 – an entirely new avian virus. Victims have had direct contact with infected poultry (markets
etc.). Bird often die of infection. 429 human deaths out of 784 cases (as of 2015)
H7N9 – 2013 - severe illness in humans; no illness in birds (hard to track, no association with live
bird markets). 120 human deaths
Swine flu:
H1N1 – taken over the world, most common FluA subtype
Made from reassortment from several strains of virus – American swine
virus, Eurasian swine virus, bird, human
It caused many infection in winter between 2005-2010 → massive increase
in the number of infections
Vaccination and treatments:
Each year the WHO puts forwards its recommendations for the composition of influenza virus for the
Southern Hemisphere Flu Season. The who has recommended a quadrivalent vaccine in 2017
Vaccination is recommended for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

>65-year-old
ATSI > 50-year-old
People with immunodeficiency or chronic illness
HCWs
Women who will be in 2nd or 3rd trimester of pregnancy during flu season
People aged 6 months and over with a medical condition

Antiviral treatments:
The truth about Tamiflu:
•
No good evidence to support claims
it reduces admission or complications or
stops spread
•
Increased risk of suffering from
nausea and vomiting
•
Increased risk of headaches,
psychiatric disturbances and renal events

Vaccination:
Vaccination generally aims to generate immunological memory, in a safe fashion, at a chosen time.
This is desirable as certain diseases are more severe as adults (mumps, polio)
History:
In China, people were deliberately infected with smallpox for thousands of years. Dried up smallpox
scabs were blown into the noses of patients. This practise was also practised in Africa, Turkey and
later Europe.
Variolation – the practise of deliberately exposing someone to infectious smallpox matter. By
choosing someone with mild disease (variola minor), drying the material and exposing the patient
when they are very healthy → reduce chances of the disease leading to death. The risks were high
(1% chance of death) but lower than the risk of natural infection.
Edward Jenner scientifically investigated the hypothesis that infection with cowpox provides
immunity to smallpox – this is an example of immunological cross-reactivity (ABs may react to a
useful degree with similar viruses). A live vaccine was developed→ smallpox eradicated in 1979.
How vaccines work:
Live vaccines – expose patients to a weekend (attenuated) version of a virus to generate
immunological memory. Used for:
•
•

Bacteria
o TB
Viral
o Polio
o Measles
o Mumps

Attenuation was achieved after years of culturing organisms in the laboratory - pathogenic virus is
isolated from a patient and grown in cultured human cells → cultured virus is used to infect monkey
cells → the virus acquires mutations which allow it to be successful in the monkey cells → the virus
no longer grows well in human cells (attenuation): it can be used as a vaccine.
Modern molecular biology also provides new means of attenuating organisms – deleting or mutating
virulence genes to attenuate the virus.
Polio vaccine – successful:
Polio in the 20th century:
Usually a trivial viral infection of the GIT – in 1% of cases it spreads into nervous tissues where it can
cause paralytic polio. Paralysis is age dependent.
The epidemics of the mid-20th century were severe in part because improved hygiene led many people
to become infected for the first time at older ages.
Sabin vaccine:
The Sabin vaccine is a live vaccine (provides better protection – activates CD8+ T cells), which
promotes immunity at the GIT mucosa. The Sabin vaccine is transmissible and could be dangerous
for the immunocompromised. Recently, many countries have stopped using the Sabin virus.

Salk vaccine:
The Salk vaccine is a whole killed vaccine. The Salk vaccine does not provide as good protection (no
activation of CD8+ T cells because there is no proper viral infection).
Eradication:
Polio rates are falling. Wild polio only exists in specific countries: war torn, suspicious of western
medicine.
In 2016 – 37 wild cases; 5 cases caused by vaccines
MMR vaccine – successful:
Live vaccine involving three viruses – measles, mumps and rubella. These viruses are antigenically
stable, so the same vaccine has been in use for many years. This vaccine stimulates cytotoxic T cells,
because it produced real viral infections.
BCG vaccine – less successful:
BCG is a strain of mycobacterium that was developed in the lab. It is a live vaccine but is relatively
ineffective as a vaccine. Only recommended for high risk groups in Australia (indigenous, healthcare
workers etc.); USA does not use it as it confounds interpretation of the Mantoux test.
Mantoux test:
Antigen is injected in subcutaneous tissue and
processed by local antigen-presenting cells. A
TH1 effector cell (if there is a memory response)
recognizes antigen and releases cytokines → acts
on vascular endothelium. Hence, there is
recruitment of phagocytes and plasma to site of
antigen injection and the formation of a visible
lesion → positive result.
Hence, if immunological memory has been induced by BCG vaccine, there can be a positive result on
the mantoux test.
Other types of vaccines:
•

•

Killed (whole organism vaccines) – kill/chemically modify organisms so they are no longer
infective
o Bacterial – e.g. pertussis
o Viral – e.g. influenza
Subunit vaccines – expose only immunogenic parts of the pathogen to the host
o Surface antigen (HBV)
o Pneumococcal polysaccharide
o Toxoids, preserve antigenicity but have no toxicity – diphtheria, tetanus

Flu – less successful:
Circulating flu viruses change all the time, so that new challenges are always arising for vaccine
development.
Antigenic drift:

Neutralizing antibodies against hemagglutinin block binding to cells. However, mutations alter
epitopes in hemagglutinin so that neutralizing antibodies no longer bind. This is the year to year
change in the flu.
Antigenic shift:
Antigenic shift occurs when RNA segments are exchanged between viral strains in a secondary host
(e.g. sequences from bird flu) →no cross-protective immunity to virus expressing a novel
hemagglutinin. This is the irregular, large scale change in the viral antigens. Hemagglutinin (HA) and
neuraminidase (N) are the target antigens
•
•

H5N1 (bird flu)
H1N1 (swine flu)

Because of antigenic drift, vaccine developer must anticipate the challenges of the next flu season. Flu
is particularly dangerous in the elderly whose immunity has waned. Can a vaccine be effective in such
a population? – low efficacy but still useful
HBV vaccine:
Works by exposing the patient to recombinant surface antigen – it is the only recombinant vaccine
licensed for use.
The surface antigen is produced using recombinant DNA techniques. This kind of ‘pure’ antigen
preparation may not stimulate strong responses. Hence, adjuvants (which promote a stronger
response to key proteins of a vaccine) are an important field of research.
Streptococcus pneumoniae vaccine:
There are many types of s. pneumoniae (differ in their capsular polysaccharides). Infection with
different types will not generate a memory immune response.
The vaccines used against s. pneumoniae contain a mix of capsular polysaccharides from some of the
strains
•
•

7-valent used in infants from 6 weeks
23-valent vaccine encouraged in those >65 years

Herd immunity:
If most people in a community are immune to a disease which is spread from person to person, the
natural transmission of the disease is inhibited. This reduced likelihood of transmission is the only
protection available to the unvaccinated and those for whom the vaccine fails to provide protection
Herd immunity will not protect against all diseases – e.g. tetanus. This is because tetanus is not
transmitted person-person but environment-person.
Tetanus vaccine:
Vaccination is with the tetanus toxoid (chemically altered, non-toxic form of tetanus toxin). Vaccine
is not aimed at inducing a memory response: tetanus is so deadly that this would not be fast enough.
Instead, circulating antibodies are maintained at a high titre (boosters are needed).

Scenario plenary: influenza and swine flu

Hendra virus:
Hendra virus in Australia since 1994 – bat→horse→human
•
•

Large urban populations of bats
Horses close in contact with human

There is now a vaccine against Hendra virus for horses – prevents transmission.
Ebola:
Recent outbreak was bad because:
•
•

Delayed diagnosis – several life-threatening viruses are present with similar presentations;
need laboratory to diagnose
Ebola hadn’t been seen in the countries before

Ebola vaccine was developed towards the end of the epidemic.
Over the course of the epidemic, we learnt new things:
•
•

Virus remains latent in some people for months
Sexual transmission

Zika virus:
Aedes egyptii is prevalent in Northern Queensland – range could improve as Australia warms.
There is no vaccine against Zika. Treatments include: release of genetically modified mosquitoes
(males that cannot produce fully functional mosquitoes); infect mosquitoes with bacteria that prevents
high viral loads

Global health:
Sustainable development goals:
Replaced the millennial development goals: Broader, more goals, encompasses development.
Measuring health:
1990– World Bank and WHO initiated the first Global Burden of Disease Study → published 2010.
Developed the measure Disability adjusted life years (DALYs)
•
•
•
•

Global DALYS remained stable while DALYs per thousand decreased (population grew)
Proportion of DALYS attributed to communicable, maternal, neonatal and nutritional
decreased
Non-communicable diseases DALYS increased as a proportion
Years lost to disability increased over the period – people lived longer with disabilities
instead of dying prematurely

Basically, there has been a shift from communicable to non-communicable diseases. Life expectancy
has increased but people are living longer with disability. There is huge variation across regions and
countries
Sub-Saharan Africa bears the greatest burden of disease.
Other measures:
Bhutan – Gross National Happiness – includes, psychological, physical health, living standards,
community diversity etc.
What do we mean by development?
It used to be measured by income – now includes education, living standards, QOL etc.
Development indicators include:
•
•
•
•

Literacy rates
Life expectancy at birth
Population growth rates
GDP

Social determinants of health:
Social determinants include the context and environments that people are born, work and live in
Inequality vs inequity:
Inequalities – somewhat unavoidable due to differences between population groups (e.g. mobility
differences between the young and the old)
Health inequities – unfair, avoidable and socially/politically produced
Terminology:
Tropical medicine: Arose in the late 1800s as a technical speciality associated with tropical regions in
the context of European/American colonialism
Tropical health: Much more public health focussed.

International health: The term international health began to be used in the context of development of
internal organizations such as the WHO and the independence of many previously colonial states.
Global health – said to emphasize the increasing interconnectedness of the world that impacts disease.
Globalization:
The process by which the world is becoming increasingly interdependent and interconnected →
affects disease
Neoliberal ideology – believe in free markets, privatization, deregulation etc. This allows large
corporations to be influential in global commerce

Lower respiratory tract infections:
This lecture will not cover TB.
Defence mechanisms of the lower respiratory tract:
Defences include:
•
•
•
•

Mucociliary elevator – mucus secreted by goblet cells, cilia beat upwards. There are
antimicrobial peptides in the tracheal mucous as well
Cough reflex – explosively expels organisms
Vocal cords – mechanical barrier catches organisms
Immune response – macrophages are present in the lung (alveolar macrophages) which can
consume invading pathogens.

Acute bronchitis:
Presentation:
•
•

Cough with sputum (key symptom)
Fever is low grade or absent

Aetiology: usually viral. In severe cases, it can be caused by s. aureus.
Treatment: largely symptomatic; antibiotics for s. aureus infection
Investigations: unnecessary
Chronic bronchitis:
Definition/presentation: mucus producing cough most days of the month, three months of the year for
two successive years without underlying disease to explain the cough.
Acute exacerbations of chronic bronchitis (AECB):
Many chronic bronchitis patients suffer persistent problems with bacterial colonization.
Causative organisms:
•
•
•

Streptococcus pneumoniae – gram positive diplococcus
Haemophilus influenza – gram negative bacillus
Moraxella catarrhalis – gram negative diplococcus

Presentation:
•
•

Increase in volume and purulence of sputum → worse cough
Worsening dyspnoea

Treatment: to reduce obstruction, by reducing volume and purulence of sputum (treatment with
antibiotics to reduce the number of organisms), not to eliminate organisms (this is almost impossible –
mechanical defences are compromised). Antibiotics must cover both gram positive and negative
bacteria.
Investigations: unnecessary, usually just those three organisms
Bronchiolitis:
This disease is restricted to childhood (<2 years). Bronchiolitis refers to inflammation of the
bronchioles

Aetiology: 75% caused by respiratory syncytial virus; remaining 25% are also viral.
Presentation:
•

wheezing

Investigations –
•
•

X-ray would show inflammation of the lungs however it is usually unnecessary.
Bronchiowash and PCR to identify causative virus if severe

Whooping cough (pertussis)
Severe disease of childhood but can also effect adults (the characteristic whoop is not always present
in adults). It is spread by airborne droplets; person→person spread.
Aetiology: caused by bordetella pertussis – gram negative rod.
There have been two whooping coughs epidemics in Australia (2008-12; 2015-16). It is often not
recognized by GPs due to vaccine (complacency)
Treatment:
•
•
•
•

Early antibiotic treatment may be beneficial and help limit the spread of organisms
Drugs provide symptomatic relief – oxygen, reduce spasms, rehydrate and provide nutritional
support
Notifiable disease → public health unit
Antibiotic prophylaxis can be used for people around the patient (families, etc.)

Pneumonia:
Pneumonia refers to inflammation of the lungs. This is due to
the immune response induced by pathogenic organism invasion.
It results in exudates and consolidation of alveoli and small
airways.
Epidemiology:
Pneumonia is the most common cause of infection-related death
(6th leading cause of death in USA; 4th multiple cause of death in
Australia, 7th underlying cause).
About 50% of cases and most deaths are due to bacteria. Precise
diagnosis is usually desirable but difficult to obtain.
Modes of transmission include:
•
•
•
•
•

Inhalation
Aspiration – inhalation of material from the upper
respiratory tract (e.g. vomit)
Haematogenous spread – through the blood
Direct extension – e.g. from upper tract down
Exogenous penetration and contamination

Clinical presentation:
•

Fever

•
•
•
•

Cough
Chest pain
Purulent sputum
Tachypnoea

Diagnosis:
•
•
•

History
Clinical presentation (see above)
Diagnostic studies
o X-ray – two main types of consolidation
▪ Diffuse, patchy consolidation in bronchopneumonia – caused by invasive
organisms that are not isolated to a specific lobe
• Mycoplasma pneumoniae
• Chlamydia pneumonia
• Staph aureus
▪ Consolidation of lobe in lobar pneumonia (localised) –
• strep. pneumoniae
o Microbiological investigations - identification of organism is very important

Pneumonia aetiological agents:
•

•

Bacterial
o Gram positive
▪ S. pneumonia
▪ S. aureus
o Gram negative
▪ Haemophilus influenza – less common because of vaccine
▪ Pseudomonas aeruginosa - opportunistic
▪ Klebsiella pneumoniae – often associated with alcoholics
▪ Legionella pneumophila – associated with AC and cooling towers; can often
occur in outbreaks
o Can’t be gram stained:
▪ Mycoplasma pneumoniae
▪ Chlamydia pneumoniae – in children
Viral – only symptomatic treatment is available
o Respiratory syncytial virus
o Parainfluenza virus
o Influenza virus

•
•

o Adenovirus
Fungal
Protozoan

Microbiological investigations:
•

•

•

•

Sputum (not saliva) – usually collected in the morning, after accumulating overnight and
before breakfast
o Direct gram stain
o Culture
▪ Enable sensitivity test – e.g. s. pneumoniae has started to become insensitive
to penicillin (need amoxicillin)
▪ Tough to avoid contamination – interpretation can be difficult
o Many patients cannot produce sputum
Blood culture – best time to collect blood is when the patient has shaken and chills
o High specificity
o 20-30% +ve, low sensitivity
Urine – bacterial antigenic proteins are excreted in the urine
o Strep pneumoniae – urinary antigen
o Legionella – urinary antigen
Serology – antibody titre
o Legionella
o Chlamydia
o Mycoplasma

Pneumococcus:
Streptococcus pneumoniae – gram positive, alpha haemolytic, encapsulated diplococcus which is
sensitive to optochin
Major virulence factor is capsule – prevents phagocytosis
Pneumococcal pneumonia:
Presentation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rapid onset
Fever
Shaking chills
Productive cough
Pleuritic chest pain
Dyspnoea, tachypnoea, hypoxia

Risk factors:
•
•
•
•

Chronic illnesses such as lung disease, heart disease, kidney disease, sickle cell anaemia,
diabetes
Recovering from severe illness
Nursing homes or other chronic care facilities
65+ years old

Mycoplasma pneumoniae:
This bacterium lacks a true cell wall (so does not gram stain). It is fastidious and slow growing (7 or
more days).

Beta-lactam antibiotics are ineffective because it does not have a cell wall and eradication of this
organism is slow.
Recall that mycoplasma are the smallest self-replicating organisms which only grow on special media,
are never found free in nature and cannot be seen by light microscope.
Epidemiology:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mostly children >5 and young adults
15-20% of community acquired pneumonias
Incubation 1-3 weeks
Symptoms develop over 2-4 days
Symptoms persist for few days to more than a month
2 million cases a year

Laboratory diagnosis:
•
•
•

Serology
PCR
Sputum culture

Treatment:
•
•

Antibiotics
Supportive treatment

Community acquired pneumonia:

Prevention of pneumonia:
•
•

Influenza vaccine – pneumonia is a common complication of influenza
Pneumococcal vaccine – for at risk persons (See above)

Case 1:
65-year-old salesman, with nasal congestion and a low-grade fever. Two days later, he abruptly
developed a shaking chill, cough and severe pain on the right side of his chest. He had a temperature
of 39.5°C. His respiratory rate was 40/min.
Chest X-ray revealed consolidation of the right upper lobe. Gram stain of sputum showed PMNs and
Gram+ diplococci
→ strep pneumoniae

Case 2:
7-year-old boy, developed fever headache and a cough. His 12-year-old brother had similar symptoms
2 weeks earlier. Over the next 2 days, his temp increased and cough worsened.
Chest X-ray showed a patchy infiltrate of the left midlung field. Gram stain of sputum revealed only a
few PMNs and no bacteria
He was treated with erythromycin and fully recovered
→ mycoplasma pneumoniae (too small to be visualized on light microscopy, doesn’t gram stain,
incubation time and development of symptoms time is consistent)

Surveillance:
Why surveillance?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measures the magnitude of a health problem - epidemiology
Measure changes in the health problem – early warning, improvement, seasonal alterations
Identify the need for intervention – e.g. sudden increase in HIV diagnoses
Evaluate the efficacy of interventions
Formulate policy – informs policy and strategy
Plan service delivery plans
Prioritize resources
Measure quality of healthcare – e.g. patient safety outcomes

e.g. surveillance has found that there is a high rate of central line associated blood stream infection →
after identification, using consistently collected data this was reduced.
Definition:
WHO - Public health surveillance is the continuous, systemic collection, analysis and interpretation
of health-related data needed for the planning, implementation and evaluation of public health
practise.
NSW Health – disease surveillance is the ongoing, systematic collection, analysis and interpretation
of health data. Disease surveillance data is used to determine the need for public health action
Best definition – systematic, periodic or continuous, passive or active
Surveillance uses an algorithm to identify the magnitude of the health problem – it does not make
diagnoses. This means the same patients who are considered “diseased” might not be counted as such
under surveillance due to the algorithm used (unless the case definition is the diagnostic definition).
Shortfalls of surveillance:
Surveillance has shortfalls. It provides low
quality, descriptive evidence – usually
measures incidence. We only use it to track
something over time.
The diagram on the right has descending
quality of evidence.
Notes: case-control studies can only be
used for disease <2% prevalence in the
population.
Sometimes it is necessary to use lowerquality study designs. E.g. ethically it
would not be sensible to run an RCT for
central line infections to back up evidence
from the US.
Case definition:
Case definition refers to the definition of the case under surveillance – must be both valid and reliable.
Can be based on diagnostic tests or just signs and symptoms.
•

Validity

o

•

Construct validity - the extent to which the case definition (test/measurement)
relates to the theoretical construct accepted as part of the phenomenon being
measured (e.g. does our definition of infection (redness+pain+swelling+temperature
etc.) reflect our theoretical understanding of infection – there isn’t always swelling, or
temperature or pain or pus etc.)
o Criterion validity – the extent to which the case definition (test) measures up against
other measures (e.g. does our definition of infection align with USA CDC’s
definition)
Could use sensitivity and specificity to compare a new test to the gold standard
o Predictive value – diagnostic predictive value. High positive and negative predictive
values – if a case is determined to be positive, the patient should have the
disease/conditions
Reliability – repeatability; consistency of case detections – this is achieved using diagnostic
tests or criteria of signs and symptoms. However, when validity is improved it can increase
difficulty in applying the set of criterion
Reliability is reduced if many different people are applying the algorithm

If a disease is life threatening – case definition must have high sensitivity
Case definition will have reduced specificity if the disease is rare in an attempt to rule in as many true
positives as possible.
Sources of error:
•

•

Measurement variation
o Instrument – problems with the actual equipment making the diagnoses
o Observer – the person taking the measurement makes a mistake
Biological variation
o Within the patient – changes with time and situation
o Between individuals – biological differences from person to person

Case detection:
Surveillance is more useful to give information on incidence rather than prevalence. Sometimes
surveillance is conducted on a sentinel population (e.g. school teachers or healthcare workers) to
give information about the broader population.
We often do not collect risk factor information with surveillance. Too much information is more in
line with research rather than surveillance.
Analysis can be performed for trends, risk stratification, rates of occurence
Passive vs active reporting:
Passive surveillance refers to mandatory reporting by hospitals, doctors and laboratories which reports
the diagnosis (diagnostic test result). Both probable and confirmed diagnoses are reported. Notifiable
diseases include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hep B, C, D
STDs
Pertussis
TB
Influenza etc.
Many others

Active surveillance refers to the seeking out of cases (usually adverse reactions to medical
interventions) – a measure of patient safety
•
•
•

Staph aureus bacteraemia
Surgical site infection – by examining all surgical patients using standardized case definitions
Central line associated bloodstream infections – by examining all ICU patients with central
line using standardised case definition – some hospitals use just passive lab case finding

Special surveillance:
Early warning systems for disease threats:
•
•

Animal – poultry testing
Human – health care worker or school worker absenteeism (if 2 or more absent, investigated
as a potential cluster)
o Temperature checking during outbreaks (for SARS, pandemic flue etc.)

Summary:
In summary, a surveillance system should be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Useful
Representative
Timely
Simple
Acceptable
Valid
Reliable
Inexpensive

Pneumonia: pathology:
Definition:
Pneumonia is a microbial invasion of the lung parenchyma (i.e. distal to the terminal bronchioles) and
the associated host response (inflammation).
Classification schemes:
There are a range of different classification schemes, depending on the need:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acute or chronic
Typical or atypical – implies the kind of microorganism involved and the treatment
Where it’s from - community acquired (CAP) or nosocomial (health care-associated
pneumonia – HCAP)
Normal host or immunocompromised
Microbial agent – unable to identify the cause in about 50%
Radiological (pathological) classification – bronchopneumonia and lobar pneumonia

Common causes:
•

•

•

•

•

Bacteria – most of these (not legionella) are causes of typical pneumonia
o Strep pneumoniae – aka pneumococcus – commonly associated with typical CAP
o Staph aureus – seen as a complication of viral respiratory tract infections
o H. influenza – common in infective exacerbations of COPD
o Legionella sp. – associated with AC cooling towers → epidemic spread via air
conditioning
o Pseudomonas aeruginosa – associated with people with chronic obstruction
(bronchiectasis, CF)
o Enterobacteriaceae – associated with HCAP
▪ E. coli
▪ Klebsiella pneumoniae – commonly seen in alcoholics
▪ Serratia sp.
▪ Enterobacter sp.
o Moraxella catarrhalis
Bacteria-like agents – intracellular organisms, infect lining cells of the respiratory tract →
cause a cytopathic effect in the interstitium of the lungs (atypical pneumonia)
o Mycoplasma pneumoniae – most common cause of atypical pneumonia
o Chalmydia pneumoniae – second most common cause of atypical pneumonia
o Chalmydia psittaci
o Coxiella burnette
Viral - most pneumonia deaths are associated with bacterial infection overlying a viral
infection
o RSV
o Influenza A & B
o Adenovirus
Fungal
o Aspergillus sp.
o Pneumocystis jirovecii
o Cryptococcus neoformans
Mycobacteria
o M. tuberculosis – classical cause of chronic pneumonia

Lung defences:
Lung defences aim to keep the respiratory zone of
the lungs sterile. There is a range of defences
including:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Mouth and nose – nose has cilia and mucus
which traps large particle
Gag and cough reflex – remove irritants from
the upper airways
Mucociliary blanket – pseudostratified
columnar ciliated epithelia with goblet cells.
Mucus overlies respiratory epithelium, cilia
beat in unison so that the mucus can be
pushed towards the epiglottis → coughed up
or swallowed.
BALT – produces secretory IgA; lines the
respiratory tract
Complement to opsonize bacteria
Alveolar macrophages to engulf and destroy opsonized bacteria – macrophages can also
signal via cytokines to recruit neutrophils.

Pneumonia pathogenesis:
If the following defences fail, we are vulnerable to infection:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Filtration and humidification of inspired air
Epiglottic and cough reflexes
Mucociliary transport
Innate immunity – alveolar macrophages, neutrophils, complement
Humoral immunity – B lymphocytes, Ig, complement
Cellular immunity – T lymphocytes

We are at risk, particularly by intracellular microorganisms. Sometimes, even in a person with intact
defences, a sufficient inoculum of a virulent organisms will still cause pneumonia.
What impairs lung defences?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extremes of age – newborns and the elderly
Impaired drainage of secretions – e.g. cystic fibrosis, bronchiectasis, obstructive neoplasm,
foreign body
Impaired mucociliary apparatus – congenital (e.g. immotile cilia syndrome), post-viral,
cigarette smoke
Impaired consciousness (suppression of the cough reflex) – anaesthesia, coma, narcotic drugs,
alcohol
Static fluid in alveoli – pulmonary oedema associated with CCF, lack of oxygen in these
alveoli also impairs killing of pathogens by ROS (in macrophages); also occurs in patients
with terminal cancer
Immunodeficiency (innate, humoral, cell mediated)

Pneumonia syndromes:
•
•
•
•

Acute, community acquired pneumonia
Atypical pneumonia
Nosocomial pneumonia
Pneumonia in the immunocompromised

Community acquired acute pneumonia:
Epidemiology:
•
•
•

increased risk at extremes of age (although all ages are affected)
most common in mid-winter
underlying disease/condition (e.g. alcoholism)

Symptoms:
•
•
•
•

Cough – stimulation of cough reflex by inflammatory process
o Productive – fibrinosuppurative exudate filling the alveolar spaces
Dyspnoea – hypoxaemia (ventilation/perfusion mismatch due to consolidation of alveoli;
shunting mechanism that occurs)
Pleuritic chest pain – stimulation of sensory nerve endings in parietal pleura by inflammatory
products on visceral pleura
Chills + rigors – systemic effect of TNF-α and IL-1

Signs:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tachypnoea – chemoreceptor-mediated response to hypoxaemia – due to consolidation
making some parts of the lung ineffectual
Fever – re-setting of hypothalamic thermal set point by IL-1, TNF-α
Crepitations – opening of fluid (pus) filled alveoli
Bronchial breathing - consolidation
Dullness to percussion – loss of resonance in consolidated alveoli
Pleuritic friction rub – fibrinous pleurisy overlying the areas of pneumonia

Laboratory findings
•
•
•
•

Neutrophil leucocytosis (increase in number) – 200-300x the normal range
Hypoxaemia – by pulse oximetry or blood gas analysis
Sputum with PMN and causative organism (on gram stain) – sputum culture is difficult to
achieve (spit in container)
Chest X-ray – consolidation on chest X-ray provides definitive diagnosis of pneumonia

Investigations:
•
•
•

Imaging
o Chest X-ray
Cultures
o Sputum – gram stain, culture, antibiotic sensitivities
o Blood – 20-30% positive
Ancillary tests
o FBC – neutrophil leucocytosis
o Inflammatory markers – CRP
o Arterial blood gases – hypoxaemia

Pathology:
Pyogenic organism infection → enter alveolar spaces and proliferate → induce PMN response (Nformyl methionine amino acids) → suppurative inflammation into the alveolar spaces
Classical stages:
•

Congestion – there is vasodilation and congestion of the alveolar blood vessels. Fluid enters
the alveolar spaces + microorganisms
Macroscopically – heavy, boggy, red, vascular engorgement, intra-alveolar fluid

•
•
•

Red hepatisation – massive confluent exudate with lots of neutrophils, red cells and fibrin
(resembles a liver)
Grey hepatisation – most autopsy specimens are here. RBCs have lysed, fibrosuppurative
exudate persists→ greyish brown, dry solid appearance
Resolution – exudate is enzymatically degraded, coughed up, reabsorbed and engulfed by
macrophages

In typical bacterial pneumonia, the classical pattern is that consolidation occurs in a lobar
distribution. Bacterial pneumonia can also present with patchy, bilateral (often to the lower lobes)
consolidation referred to as a bronchopneumonic pattern.
•
•

Lobar pneumonia – pneumococcus has a polysaccharide capsule (evades phagocytosis) and
toxins (induce inflammation) → travels using exudate throughout the whole lobe of the lung
(through the connections between alveoli).
Bronchopneumonia – consolidation is patchy, bilateral, usually distributed around the small
airways (bronchioles). Different areas of the lung are in different stages of the inflammatory
process.
When these little patches start to run together we get confluent bronchopneumonia and it
generally indicates an ineffective host response.

Histopathological changes:
•
•
•

Vascular dilation and congestion
Proteinaceous exudate, including fibrin
Leucocytic infiltrate: neutrophils dominate in typical pneumonia

Microbiology:
•
•
•
•

Streptococcus pneumoniae (most common)
Haemophilus influenza
Moraxella catarrhaslis
Staphylococcus pneumoniae

Radiology:
•

Lobar or bronchopneumonia

Atypical pneumonia:
Epidemiology:
•
•
•
•

Children, adolescents and young adults
Institutions – dormitory or barrack style accommodation
Year-round occurrence
Specific risk factors

Symptoms:
•

3-4 days prodrome (early symptom) of malaise. Followed by
o Headache
o Fever
o Dry cough – can last weeks or even months

Sign – typically sparse, need a high level of suspicion
Laboratory findings – typically limited
Pathology:
•

Interstitial pneumonia – unlike typical pneumonia, the organisms infect the lining cells of the
lung parenchyma
o Inflammation predominantly within alveolar septa
o Mononuclear leucocyte infiltrate into the alveolar walls and sometimes into the
spaces– instead of a suppurative inflammation
o Intra-alveolar protein exudate in many cases
o Hyaline membrane formation (reflects diffuse alveolar damage) – if this occurs
throughout the lungs → acute respiratory distress syndrome (potentially fatal)
Hyaline membrane formation causes greatly reduced compliance, and decrease the
ease of gas exchange → hypoxaemia

Histopathological changes:
Oedema of the alveolar septa (thickening). There is also macrophage and lymphocyte infiltration into
the alveolar interstitium. There are shed cells and damaged epithelium cells in the alveolar spaces.
Microbiology:
•
•
•
•
•

Mycoplasma pneumoniae (70%)
Chalmydia (chalmydophila) pneumoniae
Viral - RSV, influenza A and B, adenoviruses
Coxiella burnetiid (Q fever)
Chalmydia (chalmydophila) psittaci

Radiology:
•

Typically diffuse, interstitial pattern – “white out; ground glass appearance”

Treatment: Sometimes hypoxaemia is so severe (due to hyaline membrane formation) that 100%
oxygen does not provide sufficient ventilation. In these cases, ECMO (extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation) is used. Hopefully, the patient will survive until the causative organism is destroyed and
the ARDS is resolved.
Nosocomial pneumonia:
Epidemiology:
•

Elderly and unwell

•
•
•
•

Hospitals and nursing homes
Recent surgery
Intubation
Broad spectrum antibiotic use

Symptoms:
•
•
•

Fever
Deterioration in clinical course
In the elderly confusion and dehydration can be the presenting symptom

Signs
•
•

Tachypnoea
Basal crepitation

Laboratory findings:
•
•

Leucocytosis
Hypoxaemia

Microbiology:
•

•
•

Most commonly gram negative bacilli (60%)
o Klebsiella pneumoniae
o E. coli
o Serratia sp.
o Enterobacter sp.
o Pseudomonas aeruginosa
Staph aureus
Strep pneumonia

Radiology:
•

Variable, often patchy, widespread bronchopneumonia

Pneumonia in the immunocompromised:
Features are closely related to immunodeficiency:
•
•
•

HIV – diffuse, interstitial pneumonia of insidious onset → commonly pneumocystis jirovecii
Acute leukaemia – focal pneumonia of insidious onset; with fever and productive cough →
often aspergillus fumigatus
Bone marrow transplantation: severe, diffuse interstitial pneumonia → commonly CMV

Complications of pneumonia:
•
•
•

•
•

Abscess
Empyema (accumulation of pus in a natural cavity)
Disseminated infections
o meningitis, septic arthritis, infective endocarditis
o pyaemic spread resulting in metastatic abscesses
o septic shock and multiple organ failure
Respiratory failure
Organisation of exudate

Lung abscess – pathogenesis
Aspiration of infective material is the most common cause of lung abscesses, bringing gastric acid
(from the stomach) and infective organisms (from the mouth) into the lungs. Caused by certain
bacteria associated with bronchopneumonia (especially staph aureus, klebsiella pneumoniae and type
3 pneumococcus)
Abscesses can be caused by:
•
•
•
•
•

Septic embolism – e.g. from infective endocarditis
Airway obstruction – e.g. from lung cancer, means the purulent
material cannot be removed
Penetrating injury to the lungs – organisms get into the lungs
Spread from adjacent organs – e.g. osteomyelitis from the bones
Haematogenous spread to the lung

Complications include:
•
•

•
•
•

Fistula – connection between two natural
surfaces
Sinus – pathway formed between the abscess
and a natural surface (e.g. bronchus) →
coughing out foul smelling purulent sputum
(anaerobic organisms)
Pyopneumothorax – air and pus is between
the lungs and thoracic wall
Empyema thoracis – pus in the thoracic
cavity
Acute inflammation zone

Atopy:
Definitions:
Allergen – an otherwise harmless environmental substance that generates an immune response in
which IgE antibody is prominent (an allergen is a type of antigen)
Allergic disease – a clinical condition, caused by an immune response to allergen(s); typically
including IgE antibody
Atopy – the capacity to generate an IgE response to one or more allergens. Atopic individuals have a
predisposition to develop allergic disease(s). There is a genetic component to atopy.
Type 1 hypersensitise – the immunological features of the response to allergens. There are other types
of hypersensitivity (not covered in this lecture).
Burden of allergic to disease:
About 40% of Australians are atopic (they will produce a response to environmental allergens). Over
20% of Australians have an active allergic disease.
There are many factors apart from IgE that determine whether atopic individuals develop allergic
disease(s) and if they do, which allergic disease(s) they develop.
Allergic diseases represent a huge burden of loss of time from school and work, cost of medication:
•
•

>300 deaths in Australia per year from asthma
>10 deaths in Australia per year from anaphylaxis, often in young people

Allergic disease:
Allergic diseases include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Allergic asthma
Allergic rhinitis (hay fever)
Chronic rhinosinusitis with nasal polyps
Allergic conjunctivitis
Atopic dermatitis (atopic eczema)
Allergic urticaria (hives) – weal and flare reactions in the dermis
o Weal – swelling of skin caused by oedema
o Flare – red skin, often around a weal
Angioedema – diffuse swelling of deeper levels of skin and mucous membranes
Food allergy (urticaria and/or vomiting)
Eosinophilic oesophagitis – childhood disorder; a manifestation of a reaction to food
Anaphylaxis
o Multisystem response to allergen
o Typically includes urticaria/angioedema
o Can be life-threatening with hypotension (anaphylactic shock) and airway obstruction

There are non-allergic causes of these disease, for example most cases of urticaria are not allergic – to
diagnose an allergic disease, you need to diagnose the disease process and demonstrate an allergic
basis.
Many patients have more than one allergic disease e.g. 8 in 10 allergic asthmatics have allergic
rhinitis while 1 in 4 people with allergic rhinitis have allergic asthma → concept of united airway
disease.

Infants with atopic dermatitis and food allergy often get asthma later in childhood and later still
rhinitis – this is referred to as the “allergic march”
Allergens:

•

•
•
•

Rye grass – biggest offender, releases pollen that travels miles away from the plant; play a
role in “thunderstorm asthma”. Usually trapped by the nose; but in thunderstorm asthma, the
particles become small enough to get into the little airways.
House mite – produces faecal pellets that are breathed into our small airways. The commonest
cause of allergic asthma in Australia
Cats – saliva contains allergens. Grooming (licking) covers the fur with this salivary antigen
→ microscopic flakes of skin (danders) then becomes loose
Mould spores – released where they can easily be respired → allergic response

Most allergens are proteins – in many ways the immune system response to them as if they were
microbial proteins
Drug allergens are not proteins, but probably cause allergy by binding to and altering body proteins
Many inhaled allergens have enzyme activity (e.g. house mite faecal pellets)– by digesting tissue, this
may increase their access to mucosal cells → increase capacity of triggering allergic response.
Avoidance or reduction of exposure to allergens is often possibly

Pathogenesis of allergic reactions:
CD4+ T cells can differentiate into a range of subsets with
different functions:
•
•
•
•
•

TH1 – important for immunity to intracellular
bacteria and viruses
TH2 – important for immunity to multicellular
helminth parasites
TH17 – immunity to extracellular bacteria
TFH – production of antibodies, involved in most
immune responses
Treg – limit immune response and also limit allergies

TH2 repsonse:

It is believed that TH2 response evolved to constitute immunity to mulitcellular helminth parasites
(worms) which are common in the tropical areas. Th2 cells elicit increases in a range of factors,
contributing to the pathogenesis of allergic disease:
•
•
•
•
•

IgE antibody production – definition of allergic reaction
Eosinophils and basophils
Mast cells – role in producing mucus, protection against infection by worms
Mucus production
Smooth muscle contraction – expel the worms

These factors are characteristic of parasitic infections and allergic disease. These features are
mediated by secretion of a distinct set of cytokines by TH2 cells.
Induction of IgE response:
When initially exposed to antigen, it is presented
by dendritic cells to T cells. CD4+ T cells will
differentiate into TH2 cell (using signaling of IL4). TH2 cells produce cytokines which encourage
activation and differentiation of B cells (class
switching to be IgE producing plasma cells). IgE
is released from plasma cells and binds to the
surface of mast cells.
After first exposure to allergen, it takes at least a
week for IgE to appear. Hence, a single allergen
exposure does not normally lead to an allergic
reaction, because the allergen has mostly
disappeared before there is sufficient IgE.
The risk is in subsequent exposures to the same antigen
Phases of allergic reactions:
Allergic reactions are observed in individuals who have previously been exposed to allergen, who
produce specific IgE, and whose mast cells have bound this IgE. This reaction can be divided into two
phases.

Immediate responses may be followed by late responses but the late responses are harder to measure
but there is still inflammation and itching.
Pathogenesis of the immediate phase allergic response:
Mast cells have surface high affinity receptors that
bind IgE. Mast cells are triggered (activated) by
allergen cross-linking receptor-bound IgE
After activation, cytoplasmic granules (containing
histamine and other inflammatory mediators) are
exocytosed within minutes
Activated mast cells also synthesize cytokines,
leukotrienes and prostaglandins which
contribute to late-phase reactions
Mast cells may be activated in other ways, for
example in non-allergic causes of urticaria.
Pathogenesis of late-phase reaction:
Mast cells are present and continue to play a role.
However, TH2 cells are more important; they
•
•

•

Foster survival and activity of mast cells
Produce a range of cytokines that
contribute to:
o survival and priming of
eosinophils
o stimulation of mucus production
and smooth muscle contraction
Stimulate B cells to make more IgE over
the long term

Eosinophilic inflammation:
The late-phase allergic reaction is characterized by infiltration of leukocytes from the blood,
especially eosinophils, that cause mucosal inflammation (may be inhibited by glucocorticoids) →
eosinophils may also be prominent in blood and secretions
Cytokines produced by T cells and mast cells
attract and activate leukocytes – IL-5 is important
for eosinophil survival.
In asthma, airways become sensitive to
bronchoconstriction induced by non-specific
agents, e.g. cold, exercise, air pollution
Initiation of TH2 responses:
Allergens or pathogen can trigger epithelium to
produce unusual cytokines (IL-25, IL-33) which
acts on unusual lymphoid cells → can trigger type
2 cytokines to develop the TH2 response

Type 2 innate lymphoid cells (ILC2) were detected in
nasal tissue by multi-parameter flow cytometry in
allergic disorders; much lower levels in controls and
non-inflammatory disorders. They are presented as a
% of leukocytes (CD45+ cells)
Skin prick test:
This is a deliberate approach to induce IgE reactions in
the skin – useful for diagnosis. Process:
1. Drops of allergic solution are placed on the skin
2. A needle passes through each drop, pricks the skin and allows allergen to reach the dermis
3. If dermal mast cells have allergen-specific IgE on their surface, they degranulate and cause a
local weal and flare reaction – the diameter of the weal is measured
An atopic individual reacts significantly to at least one of a common battery of allergens
Advantages:
•
•
•
•
•

Measure by diameter of weal at 10-20 minutes
Inexpensive
Probably more sensitive than serum test
Patients see their reactions to allergens – more personal impact, more meaningful to nonmedical people
Patients can be counselled about allergen avoidance at the same visit

Reasons not to do skin prick test:
•
•
•
•

Where skin prick testing is not routinely performed and facilities including resuscitation are
not readily available
Patient on antihistamines – positive result will be concealed
Patients with severe atopic dermatitis or other skin disease
Concern about anaphylaxis

Serum IgE test: the alternative
Advantages include:
•
•

Wider range of allergens
Emerging use of molecularly defined allergen components – hundreds are available, but
testing is expensive

Approach to diagnosis of allergic disease:
There are two criteria that must be met for diagnosis:
•
•

Establish the presence of a disease which could be allergic – for example, satisfy diagnostic
criteria for asthma
Identify allergens
o History is important; including family history
o Allergen tests by skin prick or serum IgE

Demonstration of positive skin prick or serum IgE alone is not sufficient to diagnose an allergic
disease

Many people are atopic (have positive skin prick or serum IgE tests to one or more allergens) but do
not have active allergic disease
Approach to management of allergic disease:
•
•
•

•

Exclude allergen where possible, e.g. foods, animals, house dust mite
Use drugs, topical where possible
Immunotherapy (desensitization)
o Repeated administration of allergen subcutaneously or sublingually → modification
of the immune response
o Most useful in bee venom allergy, pollen associated rhinitis
Supply adrenaline syringe if there is a risk of anaphylaxis

Asthma:
Epidemiology:
Australia has one of the world’s highest
prevalence rates of asthma; beaten only by New
Zealand. The US has the greatest number of cases
(higher population), but half the prevalence.
An estimated 2.5 million Australians have asthma
– 1 in 9. The prevalence rate of current asthma is
twice as high in indigenous people
Asthma ranks among the 10 most common
reasons for seeing a GP. Boys aged 0-14 years and women over 65 years have the highest rate of GP
encounters for asthma.
In 2014-2015, there were 39 500 hospitalizations where asthma was the principal diagnosis
In 2014, 419 people in Australia died from asthma, although the death rate has almost halved since
199. Most deaths occur in patients >65 years. This is a small minority of hospitalizations.
Definition: Don’t learn
Definition of asthma is descriptive – chronic inflammatory disorder of the airways (eosinophils, mast
cells and T cells play a role), with a variable clinical story that can include: breathlessness, wheezing,
chest tightness and cough particularly at night or/in the early morning. These symptoms are associated
with widespread, variable airflow limitation which is at least partially reversible. The inflammation
also causes an associated increase in airway responsiveness to a variety of stimuli.
Asthma is a heterogenous disease, usually characterized by chronic airway inflammation. It is defined
by a history of chronic respiratory symptoms such as wheeze, shortness of breath, chest tightness and
cough that vary over time and in intensity, together with variable expiratory airflow limitation.
Basically, asthma is:
•
•

•
•

An extremely common syndrome
Usually associated with atopy (bias towards allergic inflammation), especially in children –
about 2/3 of cases. The pattern of inflammation varies according to subtype and/or trigger
mechanisms
No single pathognomic feature
Usually diagnosed by clinical manifestations and history – no definitive diagnostic laboratory
test
o Wheeze
o Shortness of breath
o Chest tightness
o Cough
o Variable airflow obstruction

Asthma is associated with function abnormalities, airway inflammation and airway remodelling.

Functional abnormalities:
Functional abnormalities give rise to many of the clinical manifestation. Include:
•

•

Increased resistance to airflow, usually reversible – three sets of mechanisms. Recall
Poiseuille’s law – R α 1/r4
o Bronchoconstriction → targeted by many asthma medications
o Airway wall oedema – inflammation leads to exudations and oedema → reduces
luminal diameter
o Obstruction by mucus – cytokines leads to the hyper production of mucus → sputum
becomes more viscous and becomes a plug of mucus which reduces airway function
Airway hyper-responsiveness - not always demonstrable in patients with clinically
diagnosed asthma; but is a common feature – more sensitive and have a stronger reaction
o To a bronchoconstrictor – e.g. histamine
o To a non-specific irritant – e.g. elevated levels of particulate matter or irritant gases

Patterns of functional abnormality in respiratory disease:
Recall that normal FER or FEV1% is 70-80%.
Obstructive disease (asthma is an example) – FEV1 is reduced, so FER is also lower. In some
obstructive diseases FVC is also reduced. This does not usually occur in asthma until very late in the
disease → however, asthma is a variable syndrome and it is possible.
Restrictive disease – FVC is reduced (e.g. due to fibrosis or changes in the chest wall) and so if FEV 1
so FER is increased.

Airway inflammation:
Airway inflammation, characterized by:
•
•
•
•

Recruitment of eosinophils, in most forms of mild and severe asthma – in both atopic and
non-atopic asthma → can even get into the epithelial layer and subendothelial collagen
Accumulation and degranulation of mast cells
Accumulation of activated T-cells and macrophages – T cells are crucial in atopic asthma,
their role in non-atopic asthma is not understood
Recruitment of neutrophils, especially in some forms of severe asthma – very much a feature
of acute exacerbation

There are forms of asthma in which there is not eosinophil recruitment but there is neutrophil
recruitment. The prevalence of these forms is probably over-estimated due to diagnosis based on
sputum sampling (already has majority neutrophil). Neutrophilic asthma is associated with adult onset
and is poorly understood.

Airway remodelling:
Structural changes in the airway include:
•
•
•
•

Metaplasia and hyperplasia of goblet cells → overproduction of mucus, contribute to airway
obstruction
Hypertrophy and hyperplasia of smooth muscle → increased narrowing of lumen upon
constriction
Sub-epithelial accumulation of collagen – possibly does not matter; presence strongly
correlated with other structural changes
Increased vascularity – precise importance is not clear. Maybe they can leak more during an
inflammatory response → more airway wall oedema?

How each of these features contribute to asthma is unclear:
•
•
•

Chronic inflammation – underlying basis for some manifestations e.g. hyper responsiveness
Most of the airflow obstruction manifestations are related to the acute inflammation
Structural changes contribute to both airway hyper responsiveness and the development of
fixed airway obstruction

Histopathology:
Bronchiole of an asthmatic – died of an unrelated cause. Note that
there is no cartilage (bronchiole). Notes on low power:
•
•
•

Epithelium is very prominent and seems to be made entirely
from goblet cells
Prominent smooth muscle
There are lots of inflammatory cells all around the bronchiole

At higher power:

•
•
•

Subepithelial collagen (pink band)
Intraepithelial eosinophils and LP and adventitia
Surrounding chronic inflammation

We can’t recognize mast cells in an H and E stain, so immunostaining must be performed – brown
staining cells are mast cells

Potential pathogenic factors:
Asthma is not very well understood. Some links are outlined below:
•

•

Childhood asthma (typically allergic/eosinophilic):
o Genetics (atopy)
o Early-life respiratory viral infections – note that not every infection is bad for; some
research indicates that exposure to some infections protects against asthma
o Early life exposure to pathogens/microbial products
o Recurrent exposure to allergens
o Early/recurrent exposure to environmental irritants (tobacco smoke, air pollutants)
Adult-onset asthma (may be non-allergic/neutrophilic). These links below only account for a
small proportion of adult asthmatics:
o Occupational exposures
o Aspirin sensitivity
o Obesity

Some important allergens:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

House dust mite
Pollens e.g. ryegrass
Animal fur and feathers
Insects e.g. cockroaches
Fungal spores
Organic dusts
Low molecular weight chemicals

Some non-allergic triggers:
•
•
•
•
•

Chemicals e.g. occupational exposure, food additives
Drugs e.g. aspirin
Particulate pollutants e.g. tobacco smoke, bush fires
Viral infections
Exercise

Effector pathways in asthma:
Hugely complicated (don’t need to know). There is significant redundancy in the pathological
pathways which makes it difficult to treat.
This diagram is a gross over simplification of the pathway (15 years old); our current understanding is
much more complex.

Exacerbations of asthma:
Defined as - acute or sub-acute worsening in symptoms and lung function, potentially dangerous.
Largely responsible for the ~ 40 000 hospital admissions per year in Australia. Also accounts for most
of the $600M in healthcare costs with asthma.
Mostly triggered by respiratory viral infections. May not respond to treatments such as inhaled
steroids (often given systemic steroids and other treatments in hospital)
Contribute to long-term decline in lung function in asthmatics → some permanent loss of lung
function after each exacerbation.
Asthma mortality:
In the last 1970s and 1980s, asthma was treated with very potent B2 agonists (bronchodilators) →
caused cardiac arrhythmias and increased mortality rate.
Otherwise, the mortality of asthma has been falling.

Approaches to treatment:
•

•

•

Anti-inflammatory drugs
o Inhaled glucocorticosteroids
o Long-acting β2-agonists (in combination)
o Long-acting muscarinic inhibitors
o Leukotriene modifiers
o Cromones
Inhibition of specific mediators
o Anti-IgE
o Anti-cytokine antibodies
o Soluble cytokine receptors
Immunoprophylaxis and immunotherapy
o Native or modified allergens
o Peptide epitopes

Treatment has not been absolutely effective, due to the redundancy mentioned above.

Pharmacological treatment of asthma:
Asthma:
Australia has one of the highest prevalence rates of asthma in the world – 2.2 million Australians (8%
increase since 1989-90). This represents 1/6 children and 1/10 adults
Asthma is particularly prevalent in indigenous people, especially affecting high numbers of older
women. Asthma is the most commonly reported long term condition for children under 15. It ranks
among the 10 most common reasons for seeing a GP
In 2022, 397 people in Australia died from asthma - death rate is decreasing, largely due to improved
pharmacological management.
Bronchial asthma:
Recurrent reversible airway obstruction, characterized by inflammatory changes in airways and
bronchial hyper-responsiveness. Presents with:
•
•
•
•

•

Wheezing
Cough
Difficulty in exhaling (dyspnoea)
Increased airway resistance: effective lumen narrowed by:
o Smooth muscle contraction
o Excess mucus secretion
o Airway wall swelling
Decrease in FEV1

Asthma is not a single disease:
•
•

Childhood asthma
Adult-onset asthma

Stimuli that trigger asthma:
•
•
•
•
•

Pollution (e.g. SO2)
Cold-air
Exercise
Allergen-induced
NSAIDs (aspirin)

Two phases of asthma:
Immediate phase - marked decline followed by recovery.
Eliciting agent (allergen or non-specific stimulus) activates mast cells and mononuclear cells. This
leads to the release of:
•
•

Spasmogens – PAF, PGD2, LTB4, LTD4
Chemotaxins – LTB4, PAF, T-cell derived chemokines → lead to the events of late phase
asthma

Late phase – further reduction in FEV1. Occurs after 4-6 hours
Due to chemokines, etc.→ infiltration of cytokine-releasing T
cells and activation of inflammatory cells (particularly
eosinophils): This leads to the release of:
•
•

Mediators – e.g. LTC4, LTD4, PAF → axon release of
excitatory neuropeptides
EMBP (eosinophil major basic protein) and ECP
(eosinophil cationic protein) → epithelial damage

This leads to inflammation, oedema, mucus secretion and
bronchospasm, narrowing the airway lumen and resulting in the
clinical manifestations of asthma.
Also, bronchial hyper-responsiveness.
Efferent pathways of the airway:
Receptors include:
•

•

•

Β2 adrenergic receptors – mostly activated by
circulating adrenaline, not very much direct sympathetic
innervation → bronchodilation
Muscarinic (M1, 2, 3) – parasympathetic innervations,
releasing acetylcholine → bronchoconstriction.
Note that M2 is presynaptic autoreceptor (activation
blocks further Ach release, so if we block this it will
actually increase ACh and worsen asthma)
Non-adrenergic non-cholinergic nerves (NANC)
o Inhibitor - NO
o Stimulant mediators – Substance P, neurokinin A

Viral infections:
Asthma is worsened during viral respiratory infections (e.g. human rhinovirus). This is possibly due to
increased ACh due to inhibition of M2 autoreceptors by eosinophil major basic protein (EMBP)
released by eosinophils.
Asthma management:
Long term aims include
•
•
•
•

Minimising symptoms
Maximising lung function
Identifying and avoiding trigger factors (if possible)
Minimising side effects from medication

So as to:
•
•
•

Achieve the best quality of life
Reduce morbidity and mortality
Prevent the development of permanent abnormal lung function

Anti-asthmatic drugs:
1. Bronchodilators – reliever medications
a. Β2 adrenoceptor agonists
b. Xanthines (not front line)
c. Muscarinic receptor antagonists
2. Symptom controllers
a. Longer acting β2 agonists – also have a small anti-inflammatory component
3. Anti-inflammatory agents
a. Glucocorticoids, oral steroids, leukotriene receptor antagonists
b. Sodium cromoglycate, nedocromil sodium
Administration:
Most anti-asthmatic drugs are inhaled. Inhalation deposits anti-asthmatic drugs directly but not
exclusively in the lungs.
•
•

In the lungs – topical effect (2-10%), or is absorbed (into the blood stream → systemic
effects)
90% of inhaled drugs are swallowed rather than pass into the lungs → systemic effects

Hence, most drugs used to treat asthma are deliberately designed to be inactivated by first pass
metabolism or to be absorbed poorly by the GIT → fewer side effects

Bronchodilators:
Β-adrenergic agonists: relievers:
Mechanism of action:
•

•

Dilate bronchial smooth muscle by direct action on β2 adrenergic receptors. This antagonises
spasm of bronchial smooth muscle induced by inflammatory mediators and neurochemicals “physiological antagonism”
Inhibit the release of inflammatory mediators by mast cells – weak mast cell stabilizing
agents

Administration:
•
•

Given by inhaler or nebuliser for treatment of acute asthma
Given IV in status asthmaticus

Common β-adrenergic agonists:
•

•

Short-acting B-antagonists (SABA) - salbutamol and terbutaline
o Duration of action 4-6 hours
o Maximum effect 30 minutes (by inhalation)
o Resistant to uptake and to enzymatic degradation → excreted largely unchanged in
urine
Long acting B-antagonists (LABA) – salmeterol and eformoterol
o Duration of action ~ 12 hours

Problems and side effects:
•
•
•

Tremor and some tachycardia, flushing, headache, postural hypotension
Patient over use of β agonists is a major problem in asthma therapy
Correct use of anti-inflammatory medication minimizes the need for β agonists.

Xanthines: theophylline
Bronchodilators used when β2 agonists ineffective – not front line drugs
Mechanism of action:
Theophylline inhibits PDE (which metabolizes cAMP. cAMP) leading to increased intracellular
cAMP which could inhibit the activation of inflammatory cells (cAMP is a relaxant)
However, there must be another mechanism of action, because effective concentrations for this effect
are not reached by therapeutic dosage
Pharmacokinetic parameters:
Well absorbed, given orally, using slow-release preparation → sustained blood levels up to 12 hours
Problems: fallen into disuse because
•
•
•

Poor therapeutic index – difference between therapeutic and toxic dose is narrow
Many side effects and drug interactions
Need for individual monitoring of blood levels

Side effects:
•
•
•
•

CNS stimulation: reduced fatigue, improvement in mental and motor tasks, tremor,
nervousness, sleep interference
Cardiac stimulation: positive inotropic and chronotropic effects → cardiac arrhythmias
Diuresis – increased GFR
Gastrointestinal symptoms – nausea, vomiting, anorexia

Drug interactions:
•
•
•
•

oral contraceptives
erythromycin
calcium channel blockers
cimetideine

There are interactions with these drugs because these drugs inhibit the CYP450 enzymes involved in
the metabolism of theophylline.
Muscarinic receptor antagonists: ipratropium bromide
Mechanism of action:
Ipratropium antagonizes bronchial constriction by inhibiting muscarinic receptor mediated bronchial
constriction.
Use: mainly in asthma produced by irritant stimuli. Not as effect as a β2 agonist
Pharmacokinetics: onset of action is slow, maximum effect after 30-60 minutes
Combination therapy - used in combination with a short acting β2 adrenoceptor agonist → additive
effect, allowing for lowering of dose for each drug (fewer side effects)

Anti-inflammatory therapy:
Anti-inflammatory agents are not bronchodilators – they are given prophylactically to inhibit the late
phase asthmatic response (not for acute relief). Given continuously they may reduce bronchial
hyperreactivity.
Glucocorticoids:
Inhaled glucocorticoids are the main method of prevention, usually only given for short course
because of side effects. Examples include:
•
•
•

Beclomethasone
Budesonide
Fluticasone – twice as potent as the other two

Mechanism of action:
•
•
•
•
•
•

inhibition of PAF
inhibition of allergen-induced influx of inflammatory
cells in the lung
inhibition of activation of macrophage and mediator
release from eosinophils
reduction in the formation of cytokines
reduction in the synthesis of IL-3 (involved in mast
cell production)
inhibit the induction of COX-2 and phospholipase →
specific anti-inflammatory function

Side effects:
•
•

•

oral thrush, hoarseness
systemic effect –
o bruising
o dermal thinning
o adrenal suppression
o altered bone metabolism (leading to osteoporosis, particularly in the elderly)
Growth suppression in children

Use:
Oral glucocorticoids (prednisolone) – for acute severe or deteriorating asthma (short course of
treatment) – side effects more likely.
Combinational therapy:
LABA + inhaled glucocorticoid
•
•

Symbicort – eformoterol + budesonide
Seretide – salmeterol + fluticasone

Side effects are the same as taking each drug separately – act via different mechanisms. There is no
additive effect, different mechanisms of action (anti-inflammatory and bronchodilator).

Leukotriene receptor antagonists:
Leukotrienes are potent bronchoconstrictors, amplifying the inflammatory process
Examples:
•
•

Montelukast
Zafirlukast

Mechanism of action: Competitive antagonists of LTC4, LTD4, LTE4→ relax bronchial smooth
muscles
Uses:
•
•
•
•

Prophylaxis of asthma
Blocks antigen – and exercise induced asthma
Can reduce need for steroids
Useful in aspirin-sensitive asthma

Useful for reducing the frequency of attacks (doesn’t help severity of attacks very much).
Aspirin induced asthma:
Aspirin works by inhibiting cyclooxygenase → inhibiting the production of inflammatory mediators
such as prostaglandins and thromboxanes. However, of cyclooxygenase is inhibited, the metabolism
of arachidonic acid becomes predominately by 5-lipoxygenase (see pathway above)→ increased
production of leukotrienes → bronchospasm in susceptible people (negligible effect in healthy
people).
Hence, leukotriene receptor antagonists can prevent aspirin-sensitive asthma by blocking the effect of
leukotrienes
Leukotriene synthesis inhibitors:
Example: zileutin
Mechanism of action: Blocks formation of LTB4, C4, D4 and E4 by inhibiting 5-lipoxygenase
Use:
•
•
•

Antigen induced
Exercise induced
Aspirin induced

Sodium cromoglicate and nedocromil sodium:
Administration: Given by inhalation or by nebulizer
Use: Do not act as bronchodilators. Given prophylactically, before known provoking stimulus.
Effective against:
•
•
•

Antigen-induced
Exercise induced
Rrritant-induced asthma

Not all asthmatics response. They are often given to children (most likely to respond + non-steroidal)

Treatment of severe acute asthma: status asthmaticus
Severe acute deterioration of asthma – the cause of asthmatic death
Post-mortem signs:
•
•
•
•

Major airways clogged with thick mucus
Shedding or airway epithelium
Airway lumen filled with inflammatory cells → eosinophils
Smooth muscle hypertrophy

Treatment:
•
•
•
•

Salbutamol by nebuliser; salbutamol IV
Oxygen
Hydrocortisone IV; prednisone orally
Ipratropium (anti-muscarinic) by nebuliser

Allergen immunotherapy:
Standard therapies aim to suppress inflammation but do not address the initiating event in allergic
asthma. Allergen immunotherapy involved treating IgE mediated disease with increasing doses of
an allergen (e.g. dust mites) to decrease patient sensitivity to that allergen.

Several studies have shown a reduction in inflammation and a decrease in bronchial hyperresponsiveness after immunotherapy
Adverse effects:
•
•
•

Mild swelling at the site of injection
Sneezing, bronchospasm, anaphylaxis with hypotension and collapse
Side effects usually occur within 30 minutes
o Resuscitation equipment must be available
o Adrenaline (acts as both a bronchodilator and increases blood pressure), oxygen and
mask ventilator

Anti-IgE therapy:
Mechanism of action:
Omalizumab – monoclonal antibody targeted against IgE. Binds to IgE, stopping it from binding to
receptors on mast cells and basophils→ allergic response prevented at a very early stage.
Use: it is not a bronchodilator and should not be used in an acute asthma attack
Side effects:
•
•

Injection reactions (redness, stinging, bruising)
Anaphylaxis in 0.1% of patients

Cytokine modulators as novel therapies:
Strategies include:
•
•
•
•

Drugs that inhibit cytokine synthesis e.g. glucocorticoids – may prove the most useful
Antibodies which block cytokines or their receptors
Soluble receptors to mop up secreted cytokines
Receptor antagonists

New therapies: peptides
The interaction of a T cell receptor and a peptide protein complex can lead to inactivation of the T
cell’s capacity to respond to subsequent peptide or allergen challenges
→ results in reduced responsiveness to allergens and the asthmatic response (e.g. cat peptide allergen
desensitisation to treat cat-induced allergies including asthma).
New therapies: DNA vaccines
Made by splicing genes encoding a particular allergen (e.g. mite allergen into plasmid DNA)
When the DNA vaccine is injected into an animal, a strong immune response is induced → protection
from sensitisation and allergens
Enhances Th-1 mediated response; suppresses allergic response. Decreases Th-2 mediated allergic
response.

Tuberculosis plenary: Q & A
Use Bonita’s notes.

Tuberculosis 1
Tuberculosis is an infectious disease caused mainly by mycobacterium tuberculosis. It primarily
involves the lungs but can spread to other sites.
2 billion people are infected with m. tuberculosis:
•
•

14 million people suffer from TB
2 million people die each year

Australia has one of the lowest incidences of TB in the world:
•
•

Overseas residents (majority of cases)
Indigenous Australians (lifestyle and living condition)

Presentation of pulmonary tuberculosis:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cough
Haemoptysis
Weight loss
Night sweats
Fever
Malaise (general un-wellness)

M. tuberculosis infection describes entry, multiplication and survival of an organism within the host,
regardless of whether symptoms develop.
Tuberculosis – describes the illness resulting from m. tuberculosis infection.
Mycobacterium tuberculosis:
Genus – mycobacterium (70+ species); another example is m. leprae → causes leprosy
Characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•

Strict aerobes – often found in the apex of the lung (where there is more oxygen)
Slightly curved rods
Non-motile
Slow growth (for most species) – doubling time of m. tuberculosis is 15-20 hours
High lipid content in cell wall

The reservoir of m. tuberculosis is in humans. It is
very virulent for humans and has an optimum
growth temperature (°C).
There is a high content of mycolic acid (a lipid)
in the cell wall of mycobacterium→ does not
gram stain (neither positive or negative, other
staining methods must be used).

The lipids in the cell wall of m. tuberculosis
contribute to virulence:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Resistance to desiccation
Resistance to killing by acidic and alkaline compounds
Survival inside of macrophages
Resistance to many antibiotics
Suppress Th1 response and macrophage activation

Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex:
There is a range of mycobacteria species that can cause tuberculosis:
•
•
•
•
•

M. tuberculosis → humans
M. africanun → humans
M. cannettii → humans
M. bovis → cattle
M. microti → rodents

Transmission of m. tuberculosis:
M. tuberculosis is transmitted through inhalation of airborne particles (spread via coughing,
sneezing or talking). A small droplet (1-5µm in diameter) can carry 1-10 m. tuberculosis. Dust
particles can also carry m. tuberculosis for a long time.
The infectious dose of m. tuberculosis is low (ID<10 organisms).
Primary m. tuberculosis infection:
MTb is phagocytized but not
killed → multiples within
alveolar macrophages for
weeks. For most people it will
remain latent but it can
progress to clinical TB later.
There will be systemic disease
(millary TB) or death if there
is insufficient immune
response
Most TB cases in previously
infected individuals is the
result of endogenous
reactivation; some cases
occur from exogenous
reinfection
TB can result in characteristic granulomas
(tubercles) – aggregations of macrophages,
multinucleated giant cells and epithelioid cells
with a caseous centre. A granuloma surrounds an
infective focus – inhibition of growth of MTB.

Macrophages and phagocytosis:
Phagocytic receptors bind microbes → macrophage engulf foreign material in phagosome. The
phagosome fuses to a lysosome → form a phagolysosome. The enzymes inside the lysosome enter
the phagolysosome and kill/degrade the foreign material; simultaneously, ROS and RNS are
generated to damage the foreign material.
Phagocytic receptors: receptors found on macrophages that bind microbes and their components
1. C-type lectin-like receptor – binding carbohydrates (e.g. mannose receptor Dectin-1
2. Scavenger receptors – bind various anionic polymers and lipoproteins
3. Complement receptors (CR) – MTB enters macrophages via CR3 through phagocytosis
M. tuberculosis virulence:
Inhibition of phagosome-lysosome fusion:
M. tuberculosis secretes phosphatase SapM and serine/threonine kinase PknG to modify the
phagosome membrane.
Also, cell wall lipids such as sulfatides (glycolipids containing a sulphate group) are released to
modify the lysosome membrane
Avoidance of degradation in macrophage:
The waxy hydrophobic cell wall containing mycolic acids and other lipids is not easily attacked by
lysosomal enzymes
Down regulation of oxidative cytotoxic mechanisms:
M. tuberculosis downregulates the production of ROS and RNS – catalase and superoxide
dismutase counteract the ROS such as hydrogen peroxide and superoxide.
Suppression of Th1 response and macrophage activation:
M. tuberculosis reduces IL-12 production in macrophages, which is a key cytokine for the
development of Th1 subset. Furthermore, lipoarabinomannan (another cell wall lipid) suppresses Tcell proliferation.
If a macrophage is not able to kill something it recruits Th1 cells. Th1 activates macrophages using
IFN-γ
Laboratory diagnosis of m. tuberculosis:
Sample collection:
•

•

Pulmonary tuberculosis:
o Sputum sample. At least 2 samples over 2 days or on the same day, at least one is an
early morning sample
Extra-pulmonary tuberculosis
o Lymph node and tissue biopsies
o Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
o Blood.

Ziehl-Neelsen staining: (Acid-fast staining)
1. Stain with carbolfuchsin (the primary stain, red colour) while
heating with steam.
2. Decolourise with a mixture of 3% hydrochloric acid in 95% ethanol
(unable to enter MTB without heat).
3. Counterstain with methylene blue (blue colour).
Mycobacteria (acid-fast bacilli) will stain red and everything else with be stained blue.
Microscopic examination:
Examination of at least 300 oil immersion fields, minimum scan for 15 minutes
The identification of a single acid-fast bacillus is diagnostic. The sensitivity of acid-fast smear is 2080%. Smear positives require high bacterial numbers (10, 000 organisms/ml).
Note that all mycobacterial species are AFB and some other bacilli (e.g. nocardia) are weakly acid
fast - so you cannot assume it is MTB.
Fluorescent staining:
Radiolabelled antibody specific for MTB antigens
•

Auramine-rhodamine or auramine O

This is not a routine method (need special equipment; not especially effective).
Bacterial culture:
This is the gold standard for diagnosis of TB. Sample must be cultured for proper identification and
antibiotic sensitivity testing.
Solid medium:
Growth on a solid medium – very slow (4-6 weeks, 2 further weeks for species identification).
Commonly used plates include:
•
•

Lowenstin-Jensen medium
Middlebrook 7H 11agar.

Inhibition of other organisms assists isolation of mycobacterium
species (malachite green is used).
Colonies are cauliflower like – buff or white
Radiometric culture techniques:
Bacteria is grown in a liquid medium containing radiolabelled 14C in a substrate (palmitic acid).
•

7H12 broth in a 12B BACTEC Radiometric system

This allows for rapid growth over about 2 weeks. The radiolabelled substrate is used by the MTB to
produce CO2. Hence, radioactive CO2 can be detected → indicated MTB.

Biochemical tests (using pure bacterial culture):
Nitrate reduction test – nitroreductase redues nitrate to nitrite (MTB+, M. bovis negative, m. avium
negative, 20% of m. africanum strains positive).
Niacin production test -almost every strain of MTB excretes a large amount of niacin (nicotinic acid)
into culture media. Very few other mycobacterial species yield positive niacin tests – commercially
available test-strips are used.
Other tests:
•
•

DNA hybridization
PCR
Chromatographic detection of mycolic acid

Mantoux test:
A fragment of m. tuberculosis (purified protein derivative) is injected intradermally → size of
induration is measured 48-72 hours later
Induration results from infiltration of T cells and macrophages (delayed-type hypersensitivity
reaction) – a positive test indicates previous m. tuberculosis infection (not necessarily TB, not
necessarily active disease) or exposure to BCG vaccine. Exposure to other mycobacterial species can
be weakly positive for the Mantoux test
A newly positive test after a previous negative test (tuberculin conversion) indicates recent MTB
infection.
In immunocompromised patients with TB, PPD test may be negative.
QuantiFERON-TB Gold test
This is an in vitro test for MTB complex infection – incubation of whole blood with TB antigens
(synthetic TB peptides) and measurement of IFN-γ released by T cells
It is highly specific – uses protein absent from BCG and most non-TB mycobacteria.
Safe for patients with active TB – but unable to distinguish between active TB and latent
Prevention: vaccination?
Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG) vaccine – attenuated m. bovis
In many countries, it is routinely given to newborns. Not routinely used in Australia or the US. It is
controversial due to a wide range of efficacy 0-80% (at best for 15 years).
Recipients become skin test positive.
Freund’s complete adjuvant:
Heat killed MTB is a component of Freund’s complete adjuvant → immunopotentiator

Tuberculosis 2:
Epidemiology:
2 billion infections; 11 million new cases of TB per year; 1.5
million deaths per year
60% of the world’s TB is present in 6 countries: India,
Indonesia, China, Nigeria, Pakistan and South Africa.
In Australia – there is lots of TB among indigenous
communities and very little elsewhere. Indigenous rates of TB
are as bad as some of the worst populations in the world.
There is variation by state in Australia – NT has the highest
(ATSI people). The rest of the variation is largely due to
immigration (TB is more common everywhere else).
TB is common in people with an impaired immune response – HIV/AIDS, severe protein malnutrition
(common in chronic alcoholics), glucocorticoid therapy, chemotherapy.
TB is wholly dependent on a cell mediated response delivered by macrophages. Hence, impairment of
phagocytic function (e.g. by diabetes) predisposes to TB.
Pathology of TB:

Effect of the immune response:
The damage caused by TB is can be due to the immune response. On the left of the diagram: note that
there is little caseation as TB spreads lesions around the body; immune response results in highly
localized lesions and marked caseation.

Primary infection → bacteraemia:

Primary infection usually occurs by inhalation of respiratory droplets. In quiet breathing, the entire
lung is not well ventilated so primary infections usually occur in the middle 2/3 of the lung.
After primary infection, low levels of MTB can quite easily get into the bloodstream (either free or
within macrophages) - bacteraemia. These levels are too low to initiate an immune response (preimmune) → bacteraemia allows for seeding of other organs with MTB → basis for all other lesions.
Cell mediated immune response:
After some time (10 days – 3 weeks), a cell mediated immune response begins.
Typical primary (Ghon) complex:
In 95+% of people, the organisms are killed and localized (causing localized caseous destruction).
This results in the typical primary (Ghon) complex – localized focus of caseation and enlargement +
damage to draining hilar lymph nodes.
Classical primary lesions are peripheral, sub-pleural caseous lesions in the
middle 2/3 of the lung (there is relatively little ventilation of the apices and
bases).
The primary lesion in the lung present as white spots (localized areas of
caseation). These will not be seen until the immune response has been
initiated and macrophages have destroyed the MTB and surrounding tissue
(takes weeks).
Microscopically, these primary lesions are very much scar tissue – living MTB can be recovered from
these areas of scarred healing decades after primary infection.
Progressive primary tuberculosis:
If the host does not mount a sufficient immune response, there is
progressive primary tuberculosis.
Instead of localization, caseation enlarges and there are satellite
lesions. If the immune response is particularly poor, lesions can
encroach upon the walls of blood vessels → massive haematogenous
spread
Massive haematogenous spread:
In an even smaller percentage, the level of immune response is so ineffectual, there is seeding into the
blood in substantial number (massive haematogenous dissemination) → small lesions throughout
the entire body (miliary tuberculosis). These lesions exhibit little caseation (very little localization)
•
•

If MTB gets into the pulmonary veins → spread around the body
If the MTB gets into the pulmonary arteries → spread around the
lungs

1.5mm lesions - tiny granulomas with no caseation (because no effective
immune response)

Healing and latency:
Progression stage to complete healing with non-viable organisms may never happen. Far more
commonly, most MTB is killed and its replication within macrophages is suppressed → latency
(organisms viable) within macrophages.
Post-primary TB:
After reactivation of latent MTB (in the case of lowered immunity), or
reinfection, there is post-primary tuberculosis. Most clinical TB is
post-primary apical pulmonary TB.
This reactivation can occur anywhere in the body, but tends to occur in
sites ideal for MTB. This often occurs in the apex of the lungs – there
is low perfusion (due to gravity), so there is less oxygen exchange →
higher PO2 in the apex of the lungs (MTB is aerobic)
This reactivation does not only occur in the lungs; can occur
everywhere that seedings has put MTB.
There are large caseous lesions in the apices of the lungs → lesions each with a caseous centre that
have run together – granulomatous inflammation and caseous necrosis (see below)
This can result in manifestation like those described above, correlating with the efficacy of the
immune response.
•
•
•

Localized caseation
Progressive post-primary tuberculosis – apical cavitiy spread from the apex of the lung into
the rest of the lung; there is lots of scarring (fibrocaseous TB).
Massive haematogenous dissemination – disseminated miliary lesions throughout the
lungs/body

Post primary TB kills about 50% of patients.
Granulomatous inflammation:
Characterized by:
•
•
•

Aggregation of macrophages
Fusion → multinucleated giants cells
Epithelioid cells – macrophages activated for
RNOS and ROS mediated killing.

CD4+ Th1 cells are also prominent (as a cuff) and there are
hardly any B-cells (not very much antibody response in
TB).
Secondary influx of neutrophils:
Initially the areas of granulomatous inflammation and caseation stay
solid. However, after all the damage by macrophages has been done,
neutrophils enter the granulomas → liquefaction of caseous areas →
apical cavity (classical lesion of post-primary TB).

Clinical presentation of pulmonary TB:
•
•
•

Haemoptysis – bleeding from lesions into airways from destructive lesions
Weight loss, fever, malaise - systemic inflammatory response (IL-1, TNF-α)
Cough – chronic

Extra-pulmonary TB:
In Australia, ~50% of cases of TB involve only the lungs, ~40% involve only extra-pulmonary sites
and ~10% involve both. Of all extra-pulmonary lesions the breakdown is approximately:
•
•
•
•
•

Lymph nodes – 50%
Pleura – 14%
Skeletal – 7%
Peritoneal – 5%
GUT – 4.5%

Pleural TB:
Inflammation of the pleural mesothelial surface → lots of pleural effusion and proteinaceous exudate
(fibrin) → fibrous pleurisy.
GUT TB:
Caseous necrosis of kidneys and other structures
Brain TB:
TB can go everywhere, including the brain. In severely malnourished children, one of the greatest
killers in tuberculous meningitis in refugee camps.
Extra notes:
TB seems to be killed by RNOS mediated killing induced by IFN-γ from Th1.

Therapy of TB:
Epidemiology:
•
•
•

10.4 million new cases in 2015, 1.8 million deaths
South east Asia has one of the fastest growing rates of TB in the world
In 2013, Australia had 1263 notifications of TB and 22 notifications of MDR-TB

General facts:
•
•
•

Infectious disease – mostly lungs. Transmitted through the air (droplet)
Optimal transmission – overcrowding, poor personal hygiene, poor public hygiene
Regarded as easily treatable in the 60’s when drugs were introduced → resurgence in the
1980’s (with HIV). Strains now have more virulence, MDR more common

TB disease:
TB disease is associated with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Persistent cough
Haemoptysis
Lethargy
Loss of appetite → weight loss
Fever
Night sweats

MTB:
Believed that human strains evolved from a bovine ancestral strain – variant strains isolated from
African patients were believed to bridge the gap.
There are >95 species of mycobacteria; two major human pathogens
•
•

MTB
Mycobacterium leprae

The remaining species are environmental organism → atypical mycobacteria responsible for
opportunistic infection in immunodeficiency.
Mycobacteria grow slowly, can be latent for long periods and are relatively resistant to many common
antibiotics → chronic disease and prolonged treatments
•
•
•

Cell walls impenetrable to many antibiotic agents
Some mycobacteria survive inside macrophages – another barrier of protection
Develop resistance easily against single chemotherapeutic agents

TB treatment:
Effective therapy requires a prolonged course (at least a year) and multiple drugs (at least two) with
different synergistic mechanisms. Combination therapy has a number of problems:
•
•
•

Compliance
Toxicity
Drug interactions, particularly for patients treated for HIV infections at the same time.

Principles of chemotherapy:
Successful treatment of any infection relies on the principle of selective toxicity – ideally, drugs
would be toxic to the invading organism and not harmful to the host (toxicity relies on a process that
is essential to the pathogen but not the host). In practise this selectivity is rare.
This is related to the common mechanisms of action of antibacterial agents:
•
•
•
•
•

Inhibition of cell wall synthesis – humans don’t have cell wall
Alteration in cell wall permeability
Inhibition of protein synthesis – different processes in humans
Inhibition of nucleic acid synthesis
Antimetabolites – interfere with metabolic process of bacteria (unique or more highly
expressed)

First line therapy:
Consists of 3/4 drugs continued for 2 months. This regimen has the greatest level of efficacy and
acceptable degree of toxicity:
•
•

•
•

Isoniazid
Rifampicin – has problems with HIV drug interactions; swapping for rifabutin minimizes
interactions with the HIV protease inhibitors and non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase
inhibitors
Pyrazinamide
Ethambutol

Rifampicin and isoniazid are continued for 3-6 months. In non-drug resistant TB, this can be stopped
after 6 months; if HIV+ or meningitis – continued for 9 months.
Therapy may depend on tolerance and on whether drug resistance is found in that area. “Second-line”
drugs may be added.
Isoniazid:
A pro-drug (must be activated by bacterial enzymes) specific for mycobacteria
Mechanism of action: Inhibition of synthesis of cell wall constituents. As such, it is bacteriostatic for
resting bacteria and bactericidal for dividing bacteria
Resistance: no cross-resistance with other anti-TB agents; some resistance
exists, reduced penetration into the organism
Adverse effects – allergic skin reaction
Kinetics – activated by bacterial enzymes then metabolized by acetylation;
genetic variation exists.
Rifampicin:
Mechanism of action: inhibits DNA dependent RNA polymerase (only in prokaryotic cells) →
suppresses chain formation in RNA synthesis
Spectrum: active against most gram+ bacteria; one of the most active anti-TB agents known
Kinetics: well absorbed after oral administration, wide distribution; excreted through liver into bile
Adverse effects: infrequent

•
•
•
•

GIT – vomiting, diarrhea, nausea
Rash
Fever
Drug interactions – induced metabolizing enzymes

Resistance: rapid, modification of target (resulting from mutations)
Pyrazinamide:
Mechanism: affects fatty acid synthase (nicotinamide analogue) → affects cell wall synthesis. It is
inactive at neutral pH, but kills bacteria under acidic conditions → effective against bacteria inside of
macrophages
Kinetics: well absorbed from the gut, wide distribution
Adverse effects: liver damage (when high doses used, no longer a problem with combination therapy),
gout, GIT upset
Resistance: rather common
Ethambutol:
Spectrum: only affects mycobacteria
Mechanism: inhibition of cell wall synthesis by blocking arabinosyl transferase – tuberculostatic
Kinetics: renal excretion
Adverse effects: uncommon:
•
•

Optic neuritis (visual disturbances, colour blindness)
Peripheral neuropathy

Resistance: rapid, modification of targets (resulting from mutations)
Second line drugs:
Due to problems with first line drugs – tolerance or insensitivity of a strain of MTB; second line drugs
have to be used.
However, recent studies show that 44% of patients in Russia, Peru, Thailand show resistance to at
least one second-line drug → worsening resistance.
Streptomycin:
The first available drug for TB. An aminoglycoside - bactericidal in vitro but bacteriostatic in vivo
Mechanism – inhibition of protein synthesis (binds 30s ribosomal subunit)
Capreomycin:
Cyclic peptide – similar mechanism to streptomycin; interferes with ribosomal function.
Cycloserine:
Mimics alanine, inhibits enzymes in early stages of cell wall biosynthesis.
Can penetrate into the CNS → neurological side effects.

Chemoprophylaxis:
Used in high risk groups such as:
•
•
•

Those exposed but with no evidence of infection in the household
Those with infection (positive Mantoux)
Those with history of TB in whom disease is presently inactive

Usually just isoniazid is used → not used too frequently to reduce risk of developing resistance.
Mechanisms of drug resistance:
In mycobacteria, mechanisms include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drug unable to penetrate cell wall
Low pH inactive drug (streptomycin)
Anaerobic conditions make drug dormant – metabolic blockers don’t work (rifamycin is an
exception)
Alterations of enzyme prevents conversion of pro-drug to active drug (isoniazid)
Mutations in DNA repair genes
Alteration of target protein structure (rifamycin, ethambutol, streptomycin)
Drug pumped out of cell (streptomycin, isoniazid, ethambutol)

Issues in TB treatment:
•
•

BCG vaccine not very efficacious
Treatment takes 6-9 months
o Noncompliance
o Significant toxicity
o Drug resistance

There is a need to develop new treatment which work against resistant bacteria and can kill persistent
bacteria and hence shorten treatment time.
New developments:
•

•

•

•

Advances in population pharmacokinetics and pharmacogenetics, microbial
pharmacodynamics can lead to better dosing regimens:
o E.g. isoniazid
▪ Difference between fast and slow acetylators due to a single nucleotide
polymorphism in the enzyme metabolizing isoniazid
▪ Standard dose has suboptimal early bactericidal activity in ethnic groups
dominated by fast acetylators → dose would be increased knowing this
Recent progress in understanding efflux pump mechanisms. Efflux pumps may limit
effectiveness of multiple drugs simultaneously. Agents under development which block efflux
pumps.
Bedaquiline – accelerated approval by FDA for MDR pulmonary TB – first new TB drug in
40 years.
o Mechanism - inhibition of the proton pump of ATP synthase (new mechanism)
o High risk drug – 11% died during clinical trials; used when no other alternatives exist
New drug entered clinical trials in 2015
o Nitroimidazole, part of a known class of TB drugs
o Mycolic acid production – damages cell wall like isoniazid; possibly has other
mechanisms

•

•

Pretomanid – another nitroimidazole, is in late-stage clinical development
o Combination treatment with pretomanid, moxiflaxacin (DNA gyrase inhibitor; broad
spectrum antibiotic, active in respiratory system) and pyrazinamide (fatty acid
synthase – cell wall)
o Also in advanced phase II
Delamanid, approved recently, despite having not finished phase III clinical trials.

TB alliance:
A group aiming to discover better, faster-acting and affordable drugs to fight TB. There are other
groups similarly trying to fight TB.

TB and public health:
TB basics
TB is the 9th leading cause of death in the world in 2015. Tuberculosis has overtaken HIV as the
leading cause of infectious death in the world.
MTB is the causative agent – acid fast bacillus. Humans are the primary reservoirs; other reservoirs
include cattle and elephants.
Mode of transmission:
•
•
•
•
•

Airborne transmission
Droplet infection
Person to person especially from sputum smear positive patients and those with laryngeal TB
Ingestion of unpasteurised milk (m. bovis)
High-risk procedures – sputum induction, nebulizer, bronchoscopy

Of those with active disease, only 50% are able to transmit.

Risk factors include:

Clinical features:
•

•
•

Pulmonary disease
o Chronic cough
o Haemoptysis
o Weight loss
o Night sweats
o Fever
Extrapulmonary disease
o No specific symptoms – depends on where the infection is located
Latent TB infection
o No symptoms and not infectious

Diagnosis:

There are many first line and second line, all of
which have side effects. Treatment rationale is as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Antibacterial activity
Inhibit the development of resistance
Capacity to kill intracellular organisms
Four drug regimen is the main stay →
rapid improvement in a month
In total, 6-month course – crucial

Different drugs target different
Who treatment schedule on the RHS.
Xpert TB/RIF – molecular test for MTB DNA in
sputum sample → result in 2 hours. Detects genetic
mutations associated with rifampicin resistance:
•

•

Advantages
o Reliable
o Speed
o Resistance detection
Disadvantages
o Shelf life of cartridge is only 18 hours
o Stable electrical supply required
o Instrument needs to be calibrated annually
o Expensive
o Temperature ceiling is critical

DOTS – directly observed treatment short-course strategy:
DOTS is a comprehensive TB management strategy. Has five components:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Political commitment with increased and sustained financing
Case detection through quality assured bacteriology
Standardized treatment, with supervision and patient support
An effect drug supply and management system
Monitoring and evaluation system, impact measurement

In Australia, only the directly observed therapy part is followed.
Epidemiology:
Australia has low incidence of TB, but all the neighbours
around Australia (India, Laos, PNG, Indonesia) have a high
TB burden. Hence, immigrants from these countries, or
people who travel here, may have TB.
NT have the highest rates for TB (due to indigenous
population).

Australian born-non-indigenous rates are very low. Australian born indigenous rates are higher.
Higher still are overseas born rates (immigrants from high burden TB countries).
Overseas born rates are increasing.
PNG and Nepal has a high TB burden (>200 cases per 100 000). Most notifications come from people
born in: India, Vietnam, Philippines, Nepal, China, PNG, Indonesia, Bangladesh, Thailand
There is a high TB burden among international students from India.
Risk factors for TB notification in Australia include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contact with TB
Correctional facilities or aged care facilities or been employed in an institution/health care
setting
Homeless (ever)
Past travel or residence in a high-risk country
Chest X-ray suggestive of old untreated TB
Immunosuppressive therapy
Australian born child with one or more parent born in a high-risk country

MDRTB:
Resistance to both isoniazid and rifampicin. Mostly come from PNG. Notification rates of MDRTB
are rising.
Summary:
•
•
•

Steady upward trend till 2011 (since early 2000s) – attributed to immigration from high
burden countries
Decrease in the last two years – attributed to pre-migration screening process
Australian born indigenous population has higher rates

•

Overseas born population contributes to more than 90% of all TB cases, nearly 20x more than
Australian born population.

Risk groups in Australia:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overseas students
Immigrants from high burden countries
ATSI
Elderly
Immunosuppressed
HCWs
Contacts of infectious cases

TB control and prevention in Australia:
Priorities:
The most important priorities for TB control and prevention are:
1. Timely identification and treatment of persons with active TB
2. Detection of new infection in contacts of TB cases
3. Targeted screening of high-risk groups
Public health priority:
•
•

High for sputum smear positive, pulmonary (including laryngeal) TB cases
Routine for other TB cases

Components of TB control in Australia include:
•
•
•
•

Case management
Contact screening
Border screening
Vaccination

Case management:
Fill out a case investigation form, assess degree of infectiousness, administer DOT
Hospitalization – if:
•
•
•
•
•

need for continuous in-patient care due to complications (TB or comorbidities)
Investigations needed to establish diagnosis
Necessary to monitor adherence and/or tolerance of drug therapy
Patient likely to be a public health risk (e.g. smear positive)
Social circumstances necessitate admission

Isolation and restriction – if:
•
•
•

Suspected or confirmed pulmonary TB who are in hospital should be kept in a negative
pressure chamber with airborne precautions
Drug resistance suspected
Restriction order-issued to a person who PTB who does not comply and is not willing to limit
their movement

Contact screening:
Contacts are risk stratified as follows:
Follow up if:
•
•
•

•

Positive TST and abnormal
CXR
Positive TST or positive IGRA
TST >5mm is significant in
immunosuppressed or young
children
Children <5 who are
household contacts of a smear
positive

TST should be repeated after 8-12
weeks if initially negative. Positive
individuals should remain under
clinical and radiological surveillance
for at least 2 years.
BCG vaccine:
Not recommended for general use in Australia as the incidence of TB is low, and efficacy of vaccine
is low
People are who are vaccinated include:
•
•
•
•

ATSI neonates in communities with high TB incidence
Children <5 (including neonates) who will travel or live in areas with high prevalence for
extended periods
Neonates born to parents with leprosy or family history of leprosy
HCWs – may be exposed to MDRTB

Border screening:
Active TB is the only condition where automatic exclusion from entry into Australia is regulated.
People are screened include:
•
•
•
•

Migrants, refugees, irregular maritime arrivals, long term visitors
Extensive pre-migration screening for TB is undertaken by the department of immigration
and citizenship
Post-migration screening on those identified pre-migration as having previous TB or
suspicious CXR or those not screened (e.g. pregnant)
Screening for LTBI (latent TB infection) is
recommended in some groups (e.g. refugees)

TB services in NSW:
Notifiable disease. There is free treatment, pathology and
radiology services for people with TB.
DOT is a NSW Health requirement. TB related
coordination of TB contact tracing

COPD and Lung cancer:
Smoking:
Both these disorders are strongly linked to smoking. Over 2.5 million Australians smoke.
Smoking therefore accounts for ~10% of the burden of disease in Australia. Responsible for ~15 000
deaths each year.
Proportion of adults who smoke daily has decreased markedly from 1991 (25%) to 2015 (15%).
Unfortunately, the proportion of indigenous adults who smoke is still >35%.
•
•

5.3% of deaths in Australia are carcinoma of the lungs
5% is chronic lower respiratory disease – roughly 85% of this is COPD

Hence, smoking related diseases account for an enormous amount of death and chronic morbidity.
Adverse effects of smoking on the respiratory system:
•
•
•
•

Increased risk of infections
Increased frequency of asthmatic attacks
Risk of developing chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
Increased risk of lung cancer

COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
A spectrum of disorders, all of which result from damage to the airway from inhaled irritants.
Different patterns of damage develop in different parts of the respiratory tract
•

•

•

Upper airways – predominantly irritation leading to hypertrophy and hyperplasia of mucus
glands → overproduction of mucus → productive cough. This can also lead to secondary
infection (leading to mucopurulent sputum). This has often been called chronic bronchitis.
Small conducting airways – inflammation and fibrosis in the airway walls → narrowing of
small airways → increased airway resistance → dyspnoea. This is often referred to as small
airway disease or chronic bronchiolitis
Alveoli - destructive dilation of airways distal to terminal bronchioles – loss of alveolar walls
and elastic recoil, dilation of air spaces → air trapping. This is called emphysema.

COPD is an umbrella term capturing this spectrum of damage.
Presents as:
•
•
•

Cough with mucoid or mucopurulent sputum
Dyspnoea
Right-sided cardiac failure

Underlying mechanisms:
•
•
•
•

Mucous gland hyperplasia
Inflammation/fibrosis of small airways
Destructive dilation of acinar airways
Ventilation/perfusion mismatch → progressive increase in pulmonary vascular resistance (due
largely to pulmonary vasoconstriction to redistribute flow away from under-ventilated areas
of the lung) → right-sided cardiac failure

In the image on the RHS – note the hyperplasia and
hypertrophy of bronchial mucous glands in
response to irritants (usually cigarette smoke). This
leads to the production of mucoid sputum
(characterizes the early stages of COPD).

Normal membranous bronchiole (left) – small airways
disease (right)
Small airway disease involves membranous bronchioles <
2mm in diameter and respiratory bronchioles.
Histopathological abnormalities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Epithelial changes
Smooth muscle hyperplasia,
Fibrosis and mural inflammation → rigid wall, adds resistance
luminal exudate/mucus → increases resistance by obstructing lumen
Decreased numbers of alveolar wall attachments.

Alveolar breakdown – very advanced emphysema can lead to
alveolar breakdown. Occurs when there is very advanced
destruction of alveolar wall. This means, elastic tissue is
degraded and elastic recoil is lost → air trapping. The air that is
trapped is mostly nitrogen (so although FRC increases, exchange
decreases).
There is eventually some impairment of gas exchange (due to
loss of surface area) but this occurs very late and is usually not
very important (there is lots of extra exchange areas).
More important to dyspnoea is the impaired ventilation

Pathogenesis:
Irritants (e.g. cigarette smoke) result in inflammation
via macrophage activation and epithelial damage.
Epithelial cells release mediators which contribute to
macrophage and inflammatory cell recruitment and
fibroblast activation
Chemokines released by epithelial cells and
macrophages recruit more cells.
All these immune cells release their granule
products (including proteases such as neutrophil
elastase and MMP9). These proteases are probably
primarily responsible for the breakdown of elastin
within the alveolar walls → progressive destruction
of alveolar walls
They indirectly may also contribute to mucus gland
hypertrophy and hyperplasia
Useful investigations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pulmonary function tests (especially spirometry in addition to diffusing capacity and lung
volumes) – FER falls
Full blood count
Imaging (mostly exclusion of other diagnoses)
Arterial blood gases (in severe disease)
Sputum culture (if persistent purulent sputum)
Levels of α1-proteinase inhibitor (especially younger patients, non-smokers, family history).
These individuals are genetically susceptible to COPD.

Malignant neoplasms in the lung (not of the lung):
Mass lesions in the lung can be:
•
•

•

•

Metastatic neoplasms (most common) – often appears in multiple
Bronchial (so-called “bronchogenic”) carcinomas – these are the classic “lung cancers”.
Bronchial carcinomas are heterogenous, depending on the population, the major varieties are
different. The major three varieties are squamous cell, adeno and small cell. Large cell is a
miscellaneous category (containing undifferentiated neoplasms)
o Squamous cell carcinoma (25-40%)
o Adenocarcinomas (35-70% depending on population)
o Small cell carcinomas (20-25%) – very aggressive and deadly
o Large cell carcinomas (10-15%) – garbage bin carcinoma
Low grade malignant epithelial neoplasms
o Carcinoid tumours
o Bronchial gland tumours
Other (mesotheliomas, sarcomas, lymphomas, etc.)

Incidence and mortality of lung cancers is higher in males than females.
This is because of the lethality of these cancers (mortality tracks
incidence because so many cases end in death). Outcome is so poor
because there is no early diagnostic measures and these are often very
aggressive cancers.

The incidence (and hence mortality) of lung cancer has declined in
males over the last thirty years but increased in females.

Known aetiological factors:
•
•
•
•
•

Tobacco smoking, especially cigarettes (strongly linked to squamous and small cell
carcinomas)
Asbestos (multiplicative with smoking)
Ionising radiation
Industrial chemicals (nickel, chromates, beryllium, arsenic)
Genetic factors (east Asian ethnicity) – mostly for adenocarcinomas; poorly understood

Squamous cell carcinomas:
In response to injury (e.g. cigarette smoking), the respiratory epithelium of the airways undergoes
metaplasia to become squamous. This is where the squamous cells in squamous carcinoma arise
from. There is then aggressive proliferation, loss of differentiation and microinvasion.
Squamous cell carcinomas typically develop at the hilum of the lung. There are several patterns of
growth:
•
•

Growth within the wall → obstruction of airway, leading to the distal accumulation of mucin
→ secondary infection. There may also be cough, haemoptysis
Invasive mass lesion – obstructs airway supplying lower lobe and can obstruct blood vessels
→ infarction.

There may be keratinization in some of the squamous cells (keratin pearl).
Adenocarcinoma:
Often peripheral tumours. As always, in large tumours there can be areas of central ischaemic necrosis
(due to insufficient proliferation of vascular stroma).
In adenocarcinomas, there is the formation of gland-like structures
Small cell carcinoma:
Very metastatic (e.g. liver). Unlike squamous and adenocarcinomas (which normally spread to local
lymph nodes), adenocarcinomas spread through the blood relatively early (present late and are usually
lethal; often no surgical intervention)

Small cell carcinomas are named because the cells vaguely resemble lymphocytes- in reality they are
derived from the pulmonary neuroendocrine cells.
Basis of clinical manifestation:
•

•

•

•

Local growth in bronchial wall and lumen →
o irritant → cough
o surface ulceration → haemoptysis
o airway obstruction → wheeze or dyspnoea
o infection
Regional extension to pleura, chest wall and mediastinum →
o pleural effusion
o chest pain
o compression of nerves (e.g. recurrent laryngeal or stellate ganglion), oesophagus and
SVC
Metastatic spread via lymphatics, blood or other routes →
o enlarged mediastinal lymph nodes
o mass lesions in liver, adrenals, brain and bone
Paraneoplastic syndromes →
o ectopic hormone secretion (not just adenocarcinomas)
o various neuromuscular haematological and dermatological syndromes.

Useful investigation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

imaging
bronchoscopy with brushing/lavage/biopsy
endobronchial ultrasound-guided lymph node biopsy
pleural fluid aspiration
assays for hormones
molecular assays (e.g. EGFR mutations may help to assess likely response to tyrosine kinase
inhibitors)

Patterns of disease:
Life expectancy
In 2012, the average life-expectancy was 70
•
•
•

62 in low income countries
79 in high income countries
Australia
o 80 for males
o 84 for females
o 10 years shorter for ATSI

Life expectancy – the average number of years a person born would live if mortality rates at each age
were to remain constant into the future
Huge declines in infant and perinatal mortality has contributed to improving life-expectancies
worldwide.
Under 5 mortality:
In 2015, 5.9 million children under 5 died.
•
•

Under 5 mortality rate (child mortality rate) = number of deaths per 1000 live births in
children < 5
Infant mortality rate = number of deaths of infants <1 per 100 live births

53% decline in child mortality rate since 1990 – this is largely due to vaccination (e.g. there is 86%
global coverage for third dose of diphtheria, pertussis and tetanus vaccine).
Causes of death under 5 include:
•
•
•
•
•

Neonatal deaths 45% - intrapartum, sepsis, tetanus, pneumonia
Pneumonia
Congenital
Infectious disease – malaria, measles, diarrhoea, AIDS, meningitis, pertussis
Other

Premature births are increasing – leading cause of death of newborns. Skilled birth attendance is
important → reduces prematurity by 24%
Maternal mortality:
99% of maternal mortality occurs in developing countries. The risk is higher in adolescent girls and in
rural/remote regions.
Maternal death – death of a women while pregnant or within 42 days of termination of pregnancy
from any cause related to or aggravated by the pregnancy or its management (but not accidental or
incidental)
Complications account for 75% of maternal deaths
•
•
•
•
•

Severe bleeding
Infections
Pre-eclampsia and eclampsia
Delivery complications
Unsafe abortion

Australia - data is determined by various public health authorities – Registrars of Birth, Deaths and
Marriages + Coroners reports, State and territory maternal mortality committees.
Developing countries – verbal autopsy
Leading cause of death:
Top 10:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ischaemic heart disease
Stroke
Lower respiratory infections
COPD
Trachea-bronchus and lung cancers
Diabetes mellitus
Alzheimer’s
Diarrhoeal disease
Tuberculosis
Road injury

These causes are different in different parts of the world.
•
•

In low income countries – higher rates of infectious diseases (HIV, TB, Malaria), more birth
related
In high income countries – less TB and other infectious diseases, more non-communicable
diseases

Disability:
Low back and neck pain is most common.
•
•

Quality adjusted life-years (QALYs)
Disability adjusted life years (DALYs) – Years of life lost + year lost due to disability
o Years of life lost – due to deaths x life-expectancy
o Years lost due to disability – new cases x disability weight x duration of disability
▪ Disability weight is a factor that reflects the severity of the disease from 0
(perfect health) to 1(equivalent to death)

Top 5 DALY diseases: ischaemic heart disease, lower respiratory infections, CVD, lower back and
neck pain, road injuries.
Global burden of disease studies – systematic and scientific efforts to measure the comparative
magnitude of health loss due to disease and injuries →1990, 2010, 2013
Important to identify leading causes of disease, who gets it, monitoring health of countries, important
input into decision making (planning services etc.) Objectives of disease surveillance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measure burden
Identify at risk populations
Identify outbreaks
Detect trends
Evaluate control measure
Stimulate research priorities
Guide policy decisions

Epidemiology:
Epidemiology is defined as the study of the distribution and determinants of health-related states or
events in specified populations and the application of this study to control of health problems.
•
•

Distribution - descriptive epidemiology – time, place, person
Determinants - analytical epidemiology – what factors are associated with disease: how, why

Incidence – the number of new cases of a disease occurring in a defined population over a specific
time
Prevalence – the total number (proportion) of individuals who have a condition at a particular time
(by total population at risk)
prevalence will increase if incidence increases, treatment improve or diagnostic measures change (e.g.
screening).
Risk:
Incidence can be reported using risk ratio (relative
risk) or risk difference (attributable risk)
Population attributable risk – measure of the benefit
to a population when modifying a risk factor.
Difference between incidence (risk) of a disease in
the total pop and the unexposed population
Goal setting:
Until 2015 – millennium development goals
By 2030 – sustainable development goals – end epidemics of AIDs, TB, marala
LRTI:
Leading cause of global disease burden – mainly children <5 (YLL). Major contributor is pneumonia
Risk factors: low immunization, poor nutrition, overcrowding, HIV infection
Diarrhoeal diseases:
2nd infectious cause of global disease burden. Major contributors: rotavirus, e. coli
Risk factors: low immunization, poor sanitation (drinking water), poor nutrition, HIV, non-exclusive
breast feeding, vit A and zinc deficiency
Long term consequences – stunting, cognitive deficits. Similar incidence but substantially more
mortality in lower income countries.
Neglected tropical diseases:
e.g. leprosy, Chagas disease, Dengue – disease of poverty; seen in low income countries
HIV:
39 million deaths, 78 million total infection. 70% of people living with HIV live in sub-Saharan
Africa.
2.1million new infections a year, 1.2million deaths. Infections peaked in 1996. Decreased due to ARV
and prevention of vertical transmission. 90 90 90 by 2020

TB:
6 million new notifications a year (estimated 10 million total cases). 1.4 million deaths a year.
TB incidence is declining 1.5% a year
MDRTB and XDRTB – hampering efforts, resistance to drugs – mostly in India, China and Russia
Malaria:
214 infections as of 2015. Total deaths = 438 000
People at risk include, children<5, pregnant women (miscarriage and maternal death, anaemia or
impaired foetal growth), HIV infected pregnant women, travellers from malaria-free regions
Resistance to anti-malarials has been documents

Prevention of TB in the healthcare setting:
Prevention of TB:
•
•
•
•
•

Public health approaches
BCG vaccination
Contact tracing to identify recent infection
Isoniazid treatment to prevent disease
Prevention of occupational transmission

Occupational transmission:
•
•

Outbreaks of TB – MDRTB; highly infectious patients → spread
Sporadic transmission; variable infection rates

Prevalence of TB in hospital:
•
•

Low prevalence 0.1%-2% TST conversion rate
High prevalence 1-12% conversion rate

Adequate control measures can control this.
Prevention of infectious disease:
•
•
•
•

Reduce pool of infectious patients – early diagnosis and treatment
Prevent transmission – dependent on route of transmission. Environmental and personal
measures.
Immunoprophylaxis/chemoprophylaxis (e.g. isoniazid)
Prevent (modify disease) → treatment

Transmission of TB:
Spread by airborne route (droplets) among other routes. Transmission is affected by:
•

•

•

Infectiousness of patient
o Cough
o HIV infection – higher viral load
o Cavitation on CXR – capacity for organisms to be coughed up
o Sputum smear positive – more infectious if smear positive
o Laryngeal involvement – very infectious
o Cough/aerosol-generating procedures (e.g. sputum induction, bronchoscopy,
nebuliser)
Environmental conditions
o Exposure to TB in small enclosed spaces – e.g. waiting rooms, clinic rooms
o Inadequate ventilation
o Recirculation of air containing droplet nuclei
o Inadequate cleaning of environment
o Improper handling of specimens
Duration of exposure (e.g. primary care nurse vs. consultant)

Prevention of occupational transmission of TB:
•

Reduce pool of infected patients in healthcare setting –
o Diagnosis treatment – high index of suspicion; rapid testing of sputum; travel history
o Employ control measures until diagnosis is excluded

o

•

•

•

•

•

Monitor treated patients for response (CXR, smear positivity, culture negativity) for
MDRTB
Environmental controls
o Isolation
o Adequate ventilation to dilute and remove contaminated air
o Negative ventilation to prevent spread of air to adjacent areas
o Removal of droplet nuclei by filtration
o Inactivation of droplet nuclei by UV irradiation
Personal controls
o Respiratory protection
▪ Prevent inhalation of droplet nuclei
▪ Particulate filter masks – training and fitting of masks, fit checking
o Reduced infectivity of patients
▪ Instructs in correct cough etiquette
▪ Masks
• Surgical mask – cover nose and mouth, prevent sneezing/coughing
spread. Also protect wearer from splashes
• Particulate filter masks – fitted mask protects wearing by filtering
droplet nuclei.
o Used for routine care of patients on airborne precautions
o high-risk procedures such as bronchoscopy
BCG vaccination of healthcare workers – of uncertain benefit in Australia
o Major benefit for prevention/modification of TB disease in children in high TB
prevalence areas
o Efficacy in healthcare workers is unknown – not routinely used
o Used in areas with MDRTB
Detection of occupational transmission
o Baseline testing for latent TB infection
▪ TST in high prevalence areas
▪ IFN-γ release assay
o Regular monitoring in high-risk HCWs
o Follow-up after exposure
Isoniazid treatment

Management of HCW with positive baseline TST:
•

•

Assess for TB disease
o Clinical
o CXR
Assess for treatment of LTBI – consider isoniazid based on:
o Age
o Size of TST reaction
o Risk factors for progression
o Risk of adverse events to isoniazid

After TST conversion on routine test:
•

•

Assess for TB disease
o Clinical
o CXR
Assess for treatment of LTBI
o Indicates recent TB infection

o

Higher risk of progression in first 2-4 years’ post-infection →recommend isoniazid

Management of exposed HCW:
•

TST – 8-12 weeks after exposure; or CXW
o If negative, no follow up
o If positive, refer for assessment as above.

Coping with chronic illness:
Chronic illness – prolonged, not resolved spontaneously; rarely cured. These illnesses present a
significant burden in mortality, morbidity and cost.
>7million Australians (1/3).
Risk factors – lifestyle factors like smoking, alcoholism, poor diet and inactivity.
67.4% of Australians are overweight. Obesity in young people has tripled since 70s.
Burden of disease:
•
•
•
•
•

HIV/AIDS
CVD and cancer – leading killers
Mood disorders and substance abuse
Diabetes
Arthritis – leading cause of disability
Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias – leading cause of long term care

Coping:
Coping – ongoing (cognitive, emotional and behavioural) efforts to manage specific demands that are
appraised as taxing or exceeding the resources of the person.
Adaptive – refers to the effectiveness of coping in improving the outcome
Maladaptive – destructive coping aspects
•
•

Active – problem focussed – dealing with the problem by action on the environment or
oneself – diet etc.
Passive – emotional focussed – reappraising the relational meaning of the illness to mitigate
distress – denial, distancing, optimism
o Denial –
▪ Counterproductive – when there is effective action to be taken
▪ Useful – when nothing can be done by active coping

Good copers – characterized by optimism, practicality, resourcefulness. Flexible and aware of
possibilities
Bad copers – characterized by excessive self-expectations, reluctant to compromise, reluctant to ask
for help, denial, difficulty weighing alternatives. Helplessness
This is shaped by temperament (genetic disposition) and personality (shaped by experience), stress
reactivity, feedback and the present context
•
•

Genetic polymorphisms that influence availability of monoamines in the brains – need a
stressor to show up
Context – support network, cultural factors, other reactions (stigma etc.)

Physiological side of coping:

Stress response systems. Two major outflow system:
•
•

Neuro-endocrine route- HPA axis - slow
Autonomic nervous system – sympathetic, and parasympathetic pathways – fast, immediate
response

Heart-rate variability – a physiological marker of failure to cope (lack of parasympathetic input) –
high heartrate variability means you are relaxed. Related to flexibility in response systems –
remember that good coping requires flexibility. It affects cognitive performance, sleep, health (related
to all-cause mortality)
When sleeping HRV increases. Patients with major depression or stress do not increase HRV as much
(less parasympathetic stimulation).
AA moto:
“God grant me the courage to try to change what can be changed, the serenity to accept what cannot
be changes, and the wisdom to know the difference”

Indigenous respiratory health:
Respiratory disease in indigenous Australians:
•

•

Acute
o Influenza
o Pneumonia
o Pertussis
Chronic
o Asthma
o COPD
o Tuberculosis

A significant life expectancy gap exists between indigenous and non-indigenous Australians (10 years
difference; hasn’t improved over the last decade)
Incidence:
Indigenous people are much more likely to present to hospital with a respiratory illness (2x more
likely) – 9.8% of hospitalizations for indigenous people are respiratory presentation.
Prevalence:
31/100 indigenous people say that have a long term respiratory disease. Across all age groups,
indigenous people are more likely to have a chronic respiratory condition.
Pertussis: Higher in indigenous Australians (2.9:1). In 2010, vaccination schedule was changed; this
is helping.
Influenza: 6.3/1000 indigenous compared with 0.9/1000 for non-indigenous. Seasonal influenza
vaccine for people >15yo.
Pneumonia: 15.7/1000 hospital admission among indigenous vs 2.6 non-indigenous Australians. 0-4
and 45+ are 12-14x more likely to get it than other Australians
Asthma: 18% of aboriginal Australians are affected (2x prevalence vs non-indigenous). This is worse
in people 45+

COPD: comparable between indigenous and non-indigenous populations. However, they are much
more likely to be hospitalized (2.5x).
TB: TB is decreasing in Australia (since 1960). Rates higher in NT; overseas students are at risk.
Indigenous Australians have a higher prevalence.
Mortality:
Indigenous people are 2x more likely to die from a respiratory condition. There has been a reduction
in the number of respiratory deaths (gap being closed).
Risk factors:
•

•

•

•

Behavioural factors
o Smoking
o Alcohol/drug use
o Breast-feeding – indigenous mothers are less likely to breastfeed past 6 months
Biomedical factors
o Low birthweight – more likely to have a range of conditions
o Allergies
Psychological factors
o Psychological distress - discrimination/racism/stigma
o Vicarious trauma – removal from family (stolen generation)
o Life stressors – causes depression, anxiety
Socioeconomic and environmental factors
o Education
o Access to healthcare – culturally appropriate services, not just geographical
restriction
o Exposure to tobacco smoke
o Pets
o Work environment
o Housing
▪ Location
▪ Public housing
▪ Overcrowding

How do we make changes to these issues?
•
•
•
•
•

Multidisciplinary approach required – hospital staff, GPs, allied health staff, community
nurses
Involved the elders in the community
Education programs
Other programs – e.g. indigenous respiratory outreach care program
Improved communication with aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander patietns

Communicating with aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Patients:
Relationships are important – verbal vs non-verbal communication are equally important.
Relationships are built on trust and are very important.
Cultural misunderstanding is common between HCW and indigenous peoples. Good communication a
little cultural understanding makes it easier for the HCW to have a successful outcome.

Research ethics:
Scientific misconduct:
•
•
•
•

Research without integrity
Research fraud
Research dishonesty
Purposefully misleading the public

The violation of the standard codes of scholarly conduct and ethical behaviour in profressional
scientific research:
•

•
•
•

Fabrication – publication of deliberately false or misleading research
o Making up data (fabrication)
o Falsification – manipulation of data and process or omission of data
Plagiarism – taking credit for the work of another
Violation of ethical standards – e.g. informed consents
Suppression – failure to publish significant findings

Why? – career pressure, “knowing the right answer”, ability to get away with it
Tony Wakefield – MMR vaccine
Fabricated results, lied to public, did not declare his affiliation with a solicitor leading a class action
lawsuit against MMR.
Lancet issued a full retraction of the paper over 10 years after it was published. After investigation by
journalists and regulatory authorities it was determined that Wakefield had been dishonest.
Unfortunate experiment:
Dr Herbert Green did not believe that CIS did not progress to cervical cancer.
He followed women with CIS (and no cancer) prospectively; did not provide cancer removal → many
women developed cancer and some died.
Green reclassified some of those who developed cancer to make it look less bad. Signs of cancer were
ignored, women over 35 were enrolled. His treatment was also very much out of keeping with the
body of medical knowledge.
•
•
•
•
•

Women were not informed
Risk were extreme
Symptoms overlooked
Institutional safeguards broken
Hypothesis disproved but trial continued

Dr William McBride:
Was instrumental in proving the damaging effects of thalidomide. In later research, he altered the data
linking another nausea drug (scopolamine) to birth defects in rabbits → drug was forced off market.
William McBride was found guilty of research misconduct and resigned from his post (scientific
fraud).

Basic analysis of data:

Statistic tests include:
•
•
•
•
•

Descriptive statistics
Comparison
Association
Correlation – relationship which is
explainable using linear equation
Regression – what the relationship might be

How to choose a test?
1. How many samples/group? – usually two for
us
2. What sort of data? Is it continuous? Is it normal?
3. What is the purpose of the analysis?
a. Testing against a value (single z test)
b. Testing a hypothesis (e.g. T test)
c. Testing for a relationship (e.g. chi square or correlation test)
Correlation and simple regression:
Tests for analysing relationships between 2 continuous variables are called bivariate analysis
Key assumptions:
•
•
•

Linear relationship between the 2
No significant outliers
Pairs of variables should be bivariately normally distributed

Regression estimates the numerical relationship between the two variable x and y – examines the
prediction of one variable by the other → how y changes with x. y=a + bx
•
•

Which variable predicts which – e.g. height predicts weight (not the other way around)
Any other key predictors that we need to consider? – e.g. gender has an impact on height and
weight so we might split the file and look at each gender separately

Can be used to explain predictor (explanatory) variable and an outcome variable – one is dependent
and one is independent. A regression line can be used for prediction.
Correlation tells us how close the relationship between x and y is – whether the points sit on the line
of the relationship (given by regression) → statistical significance of the relationship.

Correlation coefficient (r) = sum of the products about the mean of the two variables. It is an
expression of the strength of the relationship and its direction
Gives a value between 0 and |1|; +/- gives the correlation direction.
Low magnitude of r (e.g. 0.02) means that the relationship is not a strong one
Correlations can be spurious – do not represent a real relationship. Variables can be proxies for
another e.g. education as a proxy for income.
SPSS outputs:
•
•
•
•

R = correlation coefficient, measurement of strength of relationship (or fit of model)
R2 = proportion of variation in dependent variable explained by the model
ANOVA – estimates the statistical strength of this relationship. It does not prove causation.
SPSS rounds down from 0.0005 to zero (we report this as P<0.001)
Coefficients a, b – gives the coefficients for the linear equation of the regression line
o a = equation constant (y intercept)
o b = gradient coefficient – how much y changes per unit change of x

P-value:
The probability that a test statistic would be as extreme or more extreme than observed if the null
hypothesis were true.
Or, the probability that the difference observed could have occurred by change, if the groups are alike
(the null hypothesis).
If p<0.05 then it is unlikely that the result could have occurred by chance alone → real difference.

Medical applications of antibodies:
Polyclonal antibodies:
Polyclonal response:
Even a simple antigen such as tetanus toxoid (a single molecule) has many epitopes, and it induces the
production of many different antibodies
In normal immune responses, antibodies are polyclonal; many different clones are involved, each
producing a different type of antibody to a different epitope
This is useful to our immune response because:
•
•

Pathogens and toxins can be covered more by antibodies and are more easily phagocytosed
It is harder for pathogens to mutation to escape our immune responses. If a pathogen changes
partially, a polyclonal response will still recognize other parts.

Therapy with polyclonal antibodies:
Passive immunization with polyclonal antibodies:
Passive immunization does not provide immunological memory. This therapy is conventionally done
with polyclonal antibodies purified from blood donations from healthy individuals
Specific antibodies:
Samples are selected with high-amounts of the desired antibody to protect against:
•
•
•

Tetanus (from vaccinated donors)
Various other infectious disease – e.g. Ebola (from donors who survived the natural disease0
Venom – e.g. snake bite (usually animal antibodies)

Note – transfer of antibodies from mother to foetus and neonate is natural passive immunization
Treatment with total IgG:
Total IgG antibodies are pooled from blood donations of thousands of healthy people. Prepared as
intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) or subcutaneous immunoglobulin (SCIG)
IgG has a long half-life (3 weeks), so monthly IVIG treatment schedules work well
The preparations are essentially pure IgG and are usually well tolerated (no need to type donors or
recipients unlike transfusion or transplantation) – patients are still at risk of mucosal infections
because patients do not receive IgA (passive immunization with IgA doesn’t work)
Such therapy is life-saving in major antibody deficiencies
Treatment of autoimmune diseases with IVIG
Beneficial in a variety of conditions, especially haematological, neurological and dermatological –
mechanism not clearly understood but probably depends on Fc portion of antibodies
Treatment of autoimmune diseases needs much higher doses of IVIG than reconstitution of
immunodeficiency patients. It is currently under trial in a variety of other diseases

B cell and plasma cell malignancies produce monoclonal antibodies:
Over 90% of lymphocyte malignancies are B cell in
origin.
The location of the malignant cells usually
resembles the location of the normal cell

Lymphoma can also lodge in the bone marrow.
Antibody secretion:
Each B cell and plasma cell makes only one antibody, with identical light chains (same specificity for
antigen). Hence, if there is a clone of a cancer cell – each of the new neoplastic cells will make the
same antibody.
All the antibodies made by one cell (surface and secreted) are either κ or λ (different light chains).
New B cells are made at a ratio of κ:λ of about 2:1.
•
•

In infections and autoimmune diseases, the response is polyclonal – many different B cells
and plasma cells participate. Hence, the κ:λ ratio is preserved as 2:1
In B cell or plasma cell malignancies, which are monoclonal disorders, arising from a single
abnormal cell, all the cells and their secreted antibodies are either κ or λ. Ratio changes.

Serum electrophoresis and detection of κ or λ:
We can easily detect the κ or λ ratio in the laboratory using
electrophoresis.
Separation of proteins based on size and charge – visualized
by adding a stain. The big band on the left is albumin.
Breadth of the smear indicates polyclonal heterogeneity.
Immunofixation is used to detect specific antibody
components (i.e. κ and λ light chains)
In monoclonal plasma cell disorders such as multiple myeloma, there is a malignant clone of plasma
cells. All the cells are derived from a single cell and secrete one kind of antibody. This appears as a
narrow band on serum electrophoresis and contains only κ or λ (not both) on immunofixation.

This is an important screening test for multiple myeloma.

Production of monoclonal antibodies for therapeutic purposes:
Production of monoclonal antibodies occurs in mice.

For many applications in therapeutics, diagnostics and research, it is better to have a single type of
antibody. A monoclonal antibody is made by a single clone of cells
The cells are engineered to produce antibody indefinitely – the need to produce monoclonal
antibodies in cells makes them expensive.
Traditionally, monoclonal antibodies are prepared from immunized mice (high tech). Increasingly,
monoclonal antibodies are made from antibody genes in human blood B cells – enables production of
fully human molecules (very high tech).
Therapeutic monoclonals:
>40 currently licenced, hundreds under development. They are all high affinity IgG antibodies
Advantages of monoclonal antibodies (compared with traditional small drugs)
•
•

•
•

Can be raised against virtually any target
Adverse effects are generally limited to
o Consequence of effect of antibody on target antigen
o Hypersensitivity reactions esp. type 1
▪ With rituximab, >50% get urticaria, fevers, chills
▪ 10% get anaphylaxis
Pharmacokinetics predictable
Have long half-lives (weeks) – only need to be given intermittently

Disadvantages include:
•
•
•

Need to be administered parenterally (by injection)
Only work on cell surface or extracellular target
Expensive
o Not feasible to synthesize antibodies
o Need to grow cells that make the antibody and purify antibody from cell culture
medium

o

Pharmaceutical companies may set charges at $100 000, per annum or treatment
course, per patient

Antibody engineering:
Monoclonal antibodies made in mice are genetically engineered to replace mouse parts with human
equivalents, in order to:
•
•

Reduce the patient’s immune response
against the antibody
Enable more effective interaction of Fc
portion with the patient’s immune system

This is done in two ways:
•
•

Chimeric = mouse V domains, human C
domains
Humanized = mouse antigen-binding site,
remainder of antibodies human

Humanization of antibodies:
V domain folds to form 3 loops at one end of the domain that make up to the
antigen binding site. In humanized antibodies, the 3 mouse antigen-binding loops
are retain but most of the variable domain (the framework) is human
Fully human antibodies:
Increasingly, fully human monoclonals are coming into clinical practise. Usually
made from antibody genes in normal human blood B cells.
In 2017, nearly all new therapeutic monoclonals are humanized or fully human.
Examples of therapeutic monoclonal antibodies:
Transtuzumab = herceptin

Antibodies and cancer:
Antibodies destroy cancer cells:
•
•

Create a bridge between target cell and Fc receptors on phagocytes
Fixing complement

CD20 expression on B cells and plasma cells:

CD20 (an important antibody target) is specific to the B cell lineage but not tumour specific – on
normal B cells and on most B cell lymphomas. It appears late in B cell development but is not present
on plasma cells.
Hence, anti-CD20 therapy kills normal mature, activated and memory cells as well as B cell
lymphoma cells but not plasma cells. Loss of B cells is associated with increased infection risk in
patients on anti-CD20 antibodies – nevertheless, long-lived plasma cells are not killed, so much
antibody secretion is preserved
Developing B cells are not affected, so after anti-CD20 therapy, normal mature naïve B cells reappear
Anti-CD20 therapy is also useful in inflammatory disorders; the mechanism is unclear.

Tumours:
Tumour antigen:
Tumours may express molecules that are seen as foreign by the immune system. Examples of tumour
antigens:
•
•
•

Mutated oncogenes or tumour suppressor genes that are essential for tumour development
Other cellular genes that are mutated in tumour cells especially melanoma
Over-expressed or aberrantly expressed molecules

•

Viral antigens if the cancer has a viral aetiology

Melanoma has the most mutations.
The cancer types that may respond to checkpoint inhibitors
have more mutations.

Tumour immunity:
In anti-tumour responses, possible effector mechanisms include
•
•
•

CD8 T cells
NK cells
Macrophages

Less role for antibodies
Tumours may evade the immune system by selective outgrowth of less immunogenic variants,
although the immune system may eliminate the more immunogenic variants
Many strategies for using the patient’s immune system to fight cancer are being researched, but few
have reached the point of licence for clinical use. To date, the most successful have been monoclonal
antibodies that block immune checkpoints.

Monoclonal therapy:
What is an immune checkpoint? Immune system ahs a regulatory mechanism to limit immune
response (probably to protect from autoimmunity). May be inappropriately recruited in cancer.
CTLA-4:
Receptor on T cells that exerts negative effects on T cell function – prominent on regulatory T cells.
Important in secondary lymphoid tissue in regulating or inhibiting initiation of immune responses
Anti-CTLA-4 antibody:
Ipilimumab is an antibody that binds to and blocks the function of CTLA-4. It enables the emergence
of anti-tumour immune responses to develop.
Dramatic effects in up to 20% of patients with metastatic melanoma – most patients who response
have a prolonged remission
Negatives:
•
•

Boosts all immune responses, not only anti-melanoma. Therefore, often causes autoimmune
diseases, such as enterocolitis, which can be severe or fatal.
Expensive - >$105 for 4 injections

More adverse effects than PD-1 antibodies.

PD-1:
Receptor on T cells that mediates negative effects on established T cell responses, important for
maintaining tolerance in peripheral tissues.
T cells that express PD-1 are termed “exhausted”
PD-L1
PD-L1 is a ligand of PD-1, normally on a variety of cells
PD-L1 is expressed by cancer cells in many cases of melanoma
and some other tumour, inhibiting the anti-tumour response,
enabling the tumours to escape the immune response.
Anti-PD-1 antibodies: e.g. nivolumab
Block the capacity of PD-L1 to bind PD-1; hence convert exhausted T cell responses to effector T cell
responses
Used alone, causes remission in ~40% of cases of metastatic melanoma. Also, effective in several
other types of cancer, though in a lower proportion of cases. Better results in patients with tumours
that express PD-L1
Combination:
These two drugs are used in combination. Increase adverse effects. Most adverse effects resolved with
immune-modulatory therapy but most endocrine events did not resolve.

Challenges in immunology:
•
•
•
•
•

Vaccines for HIV, TB, malaria
Prevention of autoimmune disease
More targeted immunosuppressive therapy for autoimmune disease, severe allergy and
transplantation
Gene therapy for immunodeficiency
Immunological contribution to cancer therapy

